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RIFLE SIGHT! 

Make this your year for top 

....... ........ ....... ...... 
.....A ...... ....... ....... ....... ....... Ãˆ L &I x 6 x big game hunting sight. ...... minute click adjustments. The fogproof BALvar 24 ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... . Largest measured field of view of any % is as sturdy as a hunting sight and carries the famous ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ....... ...... '1 6 x  sight, 21' at 100 yds.; cross-hair g; ...... ...... ....... . . . . . . x . . .  reticle; fogproof. .. $75.00. $8 down. S 

B&L lifetime guarantee. 
...... ....... ...... ...... .i  ...... . . ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... ...... ...... ....... ...... ....... BALeig ht 8 x varmint sight. Fog- % 

sg .......... . FREE MANUAL To learn more about the ex- ...... ....... .......... proof; external adjustments; 40mm ob- % ...... :::::.-. ...... ........... ....... ...... je'c'tfve; cross-hair reticle. ....... ...... ....... citing BALvar 24 and other famous B&L sights, send 
...... .'.'..:::. . . ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... ....... $85.00. $9 downs E; for yoyr copy of "Facts About Telescopic Sights." A ....... ...... ....... ....... ....... ...... ....... ............. ....... ....... ....... 96-page manual of technical and practical facts you ....... ....... . ....... BALvar 4 . Variable power, 2% x - 4 ~ ,  ....... '......::.'. ....... ....... . . should know. Write Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 

.. ., ... ...... hunting. sight; external adjustments; ....... ........... ....... :.....Wt ....... fogproof; cross-hair or tapered post 2$$ 20626 Lomb Park, Rochester 2, N. Y. ....... ....... ....... ....... .......... ....... reticle. $80.00. $8 down. ....... ....... ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... . B ~ ~ v a r  8 Variable power, 2 % ~ -  ....... ...... ....... Now you can own a B&L sight for just ...... ....... ...... ....... ...... 8X, hunting and varmint sight. Ta- ....... ...... pennies a day under the new Time ....... ...... ....... ...... pered cross-hair reticle % minute at ....... ..:::::. Payment Plan offered by B&L dealers 

..::..:A :I:::..... ...... center; external adjustments. ....... ...... everywhere. As litle as 10% down and ....... ::::::. ...... $95.00. $10 down. the scope's yours.. . the balance is paid ....... ...... ....... ...... ....... ....... ....... ...... 
":.:Â¥Ã̂ ....... . B A L v M  24 Variable power, 6 ~ -  :. ....... 

in convenient monthly payments. 
:::::... - ....... ....... ....... ....... 24 X , target and varmint sight. Tapered z.. ....... ::>:::: - :..:::... ....... ....... cross-hair reticle Ya minute at center; ....... ....... 
::::::; 

::::;:. ....... ....... ...... ....... ...... external adjustments; fogproof. wi th  c++ ....... ...... ....... . mount ......... $160.00.$16down. a ...... -1 ...... ....... ...... ....... ....... ...... ....... ....... ...... ...... ....... ....... ...... ....... ::::.'... ...... BALvar 4, BALsix and BALfor sights %$ ....... ............. ...... ....... ... ...... ........ ...... ...... with Lee Dot Reticle $12.50 extra. $j$ ....... ....... ...... ...... ....... ....... 
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1 AMERICA'S FIRST PERFECTED PELLET 1 1 NO JAMMING! NO SPILLING! 
FEEDING AND LOADING ACTION FEEDS IN ANY POSITION! 

I 
L m J  Lm-=------------m-J -i ------------------- -~ ppp-ppppp------- 

Exclusive Patented SWING-FEED@ LOADING 
A 

h Load Indicator, and TRU-FLYTE* BARREL , 1 
Another first in pellet shooting by Crosman-a Repeater Rifle! No more manual 
loading of each round. Crosman SWING-FEED LOADING feeds and loads ten shots 
automatically . . . smoothly and instantly . . . as you slide the bolt! Crosman Load 
Indicator pops out to show when chamber is loaded. Absolutely trouble-free. TRU- 
FLYTE Barrel delivers amazing new accuracy in pellet shooting. Special precision 
machining and truing with famous button rifling is the answer. 

I 
WRITE for colorful, new shooting booklet. 

CROSMAN ARMS CO., INC, Dept. G-14, Fairport, N. Y. 
NOW STOCKED BY CROSMAN SELECT DEALERS 

Dealers! Ask your jobber or write direct for details on.Cmsman new Select Dealer Priority Plan for 1958. 
n 

I 

Power 

Without  Powder  ' Available in Canada 
Worm's Largest Manufacturer of Pellet Rifles and Pistols - 
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'high-speed 

HOLLOW POINT 

the 110-grain, 
30-caliber bullet with 

match -target accuracy I 

Make your 30-caliber rifle 
a top varmint gun by 
hand loading with 
Sierra's new 110 grain 
hollow point bullet. 
Sierra makes a 30-caliber 
bullet for every need. 
By handloading with Sierra's, 
30-caliber owners can hunt 
everything from ground squirrels 
to  grizzlies and bring back 
the trophy. 

l o r  target or g a m e . .  . 
the name's the same ' 

BULLETS 
600 West Whittier Blvd. - Whittier, Calif. - - 

By TED DOESCHER 

I HAVE four favor- 
ites: a Marlin .35 

carbine for brush shoot- 
ing with 2%X Bush- 
nell scope in Pachmayr 
lo-swing mount; a 222 
"microgroove" M a r l i  n 
with 6X Bushnell in 
Stith mount for var- 
mints and bench rest 
shooting; a Weatherby 
.300 magnum carrying 
a 4X Leupold on Leu- 
pold mount which I use 
for all North American 
big game; and my Mod- 
el 70 with 4X Bushnell 
scope, for long range 
open country shooting. 
All four guns have Tim- 
ney triggers. 

L en: 

By GHEORGHE LICHIARDOPOL 

I ENJOY shotgunning and hunting Olympia 22 automatic, fitted with addi- 
hares and ducks near my home in tional barrel weights. My pistol is my 

Romania, but in the Olympics when I favorite'weapon as one can always enjoy 
placed third in the rapid fire match, I some shooting with it, even in the city, 
used my favorite gun, the Hammerli- because we have plenty of indoor ranges. 



TALK 

F ROM FLINTLOCKS to future guns, 
from tigers to target busting, and from 

Olympic rifles to fundamental bolt actions,, 
combine with the commercial side of istol 
mpetition and a generous helping of Ehner 
Keith's inimitable comments on things in 
general to make something for everybody. 

Asking i s  back with a lively and unusual 
story on upland bird shoot' in Asia; but 
upland birds with an orients? flavor, includ- 
ing peacocks! And covertly in the brush 
paralleling his hunt lurk briefly seen dangers, 
pythons, wild dogs, and tigers that slink off 
with his downed birds. But such is life in 
the far east with Askins. 

The old hassle over "obsolete" bolt action 
rifles is reo ened by hunter-ex G.I . -w  
clank ~rfiirth. An experienced gun-crank 

@? . ,+ 
marksman, with practical know-how of hun- 
dreds of different weapons in the field, 
Erfurth turned a sharp look on the bolt us 

. lever action controversy. - 
Florida and future guns will appeal to the 

technical expert and the competitive shooter. 
Fist, for Florida, read Texan Bill Toney's 
thorough appraisal of the grapefruit circuit, 
the shooting facilities available in the sun- 

< shine state' (C of C please note). Texan 
. Toney boosts Florida as the spot for a shoot- 

:-.? , 
ipg vacation for one very easyzto-understand 

.rea&n: Florida s done a great deal for 
skootm by Mulous facilities at 
modest cost. Whether hunting, target shoot- 
ing, or just baskin in the sun is in order, 
Toney says "Go to borida." 

Future guns are discussed by CoL Robert 
Rigg. Now stationed at Pentagon, Col. 
Rigg disclaims bein a weapons expert," 
but in his article shows great insight, or 
perhaps foresight is the better word, on what 
the attern of future war may be. His ideas 
for future weapons at first seem novel; then 
the reader will gradually realize that there is 
more to the story than is printed, and that 
some of these fantastic weapons Col. Rigg 
describes are closer than you may think. 

Also close at hand are the needs of hand- 
gunners. Whether tyro or master, you will 
get some good out of reading Gil Hebard's 
discerning article on accessories that make 
for better handgun shooting. Titled "Buying 
Your Way To Pistol Mastery," Hebard's 
essay offers dollars and cents advice on 
equipment which the shooters find helps 
them to excel. Hebard should know-he is 
a medal-winning pistoleer, and a gun dealer. 

Last month we brought you such diversi- 
fied "firstsn in gun reading as the Austrian 
water shooting and "Shooting For Sport in 
the USSR." This month we offer the Olympic 
Rifle article (about a sensational new In- 
ternational - type weapon that has reached 
fruition in the free air of North America) 
and, for other-minded readers, "How to Shoot 
A Flintlock" and "Is The ,410 A Duck Gun?" 
Next month and for the years to come, you 
can be assured that GUNS will bring you the 
first, the latest, the most complete 
coverage of guns and shooting. 5 

T H E  C O V E R  

W e  don't know what Elmer Keith 
will d o  t o  us when he returns 
from Africa and finds that we've 
turned him into a magazine cov- 
er model. Neither do we know 
many men who better deserve t o  
grace the cover o f  a gun book. 
S-e give you ... Elmer Keith. 
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NORMA factory loaded ammunition 
brings shooters Olympic Championship 

NORMA coses are "Re" designed for 
reloading; with all. calibers and weights 

K u -'̂ i. AT LONGEST RANGE 1 

V i q y v "  ~ a t c h  Grade quality - at no extra 

~ v a i l a b l e  at your local dealer. 

' o f  bullets for best game and target 
hat ing.  I 

O V E R  A Q U A R . T E R - M I L L I O N  
S P O R T S M E N  I N V I T E  Y O U  T O  

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION for only S5.00  
A T U ~ S  Subscription to 

MEMBERSHIP IN THE N R A 

A GOLD-FILLED MEMBERSHIP BUTTON 

it identifies you as a member of this great sportsman's organization. 

IJ Enclosed is my $5.00 D Bill me please 603-2 

Name 

Address 

City & Stat<- 
* NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION Â APPLICATION 
Â 1600 Rhode bland Ave., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C. TODAY 

Wonfirming application and dotoos will aho he wailed 
8 (0 BOB. 
e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e * e e e e e e e e ~  
6 

1 the NEWS 

Â When bartender Jack Clark of Lander, 
Wyo., opened the tavern and saw a crouching 
mountain lion only four feet away, he did a 
snappy job of scaling the side of a cabinet. 
Later, he learned that erstwhile friends had 
shot the big cat, frozen it into an upright 
position, and placed it in the bar during the 
night. * * * 
Â Charles Williams, an Australian cattle- 
man, shot off part of his aim after a poison- 
ous snake bit him. He did it because he 
could not find a knife to cut open the bitten 
area. to let out the poison. Doctors said he 
undoubtedly saved his life. * * * 
Â A tale denied at  Fort Benning tells of the 
fresh inductee on guard duty. The officer of 
the day comes by, queries him on orders 
of the day, then asks to see his rifle. Un- 
thinking, the recruit hands it over. "Now 
what would you do if I told you to get the 
h.. . off the cost?" asked the officer. The 
boy thought for an instant, then whipped 
out Kis bayonet and hissed "Give it back, 
damn it! I t  ain't loaded!" * *  
Â Sudbury, Canada. M. J. Merickel of 
Wadena, Minn., has won the Grout wolf 
trophy for the third year in a row by shoot- 
ing down a total of 66 wolves. His technique 
is simple. He uses a shotgun while flying 
low in his private plane. The trophy was 
established a few years ago by Arthur J. 
Grout to combat wolves in northern Ontario. * * * 
Â Denver, Colo. A man called up police 
headquarters and told them he was robbing 
a grocery store. How come? The store 
owner, Raquel Cordova, was pointing a .38 
caliber pistol at him while he telephoned. * *  
Â Detroit, Mich. A merchant reported his 
hardware store being robbed of two pistols 
and 7150 rounds of ammunition but there 
was a wry smile on his face as he told police 
about it. He explained that t h e  thieves 
would find that none of the bullets would 
fit the pistols. * * *  
Â Mentakab, Malaya. A young i c e  planter 
fought a fully grown tiger with his bare 
hands in a delaying action until bullets could 
come into play. Yatib Bin Osman wrestled 
the tiger for five minutes before friends 
arrived with guns and shot the animal. * *  
Â Muskegon, Mich. So that there'd be no 
mistake where he'd gone, Charles Finkler 
left the three chairs in his barber shop oc- 
cupied by three mounted deer heads, each 
wrapped in a barber's sheet. It was his way 
of letting everyone know he and his 'two 
assistants had gone hunting. 



THE NEW GREAT WESTERN ' 
DEPUTY-SINGLE-ACTION 

/- 
The Very Latest i n  Single-Action Revolve~ 
Custom lue Finish Walnut Grips Full-len 
Rib, Solid Front ~ igh t ,  Rear Sight ~djustabie 7 
Wind and Elevation. 
.22 Caliber 4" BBL. ....................... $109. 
38 S ecial 4" BBL. ....................... 119. 
357 hagnum 4" BBL. ..................... 124. - - PROMPT DELIVERY - 

KRAG CARBINE 

l 
nson Bolt Action Carbine. Powerful 6.5MM Calibi 
higinal Blue, Good Stock, Fine Shooter. 
Is.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$27.! 

WESTERN QUICK DRAW SET 

FAST DRAW HOLSTER 

Genuine Tooled Leather 

B e a u t i f u l  Custom Hand 
Tooled Genuine Leather F a s t  

Draw Western Holsters. Com- 

At  R*law Whole~I. Prices 
Only $19.90 Single Set $24.20 Double 1 
Beautiful genuine custom hand made Western quick-dn 
Buscadem el t  and holster sets. Handsome carved desi 
corn letely lined belt and holster loopsfor cartridges a 
tie-Awn straps for vmk-draw'shaotmg, made for , 
p a  re ular $40.0, value a t  less than price Wh 

rdenng Send-belt size, make, caliber'andbarrel'leng 
of gun. color desired. 

SMITH b WESSON 38 CA. REVOLVERS 

Ori inal Blue Finish 
b 8 rips, V6 Bores. 
Excellent mechanical 
and shooting condi- 

1 
tion. Ammo 
50 raunds $$% 
M i l i t a r y  H o l s t e r  
$5.50. m 

CALIBER - 
mnuine MSC D.A. ~utos.  he^ - 
Guns are in near mint condition. One 

inn. ................... 
nmmo W Ms. ............... .S4.20 Holster ..................... .$&SO 

- -- 

SPRINGFIELD 30-06 RIFLES 

45 AUTO CAL. 
I 

>-Shot Blue Finish Select Grade 
Suns ................ $19.75 
Â¥ticke Plated Gun Like New . 

$28.75 3- .................... 
immo ................. .$3.25 50 Rds. '4 

Fine High quality German 
Walther World War II German 
automohc. Fires 9mm Luger car- 

US. Model Genuine Sprin fields A l l  have ve 
H. Numbers and all mi lgd parts. Or! inal 
issued very good condition $39.95. w f t h  ne 
slin and i n  excellent condition 5.00. Sprint 
fields 30-06, low numbers -V6 g2.00. 

GERMAN MACHINE GUNS 

fridge. Original near mint condition. 
Extra d i m  $4.70. Ammo 9mm. $9.50 
for 100 rounds. Holster $4.50. . .  
Eurooean Armv Holster. . . . . . . . .  .S5.50 

R a n  7" Barrel Mo&l 
Beautiful Blue finish, wal- 
nut grips. Excellent me- 
chanical and shootin condition 
$75.00. Nickel finish t85.00. EX& 
clip $7.50. 

De-Activated War Trophies. German Erma, Gel 
man Schmeisser MP-2811, German Schmeissi 
MA-34, German Steyr. I n  Excellent Conditia 
$39.95 each. COLT SINGLE ACTION PARTS Ulster ...................... .$5.50 

COLT PERCUSSION REVOLVERS 
- -- 

GERMAN W W I I  MAUSER 8MMÃ‘4  RIFLI 

Hammer ..... .$7.67 
Back Strap .... 6.50 
Firing Pin ..... 1.00 
Grips ......... 3.50 
Hand ........ 3.33 
Trigger ....... 2.33 
Main Spring ... 1.67 
Bolt ......... 2.67 
Trigger Guard.. . 7.00 

Original as issued in  excellent mechanical MI 
shooting condition $36.50. 

GUN CATALOGS 
Yi!!n2ZLL? !%! k ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ t ~ ~ A ~ 2  
vn and their Kccnwrios. Puk-HolÂ¥tonÃ‘ari 
Â¥te (Dc P. P. Completely IliustrÂ¥tod 

JUMBO USED GUN CATALOG 
Loactod with modem and antiqw nun bÃ§rgai' and 
othsr hard to 081 items. Ri f ln .  wtomatiu. nvol- 
Vf, Percussion pistols etc. Completely illustrat- 
8d. 81.00 P. P. 

GERMAN MILITARY ARMS CATALOG 
TlÃ laiwt nlwtlon of Ã‡Ã§rm 'LUOT* MB- 
p&t~a;~ww$th.& &,a*mlp&:pfg$ 
tlliia*ft*d KAf Â Â¥ 

Base Pin Screw. $ .33 
Base Pin Nut. .. 3 3  
Base Pin Spring 3 3  
Gate . . . . . . . . .  6.33 
Gate Catch ... .33 

. . .  

e. ....... 

Barrels- 
45 cal. 44 special AUTHENTIC HOLSTERS 

:ustoin made Orlglnal Authentic 
m1. f.x ",e coi, ,860 Arw. %?%wA% 
temlngton Army Percuuton revolvers. $990 pp. 
Colt 1 49 Pocket Model 

38 special - ....... :;Ez .11.33 . .13.33 
Sears b Bolt 

Spring ...... .67 
Base Pin ...... .1 .OO 
Base Pin Bushing 1.67 

Al l  Screws Availabl 

U.S. SPRINGFIELD RIFLES 

Genuine rare old Trapdoor r i f lw 
for the collector and shooter. 

Model 1873 45-70 al. Good Cond. $39.50 SelKt 
;rode, 545.b. 45-70 ammo. $3.50 a box: 

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO., INC. 
12418 Ventura Blvd.. Dept. 0 Studio City, California 



D O N ' T  M I S S  T H I S  

FIRST ISSUE! 

FRONTIER TIMES is  being brought out as a 
companion magazine to TRUE WEST, a publi- 
cation which has been credited with creating 
a new type of Western journalism-fast-mov- 
ing, dramatic TRUE stories of the Old West. 

This all fact, all true slick paper magazine 
i s  crammed with articles and photos on bad- 
men, gold rush, range wars, Indian fights, ghost 
towns, lost mines and buried treasures, out- 
laws, trail-drives, frontier sagas, cowboy and 
ranch life-it's the REAL THING! 

TRUE WEST was launched in I953 and al- 
eady six issues m e  unavailable. W e  have 

been offered as much as $20.00 for one copy 
of an "all gone" issue already. So make 
sure you get the first issue of the new series 
of FRONTIER TIMES by filling out and mail- 
ing the blank below before our supply is ex- 
hausted. 

THIS FIRST ISSUE OF FRONTIER TIMES 
IS GOING TO BE VALUABLE - EVEN IN 
THE COMPARATIVELY NEAR FUTURE! 

IN THE FIRST ISSUE: * THE DONNER TRAGEDY, by Sven Skaar. A 
nightmare of horror stalked members of the 
Donner Party from the da they left the Ore on 
bound wagon train to follow the Hastings Cut- 
off into California. What a story! * CANYON OF THE SKELETONS b Norman B. 
Wiltsey. The only instance where large Indian 
forces met in pitched battlethe Crows against 
the Sioux, Cheyennes, and Pawnees. 
GENTLEMAN KILLER, by J. Frank Dobie. 
THE BLIZZARD, by Walt Coburn. :.,* THE FIGHT THAT FINISHED TOMBSTONE f&-"',.- by Tom Bailey-it WASN'T the one at 0. K; 

d-i" , Corral. * THEY COULD LAUGH AT DEATH, by T. Walt 
Hogan. 

A "THE FIGHTIN'EST RANGER," by Eugene Cun- 
ningham. * WELLS, FARCO'S GOLD BOAT, by Richard H. 
D~llon. * THE LAST OWL-HOOT, by Eric Thane. * DEATH VALLEY SILVER, by Clarence E. Wager. 

E..................................................." 

! FRONTIER TIMES 
Â Box 5008-G, Austin 31. Texas 

Â 

I am enclosing Q $I  for 4 issues; $2 ; 
: for 8 issues; Q $3 for 12 issues (check i : one) of FRONTIER TIMES. 
5 : This assures me of getting the first issue! 
Â 

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ! 
Street.. ..................... ...-. ....... ! 

..... ! c i t y . .  ................... State.. ! 
: .................................................... : 

Gorosabel Magnum 
Ten Bore Double. w E HAVE BEEN TESTING a magnum 

ten bore built by Gorosabel of Eibar, 
Spain, imported by Frank Clark Jr., Box 
297, Cheyenne, Wyoming. Barrels are 32" 
long, very heavy, the heaviest shotgun barrels 
we have ever seen but well and carefully 
bored and chambered for the 3%" magnum 
10 gauge two ounce load. The barrels could 
be tapered much thinner at the muzzle 
without any loss of strength and give the 
arm a better balance. Action is Anson & 
Deely pattern box lock; double under bolt, 
Greener .cross bolt, Scott bite in end of 
extended rib, and Purdey side clips. I t  is 
one of the best-bolted shotguns we have seen. 
Angle of frame is heavily reinforced and the 
action is broad and heavy for extra strength, 

This is one of the finest jobs of action and 
barrel fitting for the big gun we have seen. 
Front trigger is hinged, and rib is matted, 
with large ivory front bead. The forend is of 
French walnut, as is the stock. This speci- 
men has a huge beavertail forend which I 
do not like on a magnum ten, a5 it is just 
too large for my left hand to grasp properly. 
However, it might very well suit a man with 
large hands and long fingers. 

The stock is of well grained, very dense 
and hard French walnut of high quality 
and good figure. It is well shaped, with a 
generous cheek piece and good full pistol 
grip, and is fitted with recoil pad. Drop is 
around 1% x 3". The heel drop is excessive 
for my ~ersonal  liking; I would much prefer 
a 2" heel drop. 

The gun is massive, weighs at least 11 
~ounds ,  but shoots like the devil. All bolts 
of the action seem to be in proper bearing 
and the ejectors kick the empties well out 
of the way. Patterns are excellent at all 
ranges with heavy shot. The left barrel 
seems to throw a bit the tighter pattern, 
but the right shoots a very fine, even spread, 
more like an improved modified. Patterns 
with No. 2 shot will take geese at 80 yards 
and beyond if you can hold it on them, and 
this is the first magnum 10 we have tested 
that throws good tight patterns with Reming- 
ton two -ounce BB Shot loads. These 
Remington BB loads in this Gorosabel gun 
would be wicked on geese, and the big gun 
also does mighty good with twos. For some 
reason, the smaller No. 2 shot give best 
results in most magnum ten bores, but this 
particular gun seems to throw either very 
well. 

This action is neatly hand engraved with 
scroll panels to break up the plainness, and 
is also case hardened. All told, it is the 
most shotgun I have vet seen for the money. 

$225 with ejectors. I doubt if it could be 
built in this country for less than $40. The 
gun has shown no tendency to lead in the 
cone and seems to throw the same uniforin 
patterns shot after shot. 

The only criticism we have to offer is: the 
barrels could be much thinner toward the 
muzzles; a lighter, standard size forend 
would be better for most shooters; the 
excellently shaped butt-stock should be 
given a drop of not over 2%" at heel; and 
an even larger, more massive butt plate 
would add more weight back of the action 
where it is needed for better balance. The 
changes would make the gun balance farther 
to the rear and be faster to mount and get 
on the target. Recoil would also be reduced, 
and so would the up lift of the barrels in 
recoil, thereby allowing a faster second shot. 

I have the first magnum 10 ever built; a 
10% pound, 32" barrel gun (Serial Number 
500,000) built by Ithaca for Maj. Charles 
Asking many years ago. I have been shooting 
it for over 20 years. It has proven the finest 
pass gun for big ducks and geese I have 
ever used. This Gorosabel has an even 
stronger, better fitted action, is not as well 
balanced, but could be made to balance just 
as well. We can heartily recommend this big 
Gorosabel magnum 10 to anyone wanting 
a fine, long range pass gun for either duck 
or goose shooting. It is a sportsman's gun, 
not a game hog's, as it shoots such close 
patters that only a confirmed old pass 
shooter could use it effectively. More fun 
can be had on a good duck and goose pass 
with this big gun than with any smaller 
gauge of shotgun by the man who gets a 
greater kick out of a few perfect long shots 
than from killing a couple of limits at close 
range over decoys. 

Target  Sights for Sixguns 
My choice for the best rear target sight 

to have fitted to the fixed-sighted sixgun is 
the S & W micrometer-click rear sight. This 
can be done by milling out the hog trough 
that has served for a rear sight in the top 
of the frame. It is a job for a competent 
gunsmith or machinist and must be done 
right, both the long mill cut in the top of 
the frame and also the cross cut at the rear 
end of the top strap. Properly fitted, it gives 
the shooter a really first-class rear sight and 
does not seriously weaken the frame. I t  also 
makes for a much lower sighting plane. 

For the front sight one has two choices. 
A ramp front (like the Williams Gunsight 
rifle ramp) can be silver-soldered to the 
barrel and any type of drive-in front rifle 
sight fitted in (from the well known and 
well liked Sourdoush to the round bead in 



fit snug over the barrel to be cross-pinned 
and silver-soldered in position, and any type 
blade front sight or bead can be fitted in a 
slot ill the top of the band stud by cross 
pinning. Such' sights will stay put and give. 
the shooter lasting, satisfactory service. 
Front sight- height can be worked out by 
using a dummy front sight blade and filing ' 
down to height as you shoot the gun in. 
Then a new sight can be fitted to correspond 
with the proper height arrived at, and you 
have a perfectly sighted gun with fully ad- 
justable rear sight. 

Magnum 16 Shotshe. 
Back in 1953 I asked Gail Evans of Rem- 

iugton for a 1% ounce 16 bore load such as 
we had already hand loaded for many years. 
Also took the matter up with C. G. Peterson 
of Remington. Both were very much in 
favor of such a load and it was not long 
in forthcoming. However, Remington and 
also Winchester-Western brought out this 
fine load with No. 2 and No. 4 shot only. 
The same load with No. 6 shot was badly 
needed also, for ducks and long range 
pheasants. The first 16 gauge magnum 1% 
ounce No. 6 shot loads that we know of or 
had a chance to test were brought out by 
Federal Cartridge Co. of Minneapolis and 
these have proven very fine load in every 
respect. Although the No. 2 shot are fine 
on geese and No. 4 are good for real big 
ducks-or geese at close range, the No. 6 shot 
load throws a far denser and better pattern 
for average duck and pheasant shooting. The 
new Federal loads threw uniformly good 
patterns and also gave excellent penetration 
on the pattern board as well as on ducks 
and pheasants and crows. Since then, Rem- 
ington and Winchester-Western plants have 
also answered the demand for No. 6 shot in 
these heavy magnum loads. 

Shot Sixes for Geese 
Over the years we have tried many sizes 

of shot on geese. For the lesser snow and 
other small geese or young honkers, No. 3 
shot did very well indeed and gave denser 
patterns than No. 2; but, alas, the loading 
companies now have dropped No. 3 shot. 
My old mag ten was regulated for No. 3 
shot and averaged, for ten shot strings with 
both barrels, 93 per cent with Western 
Lubaloy loads. With No. 2 shot it averaged, 
both barrels for ten shots, just 85 per cent. 
On the smaller geese out to 75 or even 80 
yards, and for all long range pass duck 
shooting, I prefer No. 3 shot, but I can no 
longer get that size loaded. No. 4s are 
about all done for pellet energy at 70 yards, 
but No. 3 will kill at a full 80 yards, and 
we have seen No. 3 Western Lubaloy shot 
drive clear through to the skin on the off 
side of big mallards at a full 80 yards. 

On big, heavy, full-bodied and full- 
plumaged honkers weighing from 9 to 14 
pounds, nothing less than No. 2 shot is 
effective out at 80 yards and beyond, and 
then only from the Magnum 10 with two 
ounces of shot, or from the latest loading 
for the 3" magnum 12 with 1% o~inces of 
shot. I have made many doubles with my 
fine old Ithaca magnum ten bore on big 
honkers at 80 yards and beyond with No. 2 
shot. With BB shot it patterns only 65 per 
cent, far too scattered for any use at long 
range. With two ounces of twos, however, I 
feel at home on a good pass when the big 

(Continued on page 41) 

The Super Tool is for  the  heavier jobs 
of rifle and  pistol cartridge reloading. 
Heat-treated sizing dies and seating dies 
with crimper a r e  included. Featured is 
a unique swing-out primer arm. Com- 
plete with dies, shell holder, and primer 
arm, $64.95. 

Pacific Gunsight Co. is now dis- 
tributing F R E E  its complete cata- 
log of quality reloading equipment 
for the  expert and amateur. Get 
one. Glance through it. You'll see 
why expert hand loaders have 
consistently chosen and  recom- 
mended Pacific Tools fo r  perfect, 
low-cost ammunition for  more 
than 25 years. F o r  a free copy, 
fill i n  t h e  coupon below and  mail 
it t o  us. ----------------- 

I 1 PACIFIC GUMSIGHT COMPANY 
2903 El Camlm Real ! Palo Alto, California 

1 0 Please send me your FREE catalog of the 1 1 complete line of reloading equipment-. I 
ALSO I should like to receive FREE ' your n& (andbook for handloaders as SUO~ 1 1 as i t  is published. 1 

1 C i t y . .  . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . .State.. . . . . . . . . . 1 
---------------J 

PACIFIC G U N  SIGHT COMPANY 0 2903 EL C A M I N O  REAL 0 PMOALTO. CALIFORNIA 
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Curry Your Shells 
' 

Convenient 1 y 
and Safely 

with MERSHON 
"SURE-GRIPVifle and 
Pistol Cartridge Packs 

For safely and conveniently car ing 
cartridges of all calibers wit T out 
danger of loss. Bullets are ke t safe 
from nicks and scratches. Shel t' s won't 
stick as Cartridge Packs are made 
of waxed rubber. Fit on any belt up 
to two inches wide. 

Satisfaction guaranteed. See your dealer or 
gunsmith. W r i h  for fileratwe on Mershon 
guaranteed shooting accessories for rifles, 
pistols and revolvers. 

MERSHON CO.. INC. 
511 E. Broadway, Glendale 5, California 

Exclusive Manufacturers of "White Line" 
Products, by Supreme Court Decision 

4 %E(v AUXILIARIES 
No more expensive fac- 
tory ammo. Now you can 
practice or plink in the 
privacy of your own back 

ew Tri - Jen Auxiliary 
cartridge slips into your 
revolver or automatic 
clip just like regular 
ammo but shoots only 

#2 BB with a conventional large pistol or rifle 

8 rimer. Easy to load. Safe! Accurate! Economical! 
sed by many law enforcement agencies and expert 

shooters from coast to coast. Made from case hard- 
ened cold rolled steel and given a black-oxide finish. 
Calibers milable: 32 S & W Long 38 Long Colt, 
38 Special 357 M& 9mm luger 45 Auto Col 
-44 ~pecial: .'44 Mag. and .45 Lon '&it. 0 n l i  8.8% 
~ x e f , Ã ‡ w ~ e a S f 2 S ~ ~ G "  0i2S1?rr 

T R I - J E N  MANUFACTURING CO. 1 

r L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R  

Shooting Comes High in India 
Please allow me to express appreciation 

for the excellent magazine you are produc- 
ing. I eagerly await each new issue, as the 
articles are fascinating, informative, and 
quite instructive. Would it be possible for 
you to have an article on how to make a 
pistol case? 

In India, the rifle movement has started 
very earnestly since 1950, three years after 
our independence. We have a National Rifle 
Association of India also. It is doing quite a 
lot of work, but because it is still in the 
childhood stage the rifle movement is not 
gaining the momentum that it should. One 
problem is that, except for the rich, nobody 
can afford to have this hobby. The custom 
duties are very stiff. They are about 6634 
per cent of the invoice value, plus a 10 per 
cent sales and general tax. For example, a 
Colt Match Target pistol costs here the 
equivalent of $130. It is also very difficult 
to obtain any accessories from abroad. We in 
India are trvine our best to induce our eov- 
ernment to scrap such high import duties 
and though ~overnment has cooperated very 
much, it is not quite sufficient. 

C. K. Vissanji 
Bombay, India 

. . . from Australia 
I do admire and envy you Americans . . . 

with all your shooting dubs and associations. 
Would you please help me find an American 
of about my own age (17) who would ex- 
change letters with me about rifle and pistol 
shooting-anything to do with actual use of 
guns, also stocking, inletting, reloading, etc.? 
I have all the books-1 have been able to buy 
on handgunning, all published in America. 
Here in Australia we have lots of wild game, 
including kangaroos, wallaby, buffalo, wild 
dogs, several varieties of deer, and of course 
rabbits. I enjoy hunting, plan to do much 
more. 1. . t. G. ; 

L .  . J'; i--'.<$~ Peter J. Stevens . .,.,' 
; ; *'if-, Main St., Croydon, - . i., . . . * '*? Victoria, Australia 

Movie Guhawifts 
I have just reread your January, 1957 

issue in which, the story, "My Challenge to 
Hollywood Hot Shots" appeared. I think the 
story was long overdue. For years now we 
have read stories on how fast these men are 
supposed to be. It was high-time someone 
said put-up or shut-up after reading later 
issues. I see no one has yet accepted Mc- 
Givern's challenge. But I am sure your read- 
ers are interested in a good follow-up story 
because many questions were left unan- 
swered. Such as who are the top guns in 
Hollywood? How does Ed think the top 
guns of the old west would do against the 

modern gunslinger? Who are supposed to be 
the best gunmen alive today? How do the 
chances look for the contest of the Holly- 
wood gunfighters? 

Also I think if McGivern will watch Hugh 
Obrien on T.V. he will notice a great im- 
provement in the use of gun facts and his- 
tory. And are issues of "Fpt and Fancy 
Revolver Shooting" available? 

L. D. Galloivay 
Pittsbury, Calif. 

See "The Truth About Hollywood Gun- 
fighters" by Charles MacDonald Heard, Hol- 
lywood expert on & and moving picture 
gunfighting techniques (GUNS, Dec., '57). 
And for McGivern's book on "Fast and 
Fancy Revolver Shooting," see your book 
dealer.-Editors. 

Warning 
In a recent issue of GUNS Magazines, there 

appeared an article on G.I. Carbines and 
their use for general hunting purposes. The 
writer stated that a good load for hunting 
could be acquired with very little cost to the 
shooter by taking the standard 110 or 112 
grain G.I. bullet and grinding off the tip 
until lead was showing. The finished product 
wasIntended to have mushrooming qualities 
that wodd be desirable for hunting small 
game. The process of grinding off the tip of 
the G.I. bullet is extremely dangerous and 
should never be attempted by a novice. 

A doctor friend of mine within the last 
year treated a gunner for facial lacerations 
and shock, after his carbine blew up. The 
victim had done just exactly as your writer 
is now recommending. The victim had filed 
off the front tip of the G.I. bullet until you 
could just see the lead showing through. ( I  
saw one of the bullets that had been altered 
and it was a pretty professional job.) After 
the victim fired this altered bullet he tried 
another and this next bullet went through 
the bore until it reached the metal jacket 
from the first bullet; hence the added pres- 
sure, hence the explosion, hence the injury. 
Warn your readers not to attempt this grind- 
ing operation. Some may be lucky and get 
away with it. Some may not be so fortunate. 

The carbine bullet has a lead core and 
this core extends to the base, is not pro- 
tected from the pressure and hot gases. 
When the tip of the bullet is removed, some- 
times the lead core squeezes past and leaves 
the jacket in the bore and a sure fire ac- 
cident to the shooter. Only on full-jacketed 
bullets can this operation be safe, where the 
base of the bullets are fully covered with 
the metal jacket. 

David J. Maxham 
Jersey City, N. J. 

In our September "Crossfire" we printed 
a letter titled "Old Wives' Tde;  by T/Sgt. 
Vern Duchek, quoting Howe and Weatherby 
as authorities for the belief that this bullet 
alteration was safe enough. Here is testi- 
mony on the other side.-Editors. 



SEZ: N.Y.S.-NEW YEARS' SPECIALS!!! 
Yes whether you're a full time hunter collector gun era& dealer or just a Paterson man you'll find something to live forever In this nag0 of sensa- 
tion'al unbeatable Old Hunter New years' S ecials and "gitn glories" Never-to-be-e ualle'd giveaways from the biggest gun house in the world In 
the whnomical East where those Yankee dolfars still S-T-B-E-T-C-H: Order NOW %om thi8 ad-merchandise shipped immediately-no d d w s  no 

~ ~ % h ? ~  i:r ~ ~ ~ l ~ o r ~ ~ % i ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~  ~%L%u%%z'E ~ d Y ! $ ~ ~ ? ~ ~ a ~ ~ h ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~  $ Y ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ { Y E A ~ ~ ! z ~ ~  
when buying locally! CaWomta fanatic8 prefer Y e  Old Hunter to all other huntersÃ‘lOO.OOO,OOO,OO to 1 1 )  

Ye Old Hunter Is all heart1 

WARNING! American shooters1 You may svbiect 
yourcelf* $ ~ e x ; i ~ t & n  andAott;;liabi&ty 5 

ORIGINAL WINCHESTER MODEL 73's 
$29.40 UP Caliber 44-40 

PANCHO VILLA SPECIAL!!! 
CAL. 7 M M  REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCKS 

FAMED .43 ORIGINAL REM. ROLLING BLOCKS 

CAL. .30-40! 
1. Original U.S. Kmg Short Rifle (Type "S") 

2. Original U.S. Krag l o n g  Rifle ( long Tom) 

A M E R I C A ' S  GREATEST SHOOTER'S BARGAINS 

6.5MM ITALIAN IN CLIPS . . . . $5.45 
::%2secoeA0$%z1 A ~ % " i ~ ~ ~ ~ " 2 " ? 3  l P a ; g  
read? to use in all those Italian 6 5 nun rifles and car' 
bines. Cheapest price ever offered 'for these ma 
cartridges. ~ v a i  m e  elsewhere at up to a~a.o%"S%' 
7MM MAUSER (WIN. CTG. CO.) . $3.45 
Gonreous or1 nal Winchester 7mm commercial export 
ammo in 2 0 r d .  boxes each round 
cracked neck to enable tool-less bu%?%%!n ws ;ffogrt~i~aageidOmJ~i~ ' ;~\ lnAm&",nsat ion 

. . - - --- -. . . -. . . - .. 

7.35 M M  (.300r1) MANNLICHER. $5.95 
Finest quality recent date Issue ball ammo i n  ORIG, 
INAL 6 rd. CLIPS at the lowest price ever offered, 
Others sell the olios alone for more than we sell the 
ammo loaded in them. 12s-gr. 

the first of the newweina1 Issue 
g ? d s t i ~ ~  'ainong me finest. Y e d ~  'g%!esty&% 

.30 (7.65) ARGENTINE MAUSER. $545 

.30-06 US. COMMERCIAL . . . .$5.95 
Sensational low rice on these superbly intact delierht gl& meezsz h&hem% ,15zs G&:P .FpetF 
mercial orieinal boxes. Manufactured in m i n e  20's 
and Joyous 30's to delight the expensive 50's with 
their unbelievable wnnrmiv and diarfllopAd hues1 - --.. 

U.S. .30 (.30-40) CALIBER KRAG, $7.45 . . 
Leave it to Ye Old Hunter to return triumphant witb 
this greatest large rifle cartridge ba 
tcday. Beautiful orieinal Commercial Tins inkky?g 
BT. PP loads at far less than even kel&dine corn. 
Ponents costs. Suppi not inexhaustable so better ordei 
now to be sure! Manufactured by %inchester. Etc. 

.303 BRITISH ISSUE LOADS . . . . $4.45 
Choicest imoorted 160 Or. Ball Ammo available at  E 
giveaway ce less than the cost of reloadine your 
o m .  ~ o n ' t  waft to atftffk UP on this tremendous OM 
Hunter Special! Never aeain at  this Price1 Salvaireablet 

8MM GERMAN MAUSER ISSUE . .  $4.95 
;;~g;i~~p&~rm&natei~su~&e~$&a~, &5& 
othere. True 0.328 diameter bullets alone worth more 
than our give-awn price for these entire rds The 
Pride of the Nazi ~ehrmach t l  You'll be proud, too! 
9MM LUGER (PARA BELLUM) . . $4.95 

9MM F.N. STEYR PISTOL . . . . .$4.95 
This amazlne find makes possible this most shattering 
offer of the century. Pabrique National's superb smoke* 
less powier ammo mcked in orieinal tacts boxes. 

11MM MAUSER RIFLE ("Big I I") $9.95 
Don't be trapped Into payine a forhie elsewhere for 
this magnificent German Mauser issue load Standard 
386 era n lead bullet makes Ideal sporting- load for 
those oris-lnal Model 71/84 Mauser rifles you've been 
stealing of late. Ammo almost bears Bismark's fineer- 
prind&it's so old but we have never bad a misfire 

so order today while the getting's ffoodi 

.43 (1 1MM) REMINGTON . . . . . .$5.95 
Who else but Ye Old Hunter would have found this 
treasure? OriB-inal Raninaton UMC loads In orltrinal 
p z g 7 k u r .  ko bullet makes suparb tar& or 

p z L b . ~ w b .  ~ p p e % ' ~ m % ~ Z ~ ~ % t a % ~ T ~  
Worth twice this price for components alone! 

.44-40 WINCHESTER BY U.M.C. $4.95 - - 
Rare orimnal UMC 217 Gr. Black Powder loads that 
will function in all modem w s  as well as those 
choice old Cblta and Winchesters. Huge new shipment 
permits this unprecedented low -in price. 

Unbelievable discove of enormous underground supply 

%%? El%h a%%%%fiO%~i$ri~.% %m%%% gz: 
est price. 230 Gr. Save 80% under market! All brass 
cases but primer condition assures erratic and uncertain 
functionine in some cases. Reload and save, save savel 

.45-70 GOVERNMENT ISSUE . . . $595 

REGISTERED DEALERS: W r i t e  on your official l e t t e rhead  fo r  new sensat ional  discount  listi 

I HUNTERS IOD6E 200 S. Union St. ~ l e x a m  
Lammian 

AMERICA'S 

NOW re om Canadian 
Ye Old 

ARMS HOUSE -AMERICA'S 

ORIGINAL U.S. Ml903 SPRINGFIELDS 

CAL. .30-06. ONLY $19.95 
These' are the extremely scarce true orijrlnal 
MI903 low numbered receivers with no crude 

no d e w ,  no pacum-&F a%nk%%Yat%?$Xs "&2"'orW%% 
on conversion and replacin those low numbered receivers for 
shooting use. Perfect martiaf collectors item "as Is1* at history's 
lowest price. All rifles have seen horrible service but are complete In 

RARE M93 SPANISH LONG RANGE MAUSERS! 

! 
CAL. 7MM MAUSERÃ‘ONL 119.95 

YE OLD HUNTER counted it the luckiest da? of hie life when thto 
treasure trove of rare model 0 3  Spanish Mauser deadly long rang* 
&fl~~~f;&i;to~;;;~.hy$~~w{~~y; G E n E  g; ~JGSE = 
tioning condition and tight mechanically ust as they were laot 
stacked b the mercenary troops that finally held them for only 

# & % c e ! 2 3 ~ ~ ~  SE%S %E&E % % & i O ~ o ~  

GARRIBALDI'S GREATEST! 
FAMED MODEL 70-VV SNIPER RIFLES 

Length 53%". Weight 9% Ibs. Cal.: 6.5mm 

NORWAY'S MOUNTAIN MASTERPIECE! 

I OLD HUNTER PUBLICATIONS: send 25e for story of America's 
most famed and most biefrest Arms Merchant. Send 506 for 1st 
e$~&eaprmyligin~~& $~;f;ce~rstams~~ene~da&tom~;!; 

secret undermund printlna Dress. Order today and save. Save! 
I 

ALWAYS PLENTY OF B.S. (eta  SAVINGS) ON HAND! 

~ ~ & ~ S w T \ ~ ~ . S : m A l ~ J ~ ; E p ~  p;; $t:gmdo FbOi?,. +!rib&;. 2z 
w money backw guarantee when goods are returned prepaid within 2 
dan after receipt. Ye Old Hunter will not answer ascr1minoneous letters1 
Plea- lend them elsewhere! All orden mu& be shipped RRXPRISS 
COLLECT. Shiv from the east and save, cave save, uv~. save. save. 

Hunter has established the Dominion's greatest arms center at P O  Box 628 Peterboro Ontario. Add 20% to above prices. 
Hunter illustrates all weanona bu actual unretouched vhotfmrapb so you can see  how thev REALLY l d k !  
LOWEST PRICES! NO CONNECTION WITH NO OTHER HUNTER NOWNERE - NEVER1 NO HOW1 ALEXANDRIA. VA.. 8UN CAPITAL OF AMERICA! 



GUNS of ffite FUTURE 

Author's imaginative illustration of US. Futurarrny in 
combat shows infrared-visored infantry reachin 1 area via copter-sleds, using missile-launching auto r i  es o f .  
light weight to knock out the approaching enemy tanks. 

Tunnel warfare will characterize enemy strikes at big 
missile bases like ICBM where walls of honeycomb gun 
bairek will fire lethal spray of needles from shotshells, 
seeking chinks in plastic armor worn by all soldiers. 
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SOUND GUNS, RAY GUNS, 
'7 . . ' -  ." a: , 

AND BABY MISSILE LAUNCHERS MAY BE 

THE SHAPE OF SMALL ARMS 

FOR U.S. TROOPS WITHIN 15 YEARS 

By LT. COL. ROBERT B. RIGG, USA 



A Infrared battle floods and 
carbine spot lights are the 
newest night combat items. 

I N SOME DISTANT FUTURE, when intercontinental 
ballistic missile bases stud the earth, what will be the 

use for military small arms? Will there be any need for 
soldiers armed with hand guns? 

There is growing agreement in military circles that the 
answer is "yes," that the development of missiles of great 
power actually lays a heavier emphasis on the role of the 
combat infantryman and Marine, and that these fighters 
of the future will use individual weapons. The best guess 
is that if there is future aggression it will be "bullet and 
brushfire" warfare rather than the mutual suicide of missile 
attack. 

In the holocaust of future war there will be two breeds 
of warriors, the hunter and the hunted, each with distinc- 
tive protective arms. The hunted soldier will man big 
weapons like the intercontinental ballistic missiles. He will 
probably be so hidden underground that it will take more 
than long-range missiles to find his installation and neutral- 

ize it. For every enemy soldier underground, there will be 
thousands of hunter-soldiers above the eartli who will 
be out to find, kill, and possess. Once under attack, the , 
push-button soldier-technicians will be protected by the 
most unusual "small arms" in the history of warfare-a 
panel of guns with one-inch barrels! 

This "needle gun" will have thousands of 1" barrels in 
panels like a honeycomb. The walls of tunnels leading to 
underground installations such as ICBM bases will be lined 
with these gun-panels. Aboveground, surface defense will 
be negligible : the main defense there will be perfect camou- 
flage. Thus, they may be defended from approach on the 
inside by murderous tunnel walls with yards of "needle 
gun" panels. 

The needle gun shot cartridges will hold short, W 
needles. Pre-aimed to saturate human invaders, these shot- 
gun like panels will be fired by remote control, or set off 
by pressure of an intruder's foot. Hit instantaneously with 

13 



~ocking swivel tight lor 

both rifle m d  miaaile fire-, 

/ Lt;U" shaped flange for missile launching 

sSleat homing antitank missile 

wed titanium clip holds 36 rd* 

Author Riggs, colonel stationed in Pentagon, sees new mis- 
sile rifle as advance on new designs like Armalite AR-10. 
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a thousand needles, a victim will crumble with paralysis 
from a shocked nervous system. Automatic feed systems 
would load the guns from magazine tubes. A few soldiers 
who would rarely see daylight could load and fire thousands 
of square feet of polka dot walls belching needles of death 
at targets located by electronic or television locators, by 
pressing fingers on buttons needing no trigger squeeze. 

Body armor for American soldiers will be lighter, and 
a permanent part of our future warrior's gear. However, 
there will be areas of the body, such as arms and legs, 
where body armor may not be complete. These areas could 
be hit by wall panels of enemy needle guns. This mechan- 
ical, last ditch defense in secret bases against any human 
opponent will force the attackers to use a form of indoor 
tank. The "tunnel tank" would carry its operators in prone 
position. One gunner and one gunner-driver would man 
the tank's rocket launchers designed simply to kill under- 
ground push-button troops. 

What happens when the doors of the tunnels clamp 
down and .a "tunnel tank" meets more steel than any tank 
can penetrate? There is no doubt that in such underground 
warfare a dead-end street will be reached. And it is most 
probable that, when the giant steel doors come down in 
any future underworld of close combat horror, there will 
be doors sliding away to emit the larger guns-plain, open 
tubes, belching destruction at short ranges. 

The pattern of future war is so complex that tunnel 
warfare-the effort to seize and the effort to defend, inside 



Dardick revolver gun using tri- 
angle cartridges, "trounds," 

, i s  new idea interesting U.S. 

Power from sun may be adapted to new weapons. Solar 
energy activates helmet - radio for troops in combat. 

Dardick tround is  equivalent to .38 Spl., may adapt 
9 mm ammo to gun. At right, short German 7.9 
was also made of combustible propellant in WW 

Among German WWIl experiments which may underlie 
current US. research is unsuccessful wind gun which fired 
"plug" of air, was intended to shoot down aircraft. 

the earth, that which is valued, be it nuclear stockpiles or 
atomic missiles~will be only one facet of such conflict. 
For every man attacking underground there will be a 
thousand or more fighting above p u n d .  Then, as always, 
there will be the need for the weapon that can kill at 1500 
yards or 15 feet. 

The hunter-soldier of the future, that is, about 1972, will 
be armed with a fantastic new rifle. This combination rifle 
and machine gun will also launch missiles. There are signs 
from current research and development that this Missile- 
Rifle may come sooner than 1972. 

Light as current designs are, the future rifle will be 
lighter, about five pounds, with a titanium barrel. But it 
will fire bullets, using a round that requires no ejecting. 
The disintegrating rifle cartridge is a possibility. The idea 
is developing in some brains today. Military small arms 

are in for a period of evolution which in a decade will look 
like a revolution. The plural will be taken out of "small 
arms." Eventually, the US. will employ one standard 
hand-carried military weapon, a full substitute for today's 
rifle, carbine, submachine gun, BAR, and light and heavy 
machine guns. 

The disintegrating shell case for the future rifle may be 
a rimmed base with the case itself (along with the bullet) 
separating from the rimmed end upon firing. In flight, the 
plastic shell case would burn off the bullet a few yards 
beyond the muzzle. The rimmed end would have to be 
ejected or force-dropped through the bottom of the breech. 
Alternatively, a heavy plastic bullet could replace the 
present steel-jacketed lead slug. At its base would be a 
combustible plastic cartridge case that could burn up 
completely in the barrel. Or, (Continued on page 54) 

Dardick pistol converts into a rifle b 
attaching new barrel and butt stock 
connected at breech action by shroud. 



Speckled ruff around throat marks doves 
of Indo-China as different from American 
variety, but they are just as hard to hit. ' 

BIRD SHOOTING CAN BE HOTLY SPICED WITH DANGER 

IN 1NDO-CHINA, WHERE PYTHONS AND 

TIGERS WORK AS RETRIEVERS t/' 
/ 

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS 
9f 

s AY INDO-CHINA and the hunter thinks of jungles 
and big, dangerous game. But Indo-China is a 

bonanza land also for the "upland bird" and wildfowl 
shooter. Some of the birds are like, some very unlike 
those you find in Sta e side upland game country, and 
you hunt them diffe -4%- ntly. You hunt them in vastly 
different company, too. The men who shoot beside you 
are different, and so are the unseen spectators who lurk 
in wait for the birds you bring down. But the sport is 
the same; the differences only add pepper to the stew. 

The shotgunner's mainstay in Indo-China is the 
ubiquitous dove. An intriguing peculiarity is that here 
he is apparently non-migratory. There are three vari- 
eties of doves, and I see them all the way from the 17th 
Parallel (that demarcation linebetween ourselves and 
the Ho Chi Minh Commies of the North) down to the 
very southern tip of the peninsula. You hear their 
plaintive "c-o-0-0" throughout the season of the mon- 
soons and in the months of heat and dust; from Tet 

until the rice is laid by. A hunting ground likely to furnish an afternoon of lusty 
gunning in July will be just as good come Fall. 

In 1955, in those 27 states of the US where the dove is looked upon as a game target, 
some 19 millions were bagged. The harbinger of Peace is just as plentiful in this 
corner of Asia, but by no means were any 19,000,000 shot during '55, or in any other 
year since Confucious. The Vietnamese do not eat the "Con Coo," nor do they know 
anything about shooting him. Even if they did wish to hunt hint, there are precious 
few scatterguns and even fewer shotshells in Judo-China. And you can't knock the 
Con-Coo down with sticks. Blessed as he is by an almost complete absence of human 
enemies, you'd assume the dove here would be so tame you'd have to chunk rocks to 
set him a-wing. But not so; the Indo-Chinese version of the Rio Grande flyer is 



Peacock with gaudy five-foot tails 
lentiful. Askins first encounter 

was are ?8 0th startling and unforgettable. 

Not many downed birds escaped author's retinue of retrievers composed of refugee children 
from Red-held north Viet-Nam. Doves are shot on roads to which they come for gravel. 



with a rock and asphalt base spread with tar and strewn 
with fine gravel. The top layer of pebbles is more prized 
by a Chinese pigeon than is sunflower seed by his Texas 
cousin. 

Shooting can be done here even along the traveled roads. 
There is no law against it, and sometimes no car will pass 
during a pair of days. I make it a practice, however, to 
find those abandoned stretches of hard-top where the Viet 
Minh during the eight years of war destroyed the bridges, 
thus compelling detours. Here there is no traffic at all, and 
here the "Con Coo" flock in numbers. 

I was gunning for doves one rainy morning near MYDrak, 
some hundreds of miles north of Saigon. The game had 
proven especially cooperative and I was beginning to feel 
some twinges of conscience over the mounting heaviness of 
the bag. Actually, no bird would be wasted; there are al- 
ways plenty of hungry mouths to feed in Indo-China. What 
really bothered me was my dwindling supply of shells. 

- - -  

I had drooped a pair of the russet birds-a dove strange . . - 
to me, with a spectacular saddle-brown upper feathering 

A but otherwise resembling our American variety-and as I 
walked over to retrieve the brace, I ran a tie with a critter 
I had never seen before, would not have expected to find 
any closer than Australia. I had gathered up the first bird 
and was moving to where I had marked down the second 
when I came face to face with a dog. Not a fox, nor a 
jackal, nor a wolf. A dog. He looked surprisingly like the 
dingo. His ears were upstanding, his face intelligent and 
he was not very large. 

He had neatly retrieved my pigeon. The feathers were 
hanging out of either corner of his mouth. Backing a step, 
he whirled and ran. The tail, carried like that of a coyote, 
was not nearly so bushy'as the tail of our prairie wolf, and 
the body was little larger than that of a Springer spaniel. 
His hair was short and exceedingly coarse. 

I watched the audacious little poacher dash from the 
secure cover of the dense grass and angle directly across 
the road. It was not a smart move tactically, but he was 

Jungle cock, found in countless numbers in Indo-China, 
safe from my charge of sevens-and-a-half, for I am too fond 

is ancestor of all domestic chickens. Boy below) holds of canines shoot even a I, prized DA Browning and results of an our's shoot. Later, along the same stretch of abandoned hard-top, I 
marked a bird down and was certain from the way it folded 

. up that it was dead in midair. I beat the dripping grass 
and was just in time to see a python, a runty little fellow 

. :- wilder than the Abomi.i.ble Snowman of Tibetan legend- maybe 10 feet from snout to blunted a . .'.. 
r' 

Doves are not gunned in after the time- off, my game all but disappearing into the great splayed '1 .:honored fashion of the Texas Southwest where you wait mouth It was evident to me ,hat my gunning had an , ::;- . them out around the sun-down waterhole. Nor do you audience not entirely unselfish in its interest. $;: -.. - ,* 
n> . I ,  Ã§ , ::>. seek out an inviting Kafir corn patch and walk him up, as 

. . in Oklahoma. Nor has the coolie farmer been introduced While the dove ""Y be n"n-migrator~~ we have a snipe, 
>. . - 

to the obvious advantages of planting a dozen acres ,,f a Wilson's if I've ever seen one, who is most certainly a 
Georgia blackeyed peas to provide locale par excellence for traveling man. With the coming of ~ ~ d - o c t o b e r  snipe 

L> . - 
: ' strafing the streamlined game. Water there is here in such aPP  ̂ in every marshland. We were shooting them one 
,. . , . plenty, and these tropics abound in such quantities of grain NgO van chi and I, and with us was a Moi 

. ad insects, it is ft wonder he birds fly at all. S-we hunt, man who acted as our retriever. We had threshed out a 

not over the watering places (for these are beyond num. low g1-01"1*1 and were traversing a stretch of jungle to gain 
. ,.' her), nor on the feeding grounds (which are everywhere), a second marsh- w e  had into a dense stand of Da0 I- - '.% , but in those few spots where the birds go in search of the and vine and were making heavy going of it. I had been 

hne gravel necessary to their digestive well-being. H~~~ the halted by the octopus-like tenacles of the "wait-a-bit" vine 
speedsters flock by the thousands. and was slowly backing up-the only effective way for 

After an early morning breakfast, the birds rise by twos breaking the grip of this jungle nuisancewhen I caught - 
and threes and forties and flock in for the dessert, the the Out the tail of 
gravel-and-small-pebble pie. And where do you suppose Hardly had I swung about when a great bird took to the 
this places them? Where else than on the half-dozen hard- air with all the shrill complaint of a Dakota ringneck, 
surfaced roads of Viet Nam. These few highways are built threshing (Continued on page 59) 
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WITH ALL THE EMPHASIS 

ON THE BIG MAGNUMS. MAYBE IT'S 

TIME WE STUDIED 

SELL'S ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION: 

I S  T H E  ,410 

By FRANCIS E. SELL 

I F COLONEL PETER HAWKER, eighteenth century English 
shot gunner and firearms commentator, could return to the 

duck marshes today, he would feel right at home. He would 
hear the same'argument among wildfowlers about the proper 
gauge and shot size for ducks that he heard in the days when 
Joseph Manton was turning out his beautiful muzzle-loading 
fowling pieces. There have been no radical changes either in 
shotgun efficiency or in duck hunters' theory. 

True, W. R. Pape of Newcastle, England, took out a patent 
on choke in 1866. And Fred Kimble, the Illinois market hunter, 
experimenting along the same lines in the mid-1880's, found 
just the right degree of choke for his muzzle loading 6 bore, 
sothat, with 1% ounces of shot, he could put the entire charge 
in a 30 inch circle at 40 yards. But they are still the same old 
smoothbore barrels, whether mounted on a beautiful double 
or on a pump or auto-loading shotgun. The range of Kimble's 
6 bore was a full 80 yards-and that is about the extreme 
range of our most powerful wildfowl gun today. 

There has been a trend toward short barrels and less weight- 
a trend furthered by such world famous gunmakers as W. W. 
Greener of England, and by such present-day gun makers as 
Robert Churchill, who introduced the 25-inch barrel double. 

The argument, however, about proper gauge for ducks, and 
proper shot size, goes on very much as in the days of Peter 
Hawker. And it will still continue just as long as gunners be- 

By tailoring the shooting to the gun, 
author drops three at 50 yards using 
Marlin 20 ga. over-under and No. 6's. 
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Pothole shooting at 40 yards with light 20, author proves 
you don't need a Magnum if you take 'em within your range. 

lieve that pns?and loads and their ballistics with reference 
to the game sought are the primary considerations for 
successful duck shooting. Actually, the primary considera- 
tion is not the gun but the gunner. No gun or load will 
transform a poor wildfowler into a good one, regardless of 
its bore, power, or shot size loaded. And any shotgun, even 
a .410, will kill ducks if properly handled. 

Last season,while gunning the overflow land on a friend's 
ranch, I marveled at the diversity of shotguns used by the 
duck hunters. One day there were ten gunners shooting 
four different types of guns and five different gauges-to 
say nothing of the many different weights of guns. Chokes 

ranged all the way from improved cylinder to extra full. 
Barrel length varied from a scant 26 to a large 32 inches. 
There were two doubles, one over-under, two auto-loaders 
of different makes, and two pump guns of different models. 
One of the pumps was-a .410! 

Years ago I would have had decided opinions against that 
gunner using .410 gauge on ducks. Now, I am not so sure. 
The problem of selecting just the proper gauge for ducks 
is much broader than a casual scanning of ballistic tables 
would lead one to believe. A hunter must have a gun he can 
shoot. Never mind that mallard cupping his wings and 
coming down over the decoys, or that bluebill skimming 

. / 



For decoyed ducks and passing flyers, author uses a 12 gauge 
auto-loader with a standard Magnum shell and Number 5 shot. 

along just above the surface of the water. First, select a gun and 
gauge you can handle. The rest is easy. And duck shoot&, like 
any other gunning, cannot be reduced to formulae which will show 
the best gauge for all shooters under all conditions. There are too 
many different types of shooting, too many different types of 
shooters. 

Most of the crowd killed limits on my friend's ranch that morn- 
ing before the dawn flight was over. Let's see how they did it. 

The gunner using the big 10 gauge Magnum bagged a limit of 
high flying sprigs. He used eighteen shells in taking his legal limit 
of ten birds. That is nice shooting in anybody's marsh. It seems 
like a good case for a 10 gauge Magnum as a duck gun, especially 
if they are decoying a bit wild, or if you happen to be in a place 
where they come over plenty high. 

But let's look a bit closer, at both guns and gunners. The average 
10 gauge Magnum, with 32 inch barrels, will tip the scales at about 
10% to 12 pounds. That is a lot of gun. Usually it comes choked 
full and full. It is a slow gun, much slower to swing and point 
than a 12 gauge of 734 or 8 pounds. The 12 gauge has about five 
yards advantage over the big Magnum 10 from the standpoint of " w v ~ ~ ~ ~ $  
time used in getting on a fast moving duck. Let a duck hunter 

? with slow reaction time use that Magnum 10, and he will be 
crowding the limits of its effectiveness even on decoyed ducks. 
But this gunner using the 10 gauge Magnum on my friend's over- 
flow land. matched his hunting to the capabilities of the gun. He 
selected a blind well out toward the foothills, where the ducks 
came over comparatively high. He picked them off at 55 to 60 
yards, using 2 ounces of number 5 shot. There was no "dead 
ducks at a hundred yards" shooting; but there was a canny 
matching of gun to its best potential killing range and to the 
capabilities of the gunner. 

That gunner, a good husky hunter, could use the 10 gauge 
Magnum effectively on the type of shooting he and the" gun liked 
best. He didn't mind the recoil. And his reaction time Was fast 
enough to get on fast moving targets within reasonable ranges 
even with that heavy gun. He could have occupied a blind close 
in along the willow lined sloughs. where the ducks came in twist- 
ing and turning to avoid the high ash trees, and left in the same 
manner. But he was too canny for that. There he would have 
been entirely too slow. He told me that he had learned this by 
trial and error. shooting, or trying; to {Continued on page 57) 

It is a far cry from bi Greener I 0  
goose gun of 1850 (rig ! t), the Mag- 
num of i t s  day, to light .410 pump at 
left, but both can score if used right. 
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Attached to Mitchell shooting 
glasses is Merit iris piece attached 
to lens t o  sharpen sight picture. 

-.n " 

Practical shooter Gil Hebard spots with B & L scope on lid of loaded shooting kit. lfc 

BUYING YOUR WAY TO 

1 best adjustable 



Carbide lamp is used for smokin si hts to make them st'and out on target 
paper. Smoke does not hurt finix of gun or Lee muzzle brake on .45 auto- 
matic. Bottom, Ruger .22 is  tested for choice of ammo in Potter machine rest. 

PISTOL MASTERY 
By GIL HEBARD 

IS  IT BETTER G.UNSI BETTER 

G ADGETS WON'T MAKE you a 
master pistohan, but they help. 

That they do help is a fact which 
has changed the target pistolman from 
yesterday's simple figure with a stock 
handgun and a pcketful of ammo to 
today's specialist with customized guns 
and a 50-pound kit box full of group. a ,:*-.? 
tighteners of every description. Noth-.-- * ; .: 
ing yet invented takes the place of a. :'- .;g 
truly educated trigger finger, but to- 
day's climbing scores argue incontest- 
ably in favor of modem equipment. 
Better guns, better ammo, and better 
gadgets are the only possible explana- 2 .. .\,. 
tions for the growing membership' : ' 
in the fabulous "2600 Club" in pistol 
competition. Within the past cornpar-'*;'{.'@ 
atively few years, dreams of scores of ft 

2600 out of a possible 2700 points in 
a 270-shot match were laughed at like 
tales of men from Mars. Last year at 
Camp Perry, a simple 2600 wouldn't 
even put you "in the money." 

The only way to find but just which 
gadget will help your score is to buy 
'em and try 'em. I know a man who 
swears that a simple trigger shoe on , 

each of his three 'match pistols made 
him an Expert. Other men try trigger 
shoes, decide that they shoot better 
without them. The gadget that ti htens 
my groups may loosen yours, an % vice 
versa. But the right equipment can 
make a better shooter out of any shoot- 
er, and the top shooters know it. It is 
that simple fact that makes the kit 
boxes heavy and keeps the patent office 
and the manufacturers busy. 

Let's suppose that you've got (a) the 
best set of handguns money can buy 
or (b) the best you can' afford or (c) 
guns that shoot at least betier than 
you can. hold them, and confine this 
essay to accessories calculated to make 
those guns shoot better. Let's suppose 
you have a fairly well educated trigger 
finger, and that you know which am- 
munition scores best in your guns. 
What else do you need? 

Among the most necessary acces- 
sories, I would place adjustable sights, 
custom, grips, a spotting scope, and a 
carrying case at the top .of the list. 
Adjustable sights are a necessity if 
you want to move out of the "gravel 
pit circuit." Some of our target guns 
come factory equipped with satisfac- 
tory sights, but other factory sights 
lack the precise adjustments required 
by the serious shooter. Patridge-type 
sights with a aperture are most 
commonly accepted by the present crop 
of shooters, though 1/10" and 5/32" 
apertures have their advocates, par- 



. . 
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titularly me indoor gallery enthusiasts who are forced to 
shoot in ill-lighted ranges. 

The sight will be of more value if it is of the so-called 
micrometer type. The adjustments must have a minimum 
amount of back lash, and must be precise enough to allow 
fine sight adjustments with consistent results. Such sights 
are available at prices ranging from around $10.00 to 
around $25.00, including a front sight matched with the 
rear one. 

Custom stocks are a must if you are to compete on equal 
terms with other shooters. If properly constructed, they 
help to control movement and slip in the hand, reduce 
strain and fatigue, control recoil, help maintain consistent 
sighting habits, and. facilitate cocking of cylinder guns. 
Prices run around from about $5.00 or $10.00 for "factory" 
grips to $15.00 or $18.00 for "custom" grips tailor-made 
to your requirements. They are worth every cent of it. If 
you're handy with tools and want to make your own, you 
can buy either semi-finished target stocks or inletted blocks 
at from a couple of bucks to $9.00. 

!/Ã '̂ A spotting scope is another of the early needs of the 
"%rget pistolman, to check shots at slow-fire and groups at 
timed and rapid. Information so gained is used to correct 
any misplaced groups caused by change of grip, stance, 
light, wind, or some other unforseeable condition. As the 
job of a spotting scope is to show the competitor where 
his shots hit the target, the value of a scope is properly 
judged by the ease with which it makes this possible. 
Magnification and .brightness of field are the prime con- 
siderations. Field of view is not so important, as we are 
only concerned with the width of a target at approximately 
50 yards and closer. A longer eye relief makes for easier 
spowg,  especially when wearing shooting glasses. The 
20X scope is the most popular for pistol shooting, followed 
by 25X. There are many excellent scopes on the market 
today and close examination leads me to believe that you 
get just about what you pay for. 

You'll need some kind of a support for your scope, as 

it's practically impossible to hold a 20X scope sieaay 
enough to spot shots. Probably the most practical support 
is a pistol box with some scope-holding device mounted on 
the lid. A pistol case is a necessity anyway, in that it 
protects your equipment, affords a method of transporta- 
tion for your gear, acts as a scope stand and, in general, 
allows organization of your equipment so that you can go 
about the job of slamming in tens with the least amount 
of worry and trouble. Many shooters build their own , 
cases. It takes time, patience, and careful planning to come 
up with a case that will meet your requirements. If you 
are not a do-it-yourself addict, excellent cases are offered 
by a long list of manufacturers, at prices from about $25.00 
to $45.00, depending on size, appointments, and finish. 

Seeing the sights clearly and correctly, is a close runner 
up to proper trigger control in learning to master the 
target handgun. There are a number of accessories that 
may" aid one in seeing and maintaining a proper sight 
picture. Shooting glasses head this list. Even if you are 
blessed with perfect shooting vision, you still need 'em for 
that remote possibility of an accident. Protection from a 
rebounding bullet fragment, powder gas, or a burst gun, 
remote though these dangers are, justify the small expense 
of lenses to shield your eyesight. Yellow-tinted lenses are 
generally recommended to brighten up dull days by elimi- 
nating the blue, violet, and ultra violet ranges of the 
spectrum. It is amazing how effective well made glasses 
are in accomplishing this brightening effect. It's my per- 
sonal opinion that a shooter should get also some very 
light-density green glasses for bright days when you don't 
need added brightness but do need protection from eye 
strain. Good shooting glasses are available from aboul 
$8.00 to $25.00, depending on frame selection and brand 
If you wear corrected lens, care should be taken in getting 
a prescription best suited for the particular problem of 
pistol shooting. Impress upon your doctor that clarity of 
sights is the all important thing, and that vision at the 
target is secondary. (Continued on page 43) 

Accrosight on Cob OM .38 (left) is  b u k i  
"accessory" adapting basic service revolver 
competition shooting. Above (right) is fi 
Hammerii free pistol sight, an Olympic favor 



Typical of pistolsmiths is James Clark of Shreveport, La., who 
uses Colt .45 with his own accuracy job to  win national records. 
Close group was shot at Shreveoort match with Micro-sight .45. 

Among trigger shoes to increase broadness of trigger, seemingly 
reduce weight of pull, is type made by Flag's of Millvale, Pa. 
Some shoes have adjustable stops to limit trigger back-lash. 

General gun case contains Python .38 
and .45 auto plus accessories such as 
stop watch, glasses, scorecard, and tools. 



WORLD'S NEWEST 

Free ~orld'~contribution to fie= rffle design is arm invented by Lanr Yovanovitch (above), who 
built dual-caliber weapon which Canadians have tested. Palm rest at balance is a special feature. 



By BUD ETTER 

T HE OLYMPIC FREE RIFLE has long been neglected by 
professional North American arms designers. But now a 

Canadian, Lazar Yovanovitch from Jugoslavia, has crash- 
ed the party with a bang! Dissatisfied with imported European 
guns, he built a free rifle that is startling in its new concepts. 
Incorporating 35 new features, Yovanovitch's rifle has been 

,- . , . 
designed with comfort for the shooter in mind. Moreover, in all . .Â¥ . .  . ' - 1  -.-=.s,,.$,.,rTÃ .\ e.-,.,.-.-'4-w&.&!,*<,~ +&+$--+ ~ ~ , ~ ~ *  

its details one can see the application of match target shooting , %  8 : ,,,-.- k. .- v + 

experience, sound engineering, sound craftsmanship, and 
artistic talent. The usual run of Olympic-style free rifles is as 
obsolete besides this new arm as a Model T would be alongside 
an Edsel. 

Mechanically, this new rifle is a surprise to one accuston~ed 
to handling our normal run-of-the-mill sporting, target, and 
military arms. I felt that I was reasonably well acquainted 
with fire arms in general and with match target and free rifles, 
but an examination and test firing bout with this new free 
rifle by Lazar Yovanovitch was a revelation. 

Pardon the enthusiasm; you see I have just fired an un- 
believable-for-me score of 100-10 X prone on the 50 metre 
target with this rifle. That is enough to justify a considerable 
amount of excitement for a "just average" target marksman like 
myself. The rifle was really fits. It is as conlfortable to fire as - - . .  . - .  . - 
an old suit of clothes is to wear. The balance is perfect. The rifle Dropping block with curved front lugs that 

action is novel and practical. The sights and accessories delight cam round into chamber produce action of 
great strength. Stock holes cool barrel. Link 

the shooter. The design, the lines, the craftsmanship, and the between block and guard loop keeps 
concept of this new free rifle would warm the heart of any constant relation but block is actually 
artist. It is a creation as much as it is a rifle. closed by direct contact, pins at rest i 

It takes but a minute or two to convert the rifle from'an 



8 x 57 mm Olympic 300 metre rifle to a .22 calibre rim These attach over the sliding base, locked into place by a 
fire for prone position 50 metre shooting. The lock time tapered screw with a large knurled head. The shoulder 
is one-half that of most free rifles. The barrels for big bore piece for the standing position has two mounting slots to 
and rim fire calibers are fitted with a ~atented muzzle increase the range of adjustment. The pistol grip cap is 
attachment which gives a better than 50 per cent increase an aluminum plate so mounted as to provide a stand to 
in accuracy to the barrel so fitted. These are some of the' support the rifle when not in use. It also is a convenient 
high-lights ! support when cleaning the rifle from the breech end, or 

The complete rifle weighs 16 pounds. Attachments are?': while the .22 barrel assembly is being removed or inserted. 
provided for shooting in the various positions. The basic The natural grain of the one-piece walnut stock carries 
action is the designer's own a falling block single shot out the lines of the design. The barrel and receiver are a 
system. Big bore is converted to .22 by inserting a barrel snug fit to the stock, without bedding devices. The forend 
from the rear of the action, adjusting the firing pin. has an aluminum rail in its underside for attaching the 
Attachments such as shoulder hooks, palm rests, hand shooting accessories. Holes are drilled through the forend, 
rests, and sling swivels are all adjustable for position and at the bottom of the rail, to help cool the barrel. Cooling 
readily attachable through the medium of screws or spring is seldom a problem in free rifles, but this detail is typical 
loaded catches. But above all else, the rifle is comfortable, of the ballistics engineering know-how that Yovanovitch has 
easily handled in all shooting positions, perfectly balanced, . put into his rifle. 
and is a pleasure to shoot. The big bore 26" barrel we shot was 8 x 57 mm caliber, 

The barrel is screwed into the receiver. The barrel and ' the outside tinned and lead coated to increase its weight. 
receiver assembly are held in the one-piece walnut stock At the muzzle end, two steps were machined and fitted 
by two long bolts from the rear of the stock -and one with the inventor's patented "Ballistic Jet Corrector." The 
transverse bolt through the receiver, ahead of the action. rear step mounts a heavy collar which also carries the 
The receiver is not the usual "free rifle" modification of a front sight. The forward step is machined at a slope, ending 
standard action. A heavy tang projects downward at the in an angled shoulder; the diameter of the step is about 
receiver rear. The pistol grip portion of the thumb-hole ys" less than the rear step. From the shoulder formed 
stock is based on, and encloses, this tang. The rear face between the two steps a series of holes is drilled into the 
of the tang transmits recoil to the stock. The aluminum barrel on an angle, ending in the bottom of a rifling groove 
butt plate has a recessed longitudinal slot holding a sliding in each case, .With the collar assembled, the action of the 
base to receive either of the aluminum shoulder hooks. device is three-fold: it reduces (Continued on page 52) 
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CLIMATE. SCENIC BEAUTY. AND 

TOP-FLIGHT SHOOTING COMPETITION 

WITH ALL GUNS MAKE 

THIS A SHOOTER'! VACATION PARADISE 

By BILL TONEY 
(Former National Pistol Champion) 

Among visitors who compete with top local guns like 
'Punkin" Flock (left) of Miami are Iowan J. R. Boyd 
of LeMars and Dorothy Schmidt of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

I'll 

T HE OLD JOKES about "I wanted 
to go to the mountains and my 

wife wanted to go to the seashore, so 
we compromised and went to Florida" 
need not be bitter to the shooter, since 
Florida is a shooter's Mecca. It doesn't 
much matter what gun you like to 
shoot, or whether at game or targets. 
Among the best of the target matches 
anywhere, for shotgun, rifle, or pistol, 
are those staged in Florida every win- 
ter; and Florida field shooting too 
offers a wide range of targets. 

Few sections of this or any country 
offer the quantity and quality of com- 
petitive shooting to be found in Flor- 
ida, and fewer still can stage matches 
in such ideal settings of range facilities 
and climate. To pistol shooters, the 
National Mid-Winter Pistol Matches 
held annually at Tampa have the 
importance of Camp Perry's official 
National Matches, with fewer of the 
general unpleasantnesses. The Miami 
Flamingo Open Pistol Tournament is 
also of national importance, with a 
highly attractive range and very pleas- 
urable shooting. The . National Mid- 
Winter Smallbore Rifle Championships 
at St. Petersburg and the Sawgrass 
Smallbore Championships at Miami 



Friendly fun i s  oked at "for- 
eign" shooters E y citrus-proud 
donors of gunsport prizes. 

Nationally-known smallbore competitors regularly fire 
the "grapefruit circuit" during mid-winter where fine 
ranges such as county-built, private1 -sponsored, Trail I Glades Ranges near Miami offer sunny s ooting to visitors. 

see some of the finest precision shooters of America in 
action. Trapshooters find nothing like the magnitude of 
the annual championship affair at Vandalia, Ohio, but the 
Florida chain of winter trapshoots provides a sustained 
program of good shooting with more than enough com- 
petition for most. Skeet shooters have the Florida State 
and Open Championships, the annual Mid-Winter Inter- 
national Shoot, and others. 

The National Mid-Winter Pistol ~ham~ionships have 
been held every spring (or late winter) in Tampa for over 
20 years. In 1957, there were 563 registered competitors, 
and many others were turned away to avoid overloading 
the range capacity. Winning this tournament is as impor- 
tant as winning the official national championship. Since 
1939, MIS@. Huelet Benner of the Army and Harry Reeves 
of the Detroit Police, each a many-time national champion, 

-.- .",.. 
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have been regular competitors. The aggregate course of 
fire is exactly the same as that used in the official national 
championship+the familiar 2700-point aggregate, which 
does a wonderful job of separating the boys from the men. 
In both 1955 and 1956, the top three competitors passed 
the 2600 point mark in the grand aggregate, a feat roughly 
equal to a 9%-second hundred yard dash or a four-minute 
mile. In 1957, probably because of rough weather, Benner 
had the only aggregate over 2600. 

C. A. (Smitty) Brown, of Tampa, a former police officer 
and pistol competitor, has been the spark plug of this tour- 
nament. He serves as tournament director and is assisted 
by an experienced, interested, and capable staff. 

In 1957, Smitty arranged for Border Patrol officers of 
the U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Service to con- 
duct a two-day school in nistol marksmanship immediately 



Club scenery and weather attracts 
Â¥shooter' families to Florida for 
winter vacation where com~etitors 
like Benner. receivina t r o ~ h i  from = 
~ ' d - W i n t e r ~ a m ~ a  chief ~m;t$ Brown, 
find scores must be higher to win. 

preceding the tournament. The course was designed to 
benefit both beginning and advanced target shooters, as 
well as those primarily interested in combat shooting. The 
instructor staff was uniaue in the nroven ability of each 
and every man as a competition marksman. Four of the 
staff had from once to several times shot 2600 or more in 
pistol aggregates. Every instructor held a pistol classifica- 
tion of master from the National Rifle Association. . 

The Flamingo Open Pistol Tournament at Miami is 
another old-timer among nationally important pistol tour- 
naments. I am told that A. T. Kelley, Jr., coined the term 
"Flamingo Open" years ago. He has been a workhorse in 
the organization and statistical management of the tour- 
nament ever since. It has been held on different ranges 
in the past, but the last few years it seems to have settled 
down on the Trail Glade Ranges of Dade County-and 

Strong supporters of Florida shooting pro- 
rams are NRA rep. Frank Wyman and 

?rail Glades Range founder Clem Theed. 
- .  

.. . . 
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I'll have more to say about the range later. The entry list 
here is smaller than at Smitty Brown's shoot at Tampa, 
but the competition is ever present. The ubiquitous M/Sgt. 
Benner won this tournament in 1956 with a near record 
aggregate score of 2637, well above any score over the 
same course ever fired in the Camp Perry national cham- 
pionship. . 

Trapshooters have their "day" from January to April 
in the Florida Chain of Winter Trapshoots and the Florida 
State Trapshooting Championships. The trapshooting chain 
is an annual series of tournaments which originated in 
1935. It is sponsored by the Florida Trapshooters Asso- 
ciation, Inc. ATA rules govern all shoots in the chain, and 
the ATA Four Class System is usually used. Each club 
holding a tournament reserves the right to reject any entry. 
In 1957, the clubs at Daytona (Continued on page 49) 



HOW TO SHOOT A 

"IT AIN'T NECESSARILY S O  WHAT YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT THE 

FLINTLOCK. A GOOD ONE. PROPERLY HANDLED. 

IS FUN TO SHOOT. AT GAME AS WELL AS AT TARGETS 
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Matched pair o f  flintlock pistols, made in London about 1780, carry folding 
bayonets and carved butt finials, making them three-way in-fighting weapons. 



FLINTLOCK I 

By ROBERT HELD* 

MONG THE MUZZLELOADING enthusiasts in A this country and in Great Britain are a good 
many thousands who put their antique armament 
to use not only in organized club meets, but as 
sporting weapons as well. Ninety-nine out of 
a hundred, however, use percussion locks; only a 
very few use flintlocks. This is strange. Without 
a doubt, percussion locks fire more unfailingly, and 
faster by a few hundredths of a second, than flint- 
locks of comparable quality; but flintlocks are 
vastly more colorful, more fun to shoot, and more 
challenging to the skill cif the shooter. 

The main reason is that nine out of ten muzzle- 
loader shooters do not know very much about the 
enormous variety of styles, types and qualities 
among flintlocks, and less about how to make good 
use of them. There are radical differences among 
flintlocks of, say, 1675, 1750, and 1800, as well as 
among military, naval, and civilian locks. More- 
over, some twenty-odd variable factors govern the 
success or failure of ignition and the rapidity with 
which the shot follows. For example, under ideal 
conditions the misfire rate -of a high-quality Eng- 
lish dueling pistol or sporting gun of the 1790-1820 - 
period can be kept as low as one miss in three 
hundred snaps, and the lock time (i.e., the lapse of 
time between trigger pull and shot) can be kept 
within the vicinity of about l/20th of a second. 
On the other hand, even under ideal conditions the . 

*Author "The Age of Firearms: A Pictorial History," Harper 
Brothers, New York, 1957. 

Romance of bygone days colors sport of today's hunters 
who use flintlocks, new or rebuilt, for field shooting. 
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Napoleon's General Bedrand owned Hiis plain but f ine matdied pair qf ?*.-(*' 

' tols, barrelt and locks by Kuchenreuter Germany), stocks made in Park. J Sfown an (A . loadin mallet, (B) pow er flask, (C) flints, Dl bdbk, : 
[E) bullet mdd! (F) roz, Entire set was carried in compartmented case. 

Good wit̂  lock of 1780-1825 used a , . , * 
' . better, r ict ton-reducing linkage, had 
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both f l~h'pan cover bridle and tumbler Elegant Joe Manton double flinter is most perfected type, with ram* !;-' 
bridle,;impjoving function and timing. proof locks having deeply guarded pans and anti-friction fpriw roflMh. 

% . - - Â ¥  

To load, pour roper charge of coarse grained 
powder (far le ik  then center patched ball on 
muzzle and ram ome. Next, pick the touch-hole 
clean of carbon to avoid a flash-in-the-pan. 



misfire rate of a typical eighteenth and 
early nineteenth. century musket, loaded 
according to the regulation manual, is 
about one miss in five or six snaps, and 
the lock time runs to about l/lOth and 
often even x t h  of a second! 

The true flintlock, a logical outgrowth 
of snaphaunces and miquelet locks, 
seems first to have appeared i n  or near 
Paris in about 1630. In its earliest form, 
which it retained until the end of the 
17th century, two great sources of trouble 
were the eventual bending of the flash- 
pan cover hinge screw, and friction be- 
tween the lockplate and tumbler which 
geatly impeded the speed and force of 
the cock. The tumbler friction slowed 
the cock's snap; and once the flashpan 
cover hinge screw was bent, the pancover 
no longer fitted squarely and firmly on 
the flashpan so that some or all of the 
priming was likely to spill out, and water 
was certain to leak in. As remedies, there 
had appeared in London and Paris by 
about 1690 the tumbler bridle and the 
flashpan bridle. The tumbler bridle held 
the tumbler in a vertical plane of rotation 
and thus prevented serious scraping 
against the inside of the lockplate. The 
flashpan bridle anchored the flashpan 
hinge screw at its head, so that it could 
no longer be bent askew. These two 
features became standard on all reason- 
ably well-made locks by about 1725, but 
of course hundreds of thousands of 
medium- to poor-quality locks continued 
to be made well into the 1760's without 
either or both, especially in Germany and 
Holland. Only locks with both should be 
considered by the modern muzzleloading 
flintlock hobbyist for active service. 
Locks which lack these refinements are 
either of such poor quality that their 
nerfnrtnance will provide neither enter- 

else they be- 
long to the relatively rare and dwindling , 
prei1725 vintage of 
which should be presei 

fire 
-ved 

arms history 
in showcases 

and not be subjected to the danger of 
breakage in the course of actual firing. 

Since a flintlock ignites its priming by 
means of microscopic globules of steel 
which the snapping flint has scraped from 
the battery (or frizzen) and heated to . . 
glowing incandescence by friction, it is 
vital to begin the loading procedure with 
a knife-sharp, high-quality flint. Not just 
any flake of flint will do: it must be a 
gunflint especially chipped (or, correctly 
speaking "knapped") to produce a flat 
upper surface, and bevels on the under- 
side at both ends to form a fairly obtuse 
or dull "heel" at one end and a perfect 
chisel edge on the other. In Brandon, 
England, and in a few less productive 
centers in France and Turkey, the flint- 
knapping industry is still going strong 
to supply the millions of flintlocks still in 
active service in many underdeveloped 
regions of Africa, Asia, and Central and 
South America. The yellow or amber 
variety of flint is the most common and 
serves tolerably well, but pure black 
flints are the hardest, last longer and 
strike more abundant fire. A new yellow 
flint is good for about fifteen to twenty 
shots, a new black flint for about twenty-? 
five or thirty. A flint so far worn that it 
strikes only three or four small sparks 
which do not dance and whirr in the pan 
will almost certainly misfire more than 
half the time. 

The flint having been selected, it must 
be screwed between the vise-like jaws of 
the cock. Here the first and most vital 
point to remember is that it must be 
inserted with the fiat side up! All too 
often one sees (Continued on page 47) 

Prime with fine powder, not too much 
or too little, and tilt gun to spill 
primer into contact with main charge. 

Finally, snap pan cover shut, 
cock, and gun is ready to fire. 
Cloud of smoke at muzzle and 
breech i s  typical, lends drama. 
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Bi Bausch 81 Lomb target scopes gave uniform sight accuracy for testing light 
Ãˆ I .-; ri S es and various actions against typical target model shown at center, above. 



HANGING LIGHT SPORTERS 

FROM BIG TARGET SCOPES FOR 

UNIFORM ACCURACY TESTS 

PRODUCED ANSWERS TO 

THE WHICH-ACTION ARGUMENT 

I S THE BOLT action obsolete? That question will get you plenty of 
argument in any deer camp these days. Some gun writers say yes, 

and apparently so do some of our gun manufacturers, judging by their 
emphasis on non-bolt action design. Three new models in the lever, 
pump, and automatic actions have appeared since the war. 

Why, after 40 years of dominance in the sporting rifle field, should 
the bolt gun be losing popularity? Is it losing popularity? Are the 
dick, qew lever and pump guns going to push it aside entirely? Is it 

' 

true that these lead-squirters "will do anything the bolt gun will do, 
and give you that much talked about fast second shot to boot?" 

To get some-of the answers, we rounded up six of the new models 
covering bolt action, slide, lever and automatic types. We shot them, 
took them apart, and looked them over critically in the shop and on 
the range. We talked to hunters who had used them in the field. And 
our opinion is that the bolt action is here to stay. The new models are 
handy and fast, and they have been adapted to a much wider range of 
cartridges than ever before; but they will never take over the biggest 
part of the bolt action field. 

11 



We walked into Armsco gunshop 
here-in Chicago with an armload of 
the new lightweight lever and pump 
guns, plus several bolt guns for com- 
parisons. Gunsmith George Pearsall 
looked at us as if he thought we were 
crazy when we told him to hang scope 
blocks for the new Balvar 24's shipped 
to us by Bausch & Lomb for the test, 
on those non-target, non-varmint look- 
ing rifles, but we insisted. It just about 
cleaned out Pearsall's stock of scope 
blocks, but we ended up with six fac- 
tory-new rifles all fitted with those 
superb, monster, variable-power var- 
mint and target scopes. 

The rifles were all in 6 mm. caliber, 
either .243 or .244, to give comparable 
ballistics. The heaviestof the guns was 
a 26" barreled .243 Varrninter, bolt 
action, which we tagged "Rifle A." List 
price sans scope but with blocks is 
$176.50. One of the lightest was a new 
bolt action Featherweight .243, "Rifle 
B," priced at $129.95 with iron sights. 
The other bolt action was a little 
cheaper grade of gun in .244 caliber. 

Mounts had to be extra tight " ~ i f l e  c," costing $95.25 with the 
to buck inertia of the heavy scope, usual iron sights. All three bolt actions 

-1- '̂  
Tests were fired outdoors, under typical field conditions of light and 
wind, with several better-than-average riflemen manning the guns to get 
a fair cross section of actual results to be expected from each rifle. 

of course had the two basic elements 
of Mauser design, a primary extracting 
cam on the receiver with the bolt 
handle working on it in opening, and 
locking lugs on the front of the bolt 
bodies. A variation of this design ap- 
peared in the fourth gun, "Rifle D," 
which was a new lever action adapted 
to a wide range of short calibers but 
used in our tests in .243. Price was 
$135.50. The bolt head has three lugs 
at the front. Rifle number five was an 
auto-loading sporter with stock line so 
high the iron sights were virtually use- 
less. Tabbed "Rifle E" for our tests, 
this gun was characterized by comfori- 
able kick in recoil, and when we got 

' 

the huge Balvar 24 stuck on top we 
were able to sight it comfortably. Its 
price, iron sights, starts at $134.50. 
The last gun was a companion rifle in 
styling, but pump action with sliding 
forearm. The bolt head is similar to 
that of its brother automatic, with mul- 
tiple lugs in two sets on the front of 
the bolt body. We called this on(- 
"Rifle F." It, also, had too straight a 
stock line until we put on the big Bal- 
var 24. In handling these rifles later 
with the huge scopes mounted, we had 
the impression that the rifles were 
hung from the scopes, instead of the 
scopes "mounted" on the rifles. * 

,' 

No tuning or adjustment of any sort 
was done on any of the guns. We 
wanted to shoot them just as an aver- 
age hunter would, right out of the box, 
but with exactly equal sighting equip- 
ment. Of course, we were actually han- 
dicapping the tests slightly in favor of 
the lighter guns, because a 6% pound 

:, 
featherweight obviously gains more ' ,.+ : 
from having a two pound target scope 
hung on it than' does the ten pound 
Varminter. 

At the range, we found a nice wind 
blowing, gusts up to 30 mph and 
swinging from 4:00 to 7:OO. Not the 
best conditions for making record 
groups, but you don't stop hunting be- 
cause the wind blows, so we decided 
to go ahead with the tests. 

As we stacked the rifles in a rack 
near the shooting bench, the usual 
small group of kibitzers gathered 
around. One man, Art Millinger of 
Kankakee, Ill., who leased the property 
to the shooting club, spends a lot of 
time at the range and is a very good 
shot. We gladly took his help in doing 
some of the shooting, while several 
others including young Arvin Levin, 
son of my shooting partner Ben, took 
their turns at grouping. The testing 
was not done (Continued on page 61) 



Machine Gun For The Kids 

T HOSE "BURP GUN" clickers which 
young fry rattle so fiendishly outside 

your windows early Sunday morning are 
about to have a commercial counterpart, if 
arms importers Interarmco, 10 Prince St., 
Alexandria, Va., can clear up a few details 
with the Treasury Department. Genial Sam 
Cummings, the laughing Zaharoff of inter- 
national munitioneering, has uncorked a 
novel submachine gun, designed by the 
Swedes for familiarization before issuing live 
ammo to civilian shooting club members. A 
version of the Kpist m/45 (kaw-peest), the 
arm fires only blanks, but is designed to feed 
bullet-like blanks from standard Kpist clips. 

Because it is only a blank weapon, it 
should not come under the National F i r e  

removed for target practice on the range. 
The advantages of these plastic loads with 

a blank fire submachine gun are consider- 
able. By offering convenient low-cost indoor 
practice, they enable the citizen-soldier to 
familiarize himself with modern automatic 
weapons under "fun" conditions. Target 
competitions with submachine guns have 
considerable spectator appeal, too, to those 
viewers who aren't afraid of the noise. (Lee 
sonic Ear-Valvs are recommended firing any 
gun indoors.) Outdoors, the opportunity to 
handle a real submachine gun under per- 
fectly safe combat-simulating conditions is 
of great value to soldiers, avoiding those 
"training accidents" that are so carefully 
hushed out of the papers, and permits a 
civilian rifle and pistol club to put on a 

New model of Carl Gustave burp gun made in Sweden and imported by 
Interarmco has special barrel with plastic bullets to give realistic safe practice. 

arms Act of 1934 (as amended 1954). Even 
though it fires blanks as fast as if it were 
a bullet-shooting machine gun, it does not 
"fire a shot" nor "expel a projectile by the 
force of an explosive," as the definitions are 
in the machine gun act. Currently, because 
it goes "bang" and shucks out shells, the 
Treasury word-manglers are holding that 
this modified Kpist does in fact and in law 
"fire a shot," even though the word "shot" 
(as opposed to "shell".) has long meant a 
solid missile propelled from-a gun. Appar- 
ently the Treasury noisemakers hold that in 
this case a "shot" must be accompanied by 
noise, and that the noise alone constitutes 
a "shot" within the meaning of the Act. 

I t  is a standard Kpist fitted with a smooth- 
bore barrel slightly smaller than normal 
9mm size. At the muzzle is a cone reflector 
looking like a flash hider. Ammunition fired 
in this novelty are standard cased 9mm 
cartridges loaded with a very light powder 
charge and a plastic bullet that pulverizes 
to dust against the inside of the deflector 
cone. At a distance of ten feet, the puff of 
dust that spurts out when the plastic bullet 
breaks up is harmless. In case live lead and 
jacketed bullet ammo is mixed in with the 
plastic loads, the regular bullet becomes 
trapped in the barrel or deflector, and the 
gun stops firing until cleared. The alloy 
steel deflector lasts at least 10,000 "shots." 

A special variation of the plastic bullet 
load incorporates a small steel ball cast into 
the bullet tip. Designed for subcaliber prac- 
tice at targets. the steel BB ammunition can 
be used .at ranges up to 50 yards with 

"combat shoot" with some extra fanfare. 
Holders of Class IV licenses, police de- 

partments and other tax-exempt machine 
gun users, are urged to contact Sam Cum- 
mings at Interarmco if they wish to buy 
samples. Automatic weapons and "dewat" 
collectors will find the brochures of much 
interest ' (enclose two bits for handling 
charges) and, ultimately, when Cummings 
and the Treasury can agree on what a 
"shot" is, gun fans generally may be able to 

unusual blank-fire sub- 
machine guns. 

New Greener GP Shotgun 
There is a demand in the U.S. shotgun 

market that the British firm of W. W. 
Greener, 40 Pall Mall, Lopdon SW1, Eng- 
land, hopes to fill. They have created an 
unusual but practical single shot "GP" (gen- 
eral purpose) gun: It is a solidly-built take  
down with the best finish of any single gun 
of its price range in the U.S. Mr. Howell 

of Greener shipped us a "GI"' to try out. 
Customs were handled by the post office, so 
the bill came to exactly $44.44, including 
duty and US. P.O. clearance charges. Exact 
price varies slightly due to currency va& 
tions. Write first for correct price in pounds, 
then remit International Post Office money 
order. Within about five weeks the shotgun 
will be delivered with a bill for duty, which 
comes to about $8 on a $34 gun. 

Blueing is a rich, satiny black. The nicely a 

grained walnut stock has usual flat shotgun 
checkering over small and forend. The thick- 
walled barrel is safe for high pressure ex- 
press loads, but in spite of the metal in the 
tube, the gun is surprisingly light, about 6% 
pounds, and handles very easily. Usual bore- 
ing is full choke, others on order. 

GP takedown is foolproof, simple, and. 
permanently tight. A coin-slot screw on the 
left receiver side loosens the barrel threads, 
after which tube and forestock can be un- 
screwed. Barrels come in 26" 30", 32" and 
34" lengths, chambered for 2%" or 2%'' 
shells. Extraction and ejection of standard 
U.S. trap loads was sometimes a little dim- 
cult in my gun. When I snapped the lever 
down briskly, it whammed the shell out 
easily. If I flubbed the motion, the shell 
hung up and had to be finger-extracted or 
re-seated, action closed, and then slatnmed 
open to get full ejector force. When opened 
briskly, the shells were ejected okay. 

Because of the Martini trigger-firing pin 
lock, the gun shot like a rifle. Lock time is 
very fast, trigger pull adjusted to about 5 
pounds is crisp and without creep. Making 
no pretense to being a "top gun," I tried 
the G.P. at skeet, was pleased to break 21 
on the first round. Every bird missed was 
my own fault, and when I held right and 
touched her off crisply I scored. Being about 
as average as 16,000,000 other gunsport en- 
thusiasts with' a smoothbore, I found that 
the GP gun bolstered my ego considerably. 

The GP gun will appeal to men who like 
finely finished firearms. Reliable and strong 
I don't need to make endurance tests to 
-know that the Martini, in use since 1866 
and made in the tens of millions for every 
country in the world, is satisfactory), well- 
finished, fast and responsive in handling, 
the GP will appeal to men who want a better 
than average field grade single gun. A letter 
to Mr. Howell at Greener's will bring full 
details on the GP 'gun, plus other better 
quality Greener weapons including their 
famous pigeon doubles. Importing shotguns 
by mail is a cinch if the gun sportsman buys 
from reliable firms like Greener's. Rifled 
arms, shoulder or hand, will require State 
Department munitions import license, ob- 
tained on applying to Dept. MC, State De- 
partment, Washington 25, D. C. 

itrong modified Martini action is used on British Greener GP gun introduced 
ito American market by mail order. New 12 gauge single shot is well made. 
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birds come along, and have never failed to 
do the job. On smaller geese or big docks, 
however, I prefer threes with the much 
higher pattern percentage in this particular 
Ithaca. So loaded, it is dynamite on them if 
you take enough lead and point the big gun 
right. Strange to say, this gun also shoots 
very well with Super ten bore 1% ounce 
loads and once made a run of 15 mallards 
with 13 shots. The two extras were fool 
ducks that flew into the pattern. Shooting 
was all from 55 to 70 yards with Reming- 
ton loads, No. 4 shot. 

I take a very dim view of the use of buck- 
shot on geese at  any time. There is simply 
too much room between pellets and too 
much chance of making a cripple, with little 
chance of retrieving it. 

For my part, I do not care for anything 
smaller on geese than No. 3 shot and then 
for the smaller birds and shorter ranges. 
For general shooting of the big honkers, 
No. 2 shot have given me very good results. 
Anything larger has failed through too thin 
a pattern, and anything smaller has failed 
through loss in pellet energy and not enough 
weight of pellet to break the heavy wing 
and leg bones. 

Magnetic Scope Mount 

ELMER KEITH SAYS- - (Continued from page 9) % y;f!$@&*m 
^ a %... Â¥S . 

male center pin with a tapered nose. These 
are lapped into the female holes in the base 
for aperfect  fit. The magnets in the base 
are held in place in the casting by Allen 
screws.There i s  ample room in the rear end 
of the base mount for a turn-up peep sight; 
or open iron sights can be used on the 
barrel ahead of the scop<mount. 

To mount the scope you simply start the 
front or rear male cone into its seat in the 
base and press down, seating both cones in 
their corresponding holes in the base. The 
upper and lower mounts click together under 
the pull of the magnets, and the scope is 
rigid enough to take the recoil of any rifle. 
You can hold the rifle by the scope alone. 
There is n o  chance of any change in zero, 
as it has to go back exactly. We proved this 

Recently a long-geared individual named 
Gee, front Phoenix, Arizona, dragged inone  
of the finest and most interesting scope 
mounts we have ever seen. Mr. Gee has 
spent considerable time working out this 
excellent mount and has it fully patented. 
He believes, rightly, that the best place for 
a scope is off the rifle in bad weather or 
when riding horses in rough country, and he 
set out to design a scope mount that would 
really permit instant removal or replacement, 
and do it without changing the rifle's zero. 
He has accomplished this better than any- 

Magnetized base plates are socketed 
to position scope exactly each time. 

one to date, so far as I know; better even 
than a couple of designs I worked on myself 
and which were pretty good. 

Other detachable mounts require locking 
levers or locking screws. The new Gee 
mount has nothing of the sort. The base of 
this mount is an aluminum alloy casting 
anchored to bridge and receiver with two 
large, strong, Allen screws. Into front and 
rear of this aluminum casting are inset two 
large magnetized plates with holes ground 
and polished to perfectly fit the large, sturdy, 
cone-shaped plugs of the upper mount. The 
upper mounts are split ring clamps that can 
be put on any scope without disturbing its 
moisture seal or adjustment dials. On the 
lower surface of these two upper clamps is 
fitted a square, flat, steel plate with a heavy 

Gee magnetic scope mounts detach in 
an instant yet will support rifle. 

by firing repeated 10 shot groups, removing 
and replacing the scope between every shot. 

To remove the scope you simply lift up on 
one end and jerk it off the rifle. It is by 
far the fastest detachable mount we have 
ever seen, as well as being one of the most 
accurate in its replacement. With this mount, 
one can carry his scope in a leather case 
when not needed and snap it on the rifle in 
an instant and know that it has replaced 
accurately. No screws to turn, no levers to 
throw, no springs to compress. Just snap it 
on or jerk it off and the darn thing works 
perfectly all the time. It is  so simple in 
principle we wonder how it ever went so long 
undiscovered. 

Photos show the pilot model, which is 
much larger than necessary. Both the upper 
and lower parts can be made much smaller 
with the latest and strongest magnets, so 
that the whole mount will be smaller and 
neater in appearance. Photd at  left shows 
the Lyman All-American 4X scope with the 
upper mounts w i t r t h e i r  split rings, flat 
plates, and centering pins. Lower base" shows 
the magnet plates and the female holes, as 
well as the heavy Allen-screw attachment 
to bridge and receiver. The base portion can 
also be made much flatter and thinner, per- 
mitting lower mounting and lower iron 
sight line if desired, with smaller and thin- 
ner magnets of even more power or mag- 
netism than the large ones used in this 
model. We gave this outfit every conceivable 
test and it worked 100 per cent. 

Photo above shows the Lyman scope in 
position on. the rifle. Note the excellent posi- 
tion, with ocular lens far enough ahead for 
those of us who habitually "crawl" a gun- 
stock. Note also the long distance between 
front and rear clamp arms, with the magnet 
bases held in front of receiver ring and in 
front of bridge, permitting perfect position- 
ing for the scope in prone or sitting positions 
as well in off-hand position. We particularly 
like the position of the ocular lens where it 

(Conf'nued on following page) 
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ELMER KEITH SAYS- 
(Continued from page 41) 

will not strike the eyebrow in recoil on 
heavy caliber rifles. Sample rifle tested was 
an 8mm Mauser, but the outfit has also been 
tested on .375 Magnums with equal success. 
Second photo also illustrates the power and 
pull of the magnets as Mr. Gee holds the 
rifle by the scope alone. We found you could 
carry the rifle by the scope if desired. New 
and much stronger magnets as much as ten 
times as strong as the ones on this rifle 
permit making the base mount half its 
present thickness for a much lower scope 
mounting. 

I have used and tested many detachable 
scope mounts under every conceivable con- 
dition of big game hunting from Mexico to 
Alaska. The new Gee magnetic mount, in its 
utter simplicity, accomplishes all the fea- 
tures desirable in a detachable mount better 
than anything I have seen to date. 

The .244 H & H and 
The Heeren Action 

We have been testing the .244 H & H 
cartridge, made by necking the .300 H & H 
case to 6mm but with a much more abrupt 
shoulder and shorter neck. It is a huge case 
for so small a bore, and far over bore 
capacity for all our I.M.R. Powders. The 
British load it with 73 grains of a very slow 
machinegun powder. The cartridges we tested 
were hand-loaded by Nathan Bishop, with 
73 grains of a very slow powder and 100 
grain soft-point spitzer bullets. Accuracy was 
excellent, grouping into about %" at 110 
yards from bench rest with a good Bushnell 
10X scope. Just what the velocity is I do 
not know but believe it one of the flattest 
loads I have yet fired. We sighted it in to 
shoot about center at  110 yards from the 
bench rest then turned it on small white 
rocks about 4" to 5" in diameter at  well 
over 300 yards and it would shatter a rock 
each shot with center hold, so could have 
had very little drop in that range. Of course, 
the high-mounted scope necessary on account 
of the big objective lens would give con- 
siderable compensation, as its axis is so 
high above the axis of the bore. Neverthe- 
less, its trajectory is very flat. Later we 
swung the rifle around on a small rock at 
around 600 yards and noted only a six to 
eight inch drop. It's a huge "case for so 
small a caliber, but for the man who wants 
something that shootsTiat, we believe this 
cartridge in a good rifle sighted point-blank 
at 300 yards would give him about the ulti- 
mate for vermin shooting. I cannot see the 
cartridge for game shooting, for though it 
would surely kill any light big game if it 
got into the lung cavity, it would surely 
ruin a lot of meat. For taking antelope or 
sheep trophies at extreme ranges it should 
be excellent, providing the rifleman stayed 
off the head, neck, and shoulders. 

Frank Clark Jr. of Cheyenne, Wyoming, 
has been importing H & H rifles for this 
cartridge, b u t  the one we tested was made 
up by Nathan Bishop and Russ Hightower 
on one of the Heeren patented Swiss actions 
by W. Glaser. Barrel blank was by Sam 
Mays. This is a very peculiar falling-block 
single-shot action, amply strong for any 
shoulder cartridge, but with very short 
leverage for extraction. The front lower 
corner of the trigger guard carries a spring- 
loaded latch and you simply hook a thumb 
on the front of the trigger guard and it un- 

locks and hinges downward, the pivot be 
at the rear of the trigger guard. The act! 
carries a single heavy extractor and I belie 
this is a weak point, as case extraction wa 
hard even though the load did not seem to 
have very high pressure. There is no cam- 
ming action to loosen the fired case in the 
chamber, and not long enough leverage to 
exert much force on the extractor. It is not 
a kicking extractor. The action is very short 
and neat, beautifully case hardened and 
with enough very fine hand scroll engraving 
to break up the plainness, making an attrac- 
tive looking action. The enlarged forward 
end of the trigger guard looks peculiar, lack- 
ing in beauty and symmetry, but does ac- 
complish about the shortest and most com- 
pact falling-block action we have seen. 

The upper and lower tangs are integral 
with the action and the lower tang comes. 
hack in a perfect curve for a good full and 
close pistol grip, but its metal also extends 
half way up the side of the grip of the 
stock at its junction with the frame. The 
upper tang is short and does not come fully 
back to the comb but carries a through boh 
into the lower tang. It would be a very tough 
action for any amateur to +k properly. 
But Nathan Bishop fitted this one with a 
beautifully figured French Walnut stock and 
forend; fitted it to hair-pinching tolerances. 
Hightower had fitted a medium heavy straight 
taper barrel and a full length scope rib of 
dovetail pattern and his own fixed top 
mounts anchored to the scope rib with 
Alien screws. The big Bushnell Chief 10X 
scope necessitates a fairly high comb stock, 
but Bishop achieved a beautifully shaped 
comb and cheek rest on this job. 

The trigger has a heavy lever at the rear 
which;)when pushed forward, sets the trig- 
ger, making a strong and excellent single 
set trigger. The safety lever is a very small 
one on the front right side of the action, 
flat like the old Jeffery Farquharson safety 
levers but much shorter and smaller. Its 
action is also just the opposite of the 
Jeffery Farquharson lever safety, in that you 
push the lever down to make the rifle safe 
and up to put it in firing position. 

The forward portion of the small of grip 
where the stock contacts the frame is verj 
small in diameter, but is practically half 
steel. It's a shorter, neater action than the 
Hauck or Farquharson, but Lmuch pref 
my long, sturdy, double-extradbr Farquh 
son actions. The lock time of the Heeren 
much faster, however, and the hammer fall 
very short and snappy. It should make up 
into an excellent free rifle for the lightel 
6.5 caliber 300 meter cartridges now sc 
widely used in the 300 meter free riflc 
matches. I do not know if the set trigger 
can be given as fine adjustment as some 
would like, but ignition is very fast indeed, 
which Is  a good point for any free rifle used 
in the standing position. 

There is plenty of room on the left side 
of the action for the mounting of any fine 
target receiver sight, but any tang sigh1 
would be in the way of case extraction and 
loading. Although Bishop stocked this rifle 
for bench rest and pest shooting or prone 
work, this action could easily be stocked f o ~  
three-position free rifle work and, with a 
good prong free rifle butt plate adjustable 
for the three positions, and a palm rest, it 
would make an excellent holding free rifle 
for the 6.5mm cartridge. This action 
costs well over $100 alone. 



BUYING YOUR WAY TO PISTOL MASTERY 
(Continued from page 24) 

For those with failing or aging eyesight, 
or those who cannot get a clear sight picture, 
various optical attachments are available 
which attach to your shooting glasses by 
means of a suction cup, to clear up your 
vision by increasing the focal depth of the 
eye. These gadgets don't work for everybody, 
but if they do work for you, you can't afford 
to be without one. Many find them of great 
help in gallery shooting where lighting con- 
ditions are far from ideal. Some of these 
devices have an adjustable iris for varying 
eye or light conditions. They cost from $1.00 
to about $4.00 and can be worth a lot more. 

For another kind of eye protection, there 
are "blinders" on the market which are 
made of plastic and fit over the temples of 
your glasses. They protect your eyes from 
wind and dirt, keep reflections and side 
vision from disrupting your concentration. 
They sell for 35c to 50c a pair, or you can 
make your own from paper or cardboard. 

4 precise sight picture is more easily ob- 
tained when the sights are blackened. 

A miner's carbide lamp seems to do the best 
job of producing a clear, non-glaring, non- 
reflecting surface. The long jet-like flame 
allows easy application of the smoke even 
in a stiff wind and the resulting jet black 
sight picture is about as perfect as you can 
get it. The lamp sells for about $3.00 and 
carbide cost is negligible. If the carbide 
lamp doesn't strike your fancy, there are a 
number of good commercial sight blacken- 
ers in liquid form which sell for about 75c 
a bottle, and the stuff is also available in 
pressurized spray cans. You need some kind 
of a small brush to clean your sights be- 
fore blackening. A dime should buy such a 
brush; or if you don't want to part with 
a dime, use an old tooth brush. But get the 
sights clean, as continual blackening can 
foul up the micrometer action. 

Shading your eyes with a cap can help 
clear those sights up, too. Get a cap that 
fits snugly so it won't blow off. I am partial 
to a large bill type that will provide even 
illumination or shade at the eye. This large 
b:lI also shields your face from those empty 
hulls that are occasionally ejected your way 
from the autoloaders. Those hulls smacking 
into your face on a string of rapid fire can 
be disconcerting. 

I have often maintained that if a shooter 
were deaf, he could shoot better scores. Of 
course, hearing the firing commands could 
be a problem; but the crack of guns up and 
down the line does cause flinching. I guess 
the only real answer to flinching can be 
found in Joe Benner's classic remark, "I'm 
too lazy to flinch." But flinching (at least 
the flinching caused by noise) can be con- 
trolled by controlling the noise blast in your 
ears. Ear plugs are a big help here, and the 
more noise they cut out, the better. There 
ire numerous ear plugs on the market or you 
:an use a round rubber detachable pencil 
eraser, or an empty .38 cartridge case in- 
serted base first into the ear. Use the empty 
ase with caution though, as you may find 
hat you are allergic to the metal. 

Without getting into a discussion of 
custom guns, I would like to mention a few 
accessories that can be self-installed on your 
a' ing iron and which may help your 

I The trigger shoe is one. Many find 

this device, which adds about 50 per cent 
more area to the trigger, a real help. It 
seems to lighten the pull and give better 
control. It tends to keep your trigger finger 
from contacting the gun frame, which can 
be disastrous. I t  is easily installed, costs 
only about two bucks, and is available for 
most guns. A further refinement is the shoe 
with a built-in stop. These sell for around 
$3.50 and you will have acquired a trigger 
stop job that would cost you two or three 
times that amount if done by a gunsmith. 
Some of the new target guns are now 
equipped with wide target triggers, so you 
won't need a shoe for these. 

The .45 and .38 autos can be souped up a 
little with a recoil buffer and custom barrel 
bushing. The buffer replaces the guide pres- 
ently in your gun. It apparently slows the 
action down a little and takes the sharpness 
out of the kick. Won't harm your gun in any 
way; in fact, it will probably increase the 
life expectancy of the weapon. Shooters of 
full-load factory ammo are particularly at- 
tracted to this device, which is available for 
about $3.50. The custom barrel bushing re- 
places the standard factory bushing and 
assures the muzzle of the barrel returning 
to the same position after each shot, with 
closer tolerances. There are a number of 
manufacturers of this device and they sell 
for around $5.00. They usually require hand 
fitting to the barrel and gun. 

Compensators or "muzzle brakes" are a 
controversial subject. Do they help scores or 
don't they? A positive answer depends on 
many factors, chief one being the acquire- 

well with agiven gun. About the only way 
you can really determine this is by a 
machine rest test. However, a good shooter, 
who understands bench rest shooting with 
a pistol, can get a good idea of the particular 
worth of a given compensator. 

The main thing they accomplish is re- 
ducing of muzzle jump and an apparent 
reduction in recoil. The reduction in muzzle 
jump (upward whip) allows more aiming 
time in the quick fire stages, and the re- 
duction in recoil may solve some of your 
flinching problem. These two factors can 
and do help many shooters to consistently 
better scores. Main drawback is that many 
of them have a tendency to spread groups 
slightly, so in this case the shooter must 
ask himself if he can stand a slight group 
enlargement in exchange for the benefits he 
will gain. Of course, if you are one of the 
fortunates who has a compensator that im- 
proves accuracy, then "you're in like Flynn." 
Only careful testing will determine this. 
Dave Cartes won both the National .22 and 
the National Mid-Winter .22 championship 
with a Supermatic with compensator, just as 
it came from the factory. Jimmy Clark has 
set numerous national records with his 
custom Ruger with built-in comp and also 
with a factory Mk I Ruger with the detach- 
able comp. The detachable comps are easily 
installed, low in price (about $6 to $8 in 
.22 caliber) and won't harm your gun if you 
decide to remove them. Compensators for 
the .38 and .45 auto sell from around $11.00 
to around $20.00, some of the higher priced 
ones incorporating a front sight which ma- 
terially increases sight radius. 

(Continued on page 46) 

are permanent, easy to use and enrich the 
appearance of your gunstock. 
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MARBLE RODS for cleaning every caliber 
or gauge firearm are of first-class make, 
sturdy and with jointed sections that screw 
securely together and don't snap off like a 
twig if a patch runs a bit stiff. Check on INSERT PRACTICE SHELLS fit into the 

chamber of pistol or revolver in standard 
calibers (as .44 Spl. and Magnum, .45 auto, 
9 mm Luger, .38 Special, .32 S&W) and 
afford low cost indoor practice with "live" 
ammunition. Precision-machined steel Tri- 
Jen sub-caliber inserts are drilled for #2  
BB shot, and accept a conventional large 
pistol or rifle primer at the back for "firing." 
No powder is used. Easy to load, chamber 
insert is loaded with BB using small rod, 
then press primer into base cup with thumb. 
Recommended are large rifle primers, as they 
have less tendency to "set back" and bind 
the cylinder. No louder than a cap pistol 
when fired, Tri-Jen inserts can be used over 
again. Excellent for shooting that Luger at  
small cost. At your dealer, or write Tri-Jen 
Mfg. Co., Dept. G. 8525 Beverly Blvd., Los 
Angeles 48, Calif. Set of six, $8.95. 

the Marble cleaning kits at your dealer- 
you'll find them satisfactory. I've used one 
old brass jointed rod now for eighteen years 
and it is still serviceable. Takes standard 
tips, brushes. Take a look at the Marble 
knives, camp axes while you're there, too. 
Moderately priced. Write Marble Arms Co., 
Gladstone, Mich., for catalog. 

GATLING GUN plate, replica cast in 
genuine U.S. bronze, is an exact copy of 
name plate affixed to breech of famous 
"Gatling's Battery Gun," made by Colt's 
during Indian War days. Curious novelty, 
souvenir, will serve as desk weight until the 
time comes that you get a real Gatling to 
shove under it. Available from Ma Hunter's, 
Box 171-G, West Englewood, New Jersey, 
at only $3.50. Send 25c coin for catalog list- 
ing complete Gatling Guns for sale, acces- 
sories, feed clips and other artillery. 

FOR "C" TYPE loading iools like C-H and 
Pacific or "0" frame R.C.B.S., these are 
newest idea for fast and easy change of cali- 
bers. A ram, ($3.50) replaces the regular 
ihell holder. Removable heads ($3) are held 
in place with an Allen set screw, are quickly 
a t t a c h e d  o r  removed. H e a d s  f o r  a l l  
calibers, fit either ram, cost less than regular 
shell holders, eliminate disassembling tools 
to change calibers. Dealer item or direct. 
Details from R.C.B.S. Gun & Die Shop, Dept. 
Gm, P. 0. Box 729, Oroville, Calif. 

HANDY MAGNIFYING TWEEZER for the 
tinkerer, gunsmith, fly tyer, model builder 
or anyone working with small parts. The 
point of the tweezer is always in focus. 
Should be in hunter's medical kit-just right 
for pulling splinters, briars and sandspurs, 
from man or dog. Small to fit pocket or 
purse. Priced at $5.00 postpaid, including 
leather carrying case. Sole Importers, CAP'N 
BALL, Dept. GE-1, 110 Worth Avenue, Palm 
Beach, Florida. 

NOVEL ELECTRIC SOCKS really keep 
feet warm, at games, still hunting, in duck 
blind. Unseen wires snap to sock top-allow 
freedom of movement. You walk on wireless 
"comfort-cushioned" reinforced nylon and 
heavy knit wool. Controlled by hidden com- 
pact battery case that easily attaches to belt. 
Ilses two ordinary 6-volt batteries. Used 
intermittently, will operate for days. Fully 
guaranteed to keep feet warm no matter 
how cold the weather. Available in red only 
and in three sizes: Small (10-11) Medium 
(11%-12) and Large (13-14)-at $15.95 per 
pair-shipped complete-less batteries-in 
gift storage carton directly from authorized 
mail order distributors: The Campus Com- 
pany, 155 East Ohio Street. Chicago 11. 
Illinois. 

NEW DELUXE FRENCH VISOR, the 
shooting glass by Belz Opticians, Dept. Gl, 
2 East 44th Street, New York 17, N. Y., 
pioneers in t he  use of protective shooting 
glasses for over twenty-five years, are one 
of the best made for all around protection 
-including wind, dust and glare. They 
may be had with the famous SHARPSITE 
lens, a special formulae of yellow and green 
which gives added sharpness; also in Brite- 
site yellow or Calobar green, only $15.00 
complete with any of these piano protective 
lenses. May be ground to preacnption in 
dear or colored lenses. 

ENGKAVED MOUNT for the Browning .22 
is now manufactured by the Williams Gun 
Sight Co., Dept. G, 7300 Lapeer Rd., 
Davison, Michigan. This new Quick Con- 
vertible top mount is beautifully engraved 
by "old school" craftsmen. The sharp, grace- 
ful lines of the artistry match the style of 
the receiver engraving. Wide ring span re- 
duces overhang of scope and permits indi- 
vidual eye-relief adjustment. The bridge- 
type construction of the mount provides the 
greatest possible strength, more stability, and 



.* .+. 
finisn neirioom case, a fitted jewel-&'"&- 
ting of rich burgundy-and-white velveteen. 
Retailing at only (24.95,this luxury -band- 
gun is equipped with Crosman's new Tru- 
Flyte barrel featuring button rifling and de 
luxe, rugged target sights, precision-made 
and mounted. Powered for approximately 
50 shots by a single Giant Crosman C02 Gas. 
Powerlet, the "Medalistn is covered by a 
lifetime guarantee. At all dealers. 

I 

greater accuracy. The new Quick Convert- 
ible, like the standard Williams mounts for 
this rifle, fastens solely on the barrel, and 
allows take-down of rifle for breech cleaning 
or packing without disturbing the adjust- 
ment. 

petitive pistol shooter uses, is illustrated in 
this unique catalog. Of particular interest are 
several well-written articles on competitive 
pistol shooting, handloading, and custom 
handguns by top-flite authorities Joyner, 
Clark, and Shockey. There is also a listing 
of National Records and a roster of the 
"2600" Club. The Catalog is authoritative and 
w d  written by a top-flite pistol shooter. It 
contains a wealth of valuable information 

tor T-s-Oceanic portable, smallest for anyone interested in target shooting with 
lightest band-spread short wave portable the pistol Or 

radio ever built. Runs on ordinary flash- 
light cells. Eight baud reception-standard 
broadcast, continuous coverage of short wave 
from 2 to 9 megacycles (150 to 33 meters), 
international short wave bands. Set is trop- 
ically treated to perform even in high jungle 
humidity. Weight: 13 pounds including bat- 
teries. Literature, name of dealer nearest to 
you, from Zenith Radio Corporation, Dept. 
G, 6001 W. Dicliens, Chicago 39, 111. 

DUXBAK CAMOUFLAGE togs by Utica 
Duxbak Corp. are made of durable 10-oz. 

;MAN WADER off& comfort 
and waterproof protection for Sack shooting 
in streams o r  marshes in the severest 
weather. Made of Flexible net, laminated 
rubber coating, has doublethick boot up- 
pers with insulating air space. For etalog 
of Hodgman's complete line of waders abd 
weatherproof clothing, write dixptly to 
mikufacturer, Hodgman Rubber Co, F r e -  
ingham, Mass. 

FLAIG'S CIRCASSIAN WALNUT blanks 
and turned stocks are b o n g  the finest 

I specimens of this rare and beautiful wood 
to be offered in the US. in many years. New 
shipment from Turkey includes grades of 
cut blanks priced from $15.00 to $50, with a 
few extremely fine patterns h d  figures .up 
to. $75. This is a dense but light ,wed. 
Blanks are Lversized for beatwail forearms, 
high cheek pieces. Turned and inletted, add 
$5 to price of blank. AH blanks sent subject 
to customer's approval. Write to Dick 
Winter, Flaig's, Millvale, Pa. (6 Mules north 
of Pittsburgh) for details on how to order. 

NEW WEBSTER SCALE is Model RWC, 
same as RW-1 with addition of gold Chain- 
0-Matic weight attachment. Vertical bar is 
marked in 1/20 grain divisions, can be read 
to 1/40 grain, is sensitive enough to weigh 
and sort primers for extreme accuracy. This 
model is almost the equal of analytical 
balances selling for hundreds of dollars, yet 
gives maximum speed for weighing powder 
and bullets. Has all the original Webster 
features, two-way self aligning bearings, 
removable oil container for hydraulic damper, 
guaranteed accuracy. New funnel holder 
attachment holds GUNS powder funnel (not 
included) to conveniently pour powder in 
cases. RWC scales $26.50, funnel holder $2. 
At dealers, or literature from Webster Scale 
Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 718-G, Sebring, Florida. 

army duck in a mottled pattern that blends 
into nature's own background, thereby en- 
abling the hunter to get close to his quarry 
yet remain well conceiled. The camouflage 
fabric is vat-dyed and water repellent, with 
an important soft "quiet" finish that permits 
noiseless movement. At dealers featuring 
Duxbak outdoor wear. 

THE "MEDALIST" is a 'new 33,. caliber 
Crosman PeHgun Pistol, heavily plated in 
highly polished chrome and dramatically 
displayed in a hand-polished, mahogany- 

Mossberg bolt action .22 clip repeater, a 
sleek, streamlined new sporting rifle with a 
concealed interior hammer for sure-fire 
ignition Bolt and striker do not protrude 
through the back of the receiver as on 
other guns, protection for bolt mechanism 
from dirt fouling in the field. New rifle 
comes in Model 342 which has peep rear and 
military-type front sights, and companion 
#342K with open sights. Price is only $31.95. 

COMPETITIVE Pistol Shooter, supply cata- 
log is offered for 2% by Gil Hebard Guns, 
Box # 1, Knoxville 6, Illinois. Virtually every 
type of domestic and foreign target pistol 
and revolver is available from this firm, 
including "Accuracy jobs" by James E. Clark 
and Richard L. Shockey. The catalog also 
features a complete line of handgun acces- 
-4-@very conceivable item that a com- 



HIDE-A-WAY 
mom s, AccEssoRm 

The best handgun holster 
idea i n  rears! Soft dove 

P.O. Box 990, 
Brownsville, T e x  

leather with sturdy nickel 
plate clip; fastens inside 
trouser waistband for 
perfect comfort and eon- 
cealment. Handmade to 
fit YOUR gun . . . give 
caliber, make and barrel 
length when ordering. 
$2.96 PP. or COD. ~ l u a  
shipping. 

DEPT. "H" 
B&J LEATHER 

as GOODS CO. 

- K I N G - S I Z E ,  In=.  
541 Brockton, Mass. 

h 1 1 1958 SCOPES-LATEST MODELS I 
BRAND NEW FACTORY SEALED BOXES 

Bear Cub 2%-$33 25. 4x-$42.95; 6 ~ 4 5 6 . 9 5 .  
Weaver 604 ~erieiÃ‘K 2.5 & K. 3-$24.75; K4- 

29.25- Kt-$31.75; K-V-$38.75; K8 & KIO- 
$39.25: Lyman All-American 2%~-$32.95; 4x- 
$35.25: 6x-$43.25. Weaver top mounts-$7.75. 
Complete tine of sporting goods in stock. Write 
for LOWEST PRICES. - - 

20% DEPOSIT O N  C.0.D.k 
FREE 1958 WHOLESALE C A T A L O G  

PARKER DISTRIBUTORS Dept. 1701 1 
P.O. Box 55, Williamsbridge Sta., N. Y. 67. N Y 

I 
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I 
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b u t  complete job a* shown for 
moX ouns (Is ! 

MUZZLE BRAKE 
The brake that Is dlfferoiHÃ‘btou It% right In 

' 
your rifle barrel. Cholci of dle.crlmlnatlng shoot- : 
m. You don't need a blob on your muzzle for 1 
good braking. Illurtrated foldedealer dircounti. 1 

PENOLETON GUNSHOP ;:n~atS~'"a,K:; : 

cororn 

shotgun rÃ§ngÃ ComplÃ§tÃ§ guorantwd. 

N- ' "Thu let# tang safety 

folder. 

Gunsmiths & Barrelmakers 
East Hampton Connecticut 
I I 

1 CLADALOY BULLET CO. I 
Mauufaoturem of .tba mDuhr new maohbe. cant 
cocper clad allot Wed which can be driven i t  
highest velocities. Available for hand saw and 
riflea. At your dealer or order direct. Write tor 
free list m d  folder. Immediate dellrery. 

1 BOX 643 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 1 

BUYING PISTOL MASTERY 
(Continued from page 43) 

A stop watch is an invaluable accessory 
o any serious shooter. Its use in match 
;hooting is primarily limited to timing of 
slow-fire strings where it can be of big help 
n promoting peace of mind by eradicating 
he worry of how much time remains to 
;hoot. But it is worth its weight in gold 
is a training device, in teaching you the all 
important time intervals at timed and rapid 
lire. As a shooter's stop watch is not nor- 
mally subjected to excessive use or abuse, 
md doesn't have to be a split second pre- 
vision proposition, the lower priced imports 
will suffice for even the more critical. These 
can be purchased from about $9.00 to $25.00. 
One that registers a ten minute interval is 
your best bet. 

Many shooters carry a rosin can or bag 
in their kit. It is of real value in anchoring 
a grip if your hands tend to sweat, and it 
can be a life saver if you are forced to 
shoot in the rain. Try shooting the big buck- 
ing .45 with a wet hand and stock and you 
immediately appreciate this statement. A 
shaker-top can is best, as it won't mess up 
your kit with spilled rosin. Enough rosin 
to carry you through a season's shooting costs 
only a fraction of a dollar, and could easily 
mean the difference between winning and 
losing a match. 

A score book is certainly not a necessity, 
but it can add interest to the game as well 
as provide a basis for a scientific approach 
to your shooting progress. Accurately kept 
scores, both practice and match, will reveal 
trends and conditions that are hurting your 
scoring. It will show you where your strong 
and weak points are, thus allowing for intel- 
ligent practice. Score books tbat contain 
enough entries to be of real value to the 
shooter cost only a dollar .or two. 

Perhaps you'll want scoring plugs in your 
kit, or perhaps not. Fact remains, you should 
be prepared to score targets accurately if 
called upon to do so. It's an important part 
of shooting and you owe it to your competi- 
tors and to yourself to be accurate both in 
competition and practice. Scoring plugs are 
the only answer to those close shots. There 
are a number available, priced at a few cents 
to as much as $20.00. 

nother handy accessory is a cartridge box A for your target ammo. They are avail- 
able in plastic from about 70c to $1.50, and 
in wood from about $2.00 up. They are of 
value in keeping your different loads sep- 
arated, insuring the loading of five rounds 
for each string, and for added protection to 
your pet target fodder. 

Add a small screw driver for sight adjust- 
ments, a pencil for scoring targets, a small 
oil can for emergency oil jobs, pciliaps a 
brass cleaning brush and rod for a fast 
de-leading job between strings, and a rabbit's 
foot or four-leaf clover for luck, and you 
have about run the gamut of accessories that 
you might need in your pistol box. 

There are a few accessories not connected 
with your shooting box tbat seem to help 
some competitors. A shooting coat is one. 
Anything in the clothing line that permits 
you to shoot in comfort, weather conditions 
considered, is certainly worth while and 
should be given serious consideration. Don't 
forget a light weight rain coat for those 
rainy days. Many shooters carry light-weight 

folding chairs or stools, for comfort between , 
matches. Shooting matches often last from , , *, -" 

sun-up to sun-down, and if any of these items *" 
promote comfort and relaxation without ad- ' 

versely affecting your shooting, then they are sb: -m:'q .. 
probably worth the effort. % ,.-ci4 

Knowing your trigger pull-weight is im- ' 2 ' 2 :  
portant to your shooting. Pulls often change ;. - 
with use and they may become so light as  
to become dangerous or may not meet match 
requirements. Any change in your pull, either ' 

heavier or lighter, can cause your shooting 
to go sour. A trigger-pull gauge keeps you 
posted and can forestall the possibility of a 
disqualification in a match. This worthwhile 
accessory is available at about $5.00 to $7.00 
in spring operated gauges, and $12.50 in the 
official NRA no-spring job. 

ccessories that never see the light of a '  A registered pistol match are necessary 
accouterments of many shooters. Training de- 
vices would fall in this category. One of the, 
best training aids is a timer that signals the 
start and stop of either 10 or 20 second time 
intervals. It allows the shooter to time him- 
self in practice,. and is a fine developer of 
the cadence which is so necessary for good 
scoring. Price is about $8.00. Records are 
available which play back the Range Officer's 
commands for the various kinds of matches. 
Commands are properly given and time inter- 
vals are accurately recorded. Price is $3.95. 
A more elaborate device recently on the 
market actually turns targets at  electrically 
timed intervals. Of course if you can get your 
wife to give you commands from the kitchen 
clock, you've got it made. 

Bullet-traps may be a little far afield from 
this discussion of competitive pistol shooting 
accessories, but they are certainly important 
training aids when they are needed to pro- 
vide a place to practice regularly. The best 
and fastest way to learn to shoot hot scores 
is to shoot, and shoot plenty. A bullet trap 
provides this opportunity to practice in your 
own home or yard. Prices range from about 
$10 to $50, depending mainly on size. 

Physical conditioning equipment is in- 
cluded in the necessary accessories of a good 
many fine shooters. Pistol shooting employs 
a number of muscles that one normally does 
not use. Building these muscles up and 
keeping them in trim can do much to im- 
prove your shooting. An 80c grip exerciser 
can do wonders in building up a firm grip. 
A magazine cast full of lead will add enough 
weight to help develop arm muscles while 
dry-firing. A milk bottle filled with water 
and hung to the shooting arm will accom- 
plish the same result. A chest pull can help 
develop back muscles that help support the 
shooting arm, and there are numerous other 
exercising devices available to the aspiring 
pistol champion. 

There are many other accessories being 
offered, some worthwhile, others maybe or 
maybe not. But I believe that many of the 
accessories I have mentioned are, if not 
essential, at least helpful to the fulfillment 
of a shooter's desire to fire the best possible 
scores. Other items too might help your 
scoring. This pistol game is a psychological 
problem to a great extent, and even if an 
accessory does nothing more than bolster a 
shooter's confidence . . . this gain of con- 
fidence can easily improve his scores. As 
Jimmie Clark, noted pistol champion and 
gunsmith, once said, "If you think 
they help you, then they do." 



HOW TO SHOOT A FLINTLOCK 
(Continued from page 35) 

drawings, photographs and even actual flint- 
lock arms with the flint mounted flat-side 
down, bevel-side up; a more certain way of 
raising the misfire rate of even the best 
flintlock to fifty percent could hardly be 
devised! Gunflints, like all minerals and 
quartzes, have a definite crystal structure, 
and t h e  striking edge is chipped accord- 
ingly. If the flint is used upside-down, the 
striking edge will quickly crumble and 
deteriorate. Moreover, the battery and flash- 
pan cover of a flintlock is a delicately bal- 
anced spring-loaded lever, designed to func- 
tion with maximum efficiency if struck by 
the flint at a certain point, usually 13/16ths 
of the way up along the face of the battery. 
If the flint is mounted flat-side down, the 
point of impact is lowered, and the efficiency 
of the battery's, fire-striking quality, as well 
as of the resisting-and-yielding quality of the 
pancover, are very materially reduced. The 
obvious consequence is a sharp rise in the 
misfire rate, and often an upside-down flint 
will fail to open the pancover. 

In order to be held firmly in the cock, the 
flint must first be wrapped in a fold of 
leather of suitable thickness. Occasionally 
one sees an old gun with the flint wrapped 
in cloth or lead, but these materials are 
always the additions of modern collectors. 
Cloth presents the hazard of still-smoldering 

lightning (it may well get stuck or jammed 
against the flint), and if the ample shower 
of sparks whim in the pan, all is well. If 
the cover jams and/or the sparks are few, 
the flint has to be retracted further into the 
jaws, or extended outward further, until 
the function is perfect. 

Next, the touchhole must be pricked clear 
of carbon and other obstructive matter every 
fourth or fifth 'shot-the frequency varies 
with the size of the touchhole and the thick- 
ness of the barrel. 

Next comes priming. This is a very deli- 
cate business indeed, but of extreme impor- 
tance because, depending on how well it is 
done, the gun may misfire or fire unfailingly, 
and the lock time may be imperceptible or 
a fizzly hanging fire. To begin with, the 
priming powder must be very finely ground 
(modern granulation FFFFg or finer). It must 
be heaped into the flashpan very judiciou* 
ly. If the pan is over-primed, the pressure of 
the closed pancover will tend to cake the 
surface of the priming, so that the sparks 
are repelled and the priming does not take 
fire. On the other hand, an insufficient quan- 
tity of priming will slide around in the pan 
and is very likely to accumulate in the 
bunched-up heap at the pan's outer end, 
away from the touchhole, where it will "flash 
in the pan" without firing the main charge 
inside the barrel. The correct amount of 
priming fills the pan with a flat, even level 
to a point just very barely below the pan's 
upper edge. 

Having been loaded and primed, and with 
the flashpan cover snapped shut, the gun 
must be tilted a little and tapped once or 
twice with the fingers to ens& 
grains of priming have entered 
hole and have connected with 

that a few 
the touch- 
the main 

-Â¥.$th shooter's hand. Lead does not have the 
.resilience required to cushion and absorb 

Gun athal f  cock for priming. Close 
f l a s h p a n  cover and bring hammer back 
to full cock to ready gun for firing. 

threads at the time of the next priming, so 
that the entire priming flask may explode in 

the shock of the  flint's impact, so that the 
slender neck of the cock is almost as likely 

charge. 
If these rules are faithfully observed, and 

if the lock is of high-quality workmanship, 
the gun will fire instantaneously and with 
a virtual 100 per cent certainty. But other 
factors are involved in the success or failure 
of flintlock shooting. 

One of these is weather, and atmospheric 
conditions. Until the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century, flashpans were made 
with broad, flat upper edges, on which the 
equally flabancover merely rested under 
the tension of the feather spring. This ar- 
rangement was not watertight. Moreover, it 
was necessary to construct all flashpans with 
a small vertical lip or flash-shield rising up 
from the pan's rear edge to deflect the 
priming flash from being blown directly into 
the shooter's eye. But while this flash-shield 
guards against face and eye injuries, it also 
serves to guide any drop of moisture or rain- 
water into the flashpan and the priming. By 
about 1780, however, London gunsmiths had 
developed the so-called "waterproof' flash- 
pans, which remained the rule until the end 
of the flintlock period between 1820-1830. 
Here the uhderside of the pancover is slight- 
ly recessed to fit over the raised upper edge 
of the pan, and the flashpan bridle and the 
flash-shield are no longer attached to the pan 
at all (or only to its underside), but have 
taken the form of free-standing crescents or 
wedges. Water is thus guided down the lock- 
plate rather than into the pan, and the locks 
Â¥ca be exposed to a moderate shower for 
quite some time-and still fire. 

FAST DRAW 
5 HOLSTER 

Originally designed by Ray Hows,er : fast draw expert, for cowboy movii 
stars and stunt men who wanted to 
get lightning fast draw action and 
spinning thrills. This is the same 
holster featured in Chapel's "Gun : Collector's Handbook of 
often copied but never 
! Of fine saddle leather. : and expertly stitched. Give waist measure- 

ment, caliber, make & barrel length. Single 
holster & belt only' 27.50. All black only 
$28.50. .Southpaws .add$. Holster only $1 1.50. 

SENSATIONAL : PURCHASE OF 
: IVORY COLORED 

GRIPS 1 : NOW you can aet fa- W 
mous 'manufacturer's 
Ivory-Cobred Grips at below cost 
prices B purchasing the co 
stock kf tiese lvory-~obred"%$ b 
we can pass on to you terrific once-h-a-lirme 
savings. This offer ma not be repeated since 
there is only a limited supply, and once sold 
out you will not be able to purchase the Ivory- 
Colored model again. 

COLLECTORS SEND lOc FOR UNUSUAL 
LET OF FAMOUS OLD WEST GUNS. 

PONY EXPRESS SPORT SHOP 
47460 Ve$tu~r,~~Bd.~ 4sEncc &g, Calf. 

11 FRED TIIACK 
w 

[ HANDLOADING . 
BOOKLET! . I 

7 
- 

New C-H handbook shows you how 
to make your own ammunition 
and how to  start. . . right! Packed 
with valuable information 
and tips reloaders should 
know, this beautiful 
booklet can be yours 
absolutely free. Attach 
coupon to postcard 
and mail now! 

L-n uit LU., uepT. 0 2  
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~n ~iiaÃ§l* 54, California I 
1 MMÃ N W ~  me FREE book~ett I 
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SIXGLE or DOUBLE JACKETED: The Double 
Jacketed bullet consists of a smaller, shorter jacket 
inserted into a larger, longer jacket and swaged to- 
gether with the pure lead core to tonu a COSTBOLLED 
EXPANDING BULLET. Thick at the base and tapered 
to a thin jacket i t  the point. THESE ARE TER- 
BIFICII Bullets priced ncr 100, available in mund- 
nose, spitzer and hollowpolnt. 

CALIBER GRAIN SINGLE DOUBLE 
JACKET JACKET 

22 50, 66, 70 $2.70 - 
6- 76, 87, 105 $3.40 - 
257 DO, 87. 117 $3.50 - 
6.5MM 65. 87, 100. 120. 140 $3.50 - 
270 13% 140, 150, 160, 170 $3.75 $8.00 
7BlM 145. 150, 175 $4.35 $8.50 
30 160, 17% 180. 200 $4.00 $8.50 
303 160, 173. 180. 200 $4.00 $8.50 
SUM 160, 173 $4.50 $9.00 

lo we'^ Pays the Postage; Bend Check or M.O. 

1 Bullet list and prices subject to change. 1 1 

w ind is equally inimical to flintlock 
shooting. A fast-snapping lock can be 

fired in surprisingly stormy weather, in winds 
up to about thirty-five miles per hour. But 
glower-snapping locks can fire only in slower 
winds. 

Firing a good flintlock in strong wind will 
demonstrate that the sparks do not simply 
fall into the priming, but are hurled with 
great speed and force. The less the friction 
in the mechanism, the greater this speed 
and force, and consequently the faster and 
more certain the reaction. For this reason 
the English gunsmiths of about 1775-1780 
developed the tumbler swivel link between 
the mainspring and the tumbler, and the 
wheel or roller at the end of the feather 
spring or at the end of the pancover's spur. 
Like "waterproof" flashpans, both features 
remained basic to all high-quality or even 
medium-quality locks until the end of the 
flintlock era. Parenthetically it may be men- 
tioned that any finely-made flintlock, even 
one dating from before the period of tumbler 
swivel links and feather spring rollers, will 
snap so fast that the gun will go off while 
held upside down. The sparks will be hurled 
up and will fire the priming before the 
priming has time to fall off the inverted pan. 
A poorly made lock will not do this. 

A very frequent impression is that the 
reaction of a flintlock is 'something on the 
order of a second or more while the priming 
fizzles its way into the main charge. True, if 
a gun is kept loaded for many days, at- 
mospheric moisture may condense in the pan 
and cause hanging fires of half a second or 
more. But all factors being favorable, most 
good -quality non :military pre- 1780-period 
locks will do their work on the average with- 
in a range of 0.050 to 0.100 seconds, while 
the later "waterproof" and "frictionless" 
locks will average 0.060 second. In a good 
flintlock, especially the post-1780 English 
types, the click of the lock and the roar of 
the shot are simultaneous occurrences as far 
as the human ear can tell. The lapse of time 

LOWE'S POWDER HORN 
282 Broadway. Idaho Falls, Idaho 

- 
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BUHMILLER Barrel BLANKS 
Sporters in stock in all popular calibers from 22 
to 505 Gibbs ready for immediate shi ment con- 
toured, Chrome Moly steel only, $17.50 each net 
plus postage. 
"We do no barrel fitting. chambering or threadini." 

J. R. BUHMI LLER Rifle Barrel Maker 
P. 0. Box 196 ~ o h ~ e l l ,  Montana 

a ',a BUSCADERO cmmz B ~ T  a m m s  

I Authentic in every detail.. . designed for adventure in 
the tradition of the early-day Western t-ange rider. 
Distinctive. durable handgun accessory handcrafted of - - 
finest oak-tanned saddle leather. - 

No. 5W. 3" belt with 

As shown . . . . . . . . . . . . . S36.50 
Single holster loop on right un- 
less otherwise specified. .$32.50 

N o .  130W. Quick draw Weat- 
ern stvle revolver holster. 1 I 

CATALOG 

Over 100 holster styles. 
Also, rifle scabbards; 
cartridge belts, slides, 

cases; r t f~e  slings, A 

*piom RUDY ETCHEN and 
Col. CHAS. A S K I F  agree this "10" is but 

WORLD'S MOST P O W E R F U L  

I he N~UMANN I U-bauge 
Double-Barrel MAGNUM 

is sufficiently great that a good deal of 
practice is required for shooting game on 
the wing; it is sufficiently trivial that in big- 
game rifle shooting it can be discounted 
completely for all practical purposes. But 
it must be remembered that virtually all 
military flintlocks, and all cheap, poorly- 
made civilian ones, have lock times of up 
to a quarter of a second and even more, 
and misfire rates ranging from 10 to 50 per 
cent. Rain and high winds render these 
machines useless. 

Volumes can and have been written on the 
construction of muzzle-loading barrels, smooth 
and rifled; on their lengths, bores, chokes, 
pitches, and materials; on the amounts of 
powder and proportions of powder and shot; 
on wadding and patches and whatever else 
goes into successful shooting. These lie be- 
yond the scope of this article. For the most 
comprehensive study of all aspects of muzzle-' 
loading, the reader is referred to three ex- 
cellent old works which can be found in 
most big-city libraries or bought from book- 
dealers specializing in arms and armor books: 
(1) Instructions to Young Sportsmen in All 
That Pertains to Guns and Shooting, by 
Colonel Peter Hawker; London, 1814, and 
many subsequent editions; (2) The Gun, 
or a Treatise on the Various Descriptions of 
Smalt Fire-Arms, by William Greener; Lon- 
don, 1835, and many subsequent editions; 
and (3) The Shooter's Guide and Complete 
Sportsman's Companion, by Thomas Burge- 
land Johnson; London, 1814, and many sub- 
sequent editions. 

I n closing, a few words which cannot be 
repeated too often. Old barrels may have 

rusted thin in spots. None should ever be 
fired &-hand until it has been proved three 
times with a double powder charge while 
tied to a tree, the trigger being pulled with 
a string. The fine old English and Spanish 
stub-twist horseshoe-nail fowling piece 
barrels were once the toughest, most in- 
desructible tubes that metallurgy could con- 
struct; but after a century and more of 
exposure to the elements, progressive cor- 
rosion may have weakened or even separated 
the twists. If, however, the barrel has with- 
stood three double proof loads, it may be 
deemed safe. 

Old musket barrels, originally so far in- 
ferior to fine fowling piece barrels that there 
is no comparison, may have survived in safer 
condition because their single lap weld is 
less vulnerable to progressive corrosion sep- 
aration. Rifle barrels, heavy German-type 
smoothbore shot barrels, massive dueling and 
"coach" pistol barrels, and most heavy brass 
barrels are usually quite safe - although 
these, too, must pass the three proof loads 
before being put into active use. And, need- 
less to say, modem smokeless nitrocellulose 
powder must never, under any circumstance 
whatsoever, be used in a black powder 
muzzleloader. Both the safety and the danger 
of using antique guns has been greatly ex- 
aggerated by many writers. The common 
sense answer lies in the cautious approach 
of three double-load proofs~even though the 
shooter thereby risks the loss of a fine 
antique ! 

Whoever will take the time and trouble 
to become proficient with flintlocks will find 
a new source of pleasure which will endure 
for many years to come-and one which 
will make percussion cap shooting seem 
extremely pale and boring by 
comparison. 



SHOOTING IN THE WINTER SUN 
(Continued from page 31) 

Expert Rifleman's . 
Badge 

M a d e  i n  1 9 1 6  a t  
Rock Island Arsenal. 

S P E C I A L  

$1 25 
POSTPAID 

Beach, Jacksonville, Orlando, Tampa, Sara- 
sota, St. Petersburg, Miami, and West Palm 
Beach held tournaments in the chain. The 
Florida State Championships were at Sara- 
sota after the close of the winter chain. 

Each tournament in the chain attracts 
about 100 to 150 competitors. This is a far 
cry from the 2,000 or more who enter the 
Grand American 'Handicap each year, but 

i t  is good for sociability and enjoyment. 

forth. The range is easily accessible by 
automobile and fairly so by city bus. During 
tournaments, special buses are run from the 
downtown hotel area t o  the range, in addi- 
tion to regular buses which pass within a 
few blocks. 

T he Trail Glades Range 11 miles west of 
Miami on the Tamiami Trail is the show- 

place of shooting and resembles a beautiful 
country club. For many years the pistol, 
rifle, and shotgun shooters of the Miami area 
struggled along, each group trying to keep 
up its own shooting facilities. Time after 
time ranges had to be abandoned because 
of immediate proximity of newly built 
houses, financial burden upon the club sup- 
porting it, or for other reasons. From some- 
where sprang the idea of a permanently 
safe, adequate, all-around shooting range 
supported by and for the public. 

About 1952, a quarter section of land was 
reclaimed from the swamps and sawgrass by 
Dade County, and such a range was built. 
Today it is a beautiful establishment with 
accommodations for pistol, smallbore rifle, 
trap, skeet, and archery. Several clubs use 
it, and it is open to the public for a reason- 
able fee. 

Pistol and smallbore rifle shooting are 
conducted on the same field and from the 
same firing line. Targets for both types of 
shooting are easily removable from the field 
and interchangeable with those of the other 
type. The firing line is nicely paved and 
covered by a neat, effective awning. An at- 
tractive building immediately back of the 
center of the firing line adequately houses 
the chief range officer's stand, the statistical 
office, and clean, sanitary restrooms. There 
is a large paved parking lot and, within easy 
distance of the firing line, an attractive com- 

MARKSMAN BADGE Cold plated over d i d  
for shooters, sterling bronze.. 
silver $1 .OO each. Raised letters ... 
postpaid. Limited quantity. There are  fewer hotshots who fire from back 

of the 25-yard line in the handicap matches, 
but the winners are good. Veteran scatter- 
gunner Homer Clark won the chain event at 
Tampa in 1957. J. R. Boyd won at  Miami, 
and Helen Delmonico was high lady. 

Skeet shooting competition is not so ex- 
tensive as trap during late winter or early 
spring, but it is available. The Cigar City 
Gun Club at  Tampa holds the Annual Mid- 
Winter International Shoot, a four-gun 
skeet aggregate. In 1957, the Palm Beach 
Gun Club held the Florida State and Onen 

w u - m w  ur-n = u m m - r m  

5. 16th St., Phila. 2, Pa. No COIh 

AlxiilRACY, KILLINu ruw ER. 
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All popular buffet wei Ms. Express prepaid 
five boxes. Other calibers on request. 

Kimball's Custom Ammunition 
Box 217 Alpine, Texas 

C A R T R I D G E  B O X  

Champio'nships, a four-gun 300-target *ag- 
gregate, at Palm Beafch. Since skeet and 
trap fields are usually constructed together, 
recreational skeet is easy to find. Any of the 
gun clubs can accommodate you. 

1957 was the 21st year the National Mid- 
Winter Smallbore Rifle Tournament had 
been held in St. Petersburg. It is registered 
by the National Rifle Association and spon- 
sored by the Florida State Rifle Association 
and the Sunshine Rifle and Pistol Club. 
There were 108 competitors, and the 1957 
winner was a longtime topnotcher, Ransford 
Triggs, with a score of 3183-230 X's. Next to 
him was Joe Steffey, 1955 winner of this 
tournament, with 3183-228 X's. Other win- 
ners during the past few years have been 
W. P. Sweitzer, J. H. Hollister, J. A. Skeadas, 
and J. L. Kelley. Mrs. Adelaide McCord, 
five times the national women's smallbore 
champion, has been a regular competitor for 
several years. The competition is definitely 
topflight, and the American Legion Rifle 
Range, on which this tournament is held, 
is very good. It has 100 firing points at  the 
50-yard, 50-meter, and 100-yard ranges, and 

Â 20 firing points at 200 yards. 

~ination clubhouse and coffee shop. A small - 
 NOW! Its easy tc 

- .J Read Plans & Read; -.- ~ ~ - 
NOW AVAILABLE! Complete nluis and kits for the& 
and 30 other handsome Gunberth models. 

Oridc Answers on YOUR Gun Cabinet! 
' 

T he Annual Sawgrass Smallbore Rifle 
Championships, also ari NRA registered 

tournament, takes place on the Trail Glades 
Range at Miami. This tournament has a 
smaller entry list than the St. Petersburg 
matches but the same high level of com- 
petition. In 1957, it had 58 competitors 
from 11 different states. L. F. Moore was 
top man in the main aggregate with a score 
of 3189-218 X's. W. P. Schweitzer and Rans- 
ford Triggs had 3188 and 3187, respectively. 
The noticeably higher scores here can be 
blamed on a sudden flurry of rough weather 
at St. Petersburg, reminiscent of Camp 
Perry. Other outstanding competitors in the 
Sawgrass have been Joe Steffey, W. Phelan, 
Herb Hollister, and Mrs. Adelaide McCord. 

The Tampa Police Pistol Range, site of 
the National Mid-Winter Pistol Champion- 
ships, is an outstanding establishment. I t  
has 102 electrically powered, automatically 
timed and operated targets. The firing l ine  
is paved and completely covered. There are 
a dwelling for the rangekeeper, a spacious 
clubhouse, and miscellaneous buildings for 
storage, statistical offices, restrooms, and so 

~ h i c h t y i i  of n cabinet is best for sou? Should You 
install lights? should it be "solid" lumber? Exactly what 
do you need? You'll hare clear-cut answers In the New 
and Exclusive . . .  
"Handhook"-CATALOG on Gunberths 
Gives you complete details on all Plans, Kits ... .and Hardware a big and beautifully illus- 
trated "Handl)ook"-Catalox. Finished cabinets 
in 82 different st les and finishes also available. 
Write for your Copy NOW! Only $I 00p 

(Your $1.00 Is refundable with first ordcr0" 
Dept. GI  ZV COLADONATO BROS. Haileton, PO. 
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, lagoon runs along one aiae 01 the range. 
Shooters have fished in it and taken boat 
rides on it. Mostly they just sit under the 
palm trees and look at it. 

Suitable buildings provide storage, and to- 
the east of the pistol-rifle range the skeet- 
trap fields are located. Some shotgunners 
consider this the best range in the South for 
their game. All range operating machinery 
is very modern with automatically timed, 
mechanical pistol targets and electric traps 
for skeet and trap. 

Awards in the Florida shooting matches 
run all the way from medals through trophies, 
merchandise prizes, and even cash. Trophies 
are of the loving cup, statuette, and plaque 
variety. Some are of moderate value and are 
permanent awards; that is, the winner can 
keep them. Others are more valuable and 
are of the "floating" variety: the winner this 
year keeps them until next year, at which 
time next year's winner takes possession. A 
few are memorial trophies that are always 
kept in the clubhouse of the sponsoring 
club, with each winner's name engraved on 
it. The merchandise prizes may be firearms, 
optical or photographic equipment, house- 
hold appliances, or novelty awards for laughs. 
Some small cash awards are to be had in 
the smallbore rifle matches, but the large 
ones are in the trap shoots. They are large 
in the eyes of a pistol shooter, but they are 
not pearly so large as the purses in some 
of the shoots in the West, and they are not 
large enough for one to make a living off 
the matches. 

The people who compete in these matches 
come from all parts of the country. Recent 
National Mid-Winter Pistol Matches had 
entries from Canada, Cuba, Canal Zone, 

Jamaica, Iceland, thirty-nine of our states, 
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and 
Hawaii. Most of these pistol shooters have 
either a police or. military status and com- 
Pete as part of extensive training programs. 
Many civilians attend and enter competition 
purely for love of the sport. The picture is 
about the same on a slightly smaller scale 
in the Miami pistol matches but with fewer 
military competitors. 

s mallbore rifle competitors have usually 
been strictly civilian, dyed in the wool, 

belly shooting enthusiasts. In 1957, a nnm- 
her of military competitors appeared to be 
entering the matches as part of their ad- 
vanced training programs, which have as one 
of their aims the improvement of our inter- 
national shooting teams. 

The shotgunners hail from various areas. 
The Mid-West 'seems to be best represented. 
They shoot for sport and recreation primar- 
ily, even though there are cash prizes in- 
volved. Some are active businessmen enjoy- 
ing trap or skeet during a brief Florida 
sojourn. Those out of staters who shoot 
through the entire chain of trapshoots almost 
have to be retired people of no small means. 
Then there are Florida's own shotgunners 
who add materially to the entry lists in all 
tournaments. 

Some families have for years made their 
annual trip to the Florida shootfests a must. 
David Beggs of Columbus, Ohio, told me that 
his big-time pistol shooting started at the 
National Mid-Winter Pistol Matches in 
Tampa when he was there once on vacation. 
Since then he has attained a master classi- 
fication in pistol shooting and has become 
a very regular participant. He is always 

enthusiastically accompanied by ms cnarm- 
ing wife and husky son. In fact, on the last 
trip Mrs. Beggs literally broke a leg getting 
to the matches. She fell in a motel bathtub 
during their trip southward. 

Mothers always have their hands full 
caring for pie-school age children, but a 
Florida shooting trip poses no special travel 
problems such as are found at certain other 
shoots. Junior may eat where mama and 
papa eat. He may have a clean, comfortable, , 
safe place to sleep, and in the middle of the 
night-well, it is just through the door into 
the bath. Neither papa nor mama will have 
to stumble through the darkness escorting 
him to the small house at the end of the 
block, as at Camp Perry. 

When the young ones reach school age, 
a two or three-weeks trip to any place away 
from home during the school term is unwise. 
That lost time may be just enough to put 
one who is in the running for class honors 
out of the running. Or, one who is just pass- 
ing may be just failing after that long an 
absence. Some of my friends have made 
special efforts to overcome these adverse 
effects by obtaining advance study schedules 
from teachers and insist* on regular daily 
study by the children whiK'away from home. 
On my last trip to Florida, I saw some of 
the gentlemen from Annapolis and West 
Point with their heads in textbooks between 
relays at the pistol matches. That gave me 
more confidence in our military future; but, 
regardless of age, few students will continue 
to be students on vacation or at a shooting 
tournament. 

Living accommodations are reasonable and 
good at all the Florida shooting events. 
Thousands of tourists are there and a lot 
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of hotel rooms in Miami Beach are $25.00 
a day; but you need not stay in a Miami , Beach hotel. Florida is a land of tourists 
and is prepared to take care of them at 
nearly any economic level. The many tourist 
courts and hotels offer a wide range of ac- 
commodations and prices. I have encoun- 
tered overly steep rates only when making 
overnight stops en route. At the tournament 
cities, it is even possible to get weekly rates 
in some places. Match programs usually list 
recommended tourist courts and hotels. and 

New Fitz Grip! FITZ Gold Bond 
'THE GUNFIGHTER' 1 . T E N - 0 - G R I P  

NO c.0.D'~ - For Most Target Model $6.95 Calif. Res. S&W and Colt Revolvers 
Add 4% Tax ^ .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S6.95 

*GUNFIGHTER8 
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Makes Your Snub-Nose 
0 Handful of Deadly 
Accuracy! Molded of 
unbreakable Duromite; 
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ciol, Kit-Gun, Terrier, 
Bod guard 32 H.E. 
N E ~  MODEL ROUND 
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I it is always advisable to make reservations 
well in advance. If you do arrive without 
reservations, do not be frightened by the 
first room clerk who tells you that every bed 
in town is filled. Look around. His is not 
the only place. On one of my trips, a motel 
manager told me that the situation was so 
bad people had been asking permission to 
sleep in her office on a cot. Within an hour 
my partner and I had secured a very com- 
fortable twin-bed room at a moderate price. 
Nothing that you find will be as bad as the 
tarpaper shacks and other discomforts at the 
official National Matches. 

Food is reasonable and the choice is wide. 
Shooters should have a hearty breakfast, 
since they usually eat sandwiches, hot dogs, 
and other short orders at midday. The eve- 
ning meal is the big one. Wholesome and 
delicious dinners in clean attractive eateries 
may be had for $1.50 or less. Or, you may 
spend $5 to $10, if you want to splurge. 

Match officials of the Florida shooting 
events are the finest and most experienced 
in the country. From the referees to the 
assistant range officers, they know their jobs 
and know that they know them. Those in 
direct contact with competitors usually have 
been competitors themselves. In the 1956 
National Mid-Winter Pistol Matches, the 
four top officials (Chuck O'Connor, Claude 
Harris, Perry Swindler, and John Schooley) 
had all together over 100 years of experience 
in supervising shooting events. Men like this 
do not have to depend on a militaristic 
imitation of toughness to carry out their 
jobs. In their own right they cover the 
ground they stand on. 

Shooters are like dogs and horses to the 
extent that they sense whether the men 
giving the orders know their business. The 
sensing is affirmative with officials such as 

. these, and a friendly tension-free atmosphere 
is easily created. 

tb 
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Briefly, the Florida shooting events offer 
you variety, high level competition, excellent 
ranges, eminently well qualified match offi- 
cials. courteous and friendly treatment. nleag- , - 
ant living conditions at  reasonable cost-und 
Florida. A lot of people spend a lot 
of money just for that one last item. u 
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And you'll f e d  

nhlft) are in my warehou~f- 
Box 171 store in Bogota. You 

won't find me listed 
West Englewood in the phone book, 
New Jersey but drop a ostcard in the m a i  to my 
West Enelewood address for an appoint- 

Magnificent tripod f i t t e r 8  water cooled machine gun8 
in brand new condition, only $10 ft complete. 

only $60. 
. . 

Mare items: Isotta-Prascini aircraft MU'S, made by 
famous maker of custom Italian automobiles . . . also 
a few of the wood- lock 8mm Schmeitter MPSS-11's 
in fair shape, plus historical Nicaraonan Thompsons, 
rare U.S. Navy original M 1821 guns overstamped for 
Navy purchase and issued to the Marines. A few of 
our boys left their ~ I U M  in the banana country the 
first time Tommy Guns were used in combat. All these 
olus other Thompsons all the time in our famous 
machine gun catalog illustrated by leading artists 
two-bits. And don't forget our fabulous cannon catalog' 
the only catalog from which you can actually buy 
oenuine arttilerv from mantle-piece size to siege 
mantlet site! ~ l i o  two-bits or 45c the two. Remem- 
ber. write today and send 'money! 
PS: Just backfrom a fantastic trip to Europe with 
the Gun Tour. More interesting items to arrive as a 
result of this excursion. Watch this column. 
PPS: Support ywr American Automatic Weapons 
Association. 
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WORLD'S NEWEST OLYMPIC RIFLE 
(Continued from page 28) 

recoil, it reduces flash and, most important, 
it increases the accuracy of the barrel. 

The .22 tube also has  a "Ballistic Jet 
Corrector!' One of these devices was fitted 
to a standard barrel during tests at the 
laboratory of a leading gun manufacturer. 
The test results (from people with no sales- 
axe to grind) were "a better than 50 per 
cent increase in accuracy in the barrel to 
which the device had been fitted!' Official 
results of test firing with this rifle by U.S. 
Army test marksmen at Fort Benning are not 
available, but the testing shooters say that 
the muzzle device is effective in both roles, 
as recoil reducer and as an improvement 
in barrel accuracy. Our own range testing 
tends to back this up; our results were 
phenominal and we give the rifle the credit. 

In the 2 2  device the muzzleof the barrel 
is reduced slightly in diameter and slots 
are milled into the bottom of the rifling 
grooves. A counter-bored nipple is threaded 
on over the slots and the device is complete. 
As in the 8 mm big bore "corrector," the 
increased accuracy is attributed to the relief 
of gas pressure before the bullet leaves the 
muzzle, avoiding any disturbing gas action 
tipping the base of the bullet. 

I nternationally renowned Canadian free 
rifle champion Edson L. Warner of Len- 

noxville, Quebec, has test fired this rifle for 
inventor Yovanovitch. The rifle was strange 
to Warner-he had never shot it before. 
Also, he had just finished a strenuous day 
of match rifle competition. Add to this the 
fact that the extractor was not functioning 
at the time and the fired cases had to be dug 
out with a screwdriver, so that Warner was 
a little upset during the test shooting. In 
spite of all these hazards, he fired a group 
at 46 meters (50 yards) of .300" x .585", 
under artificial light on an indoor range. 
These experiences further confirm the rifle's 
capability. But we are waiting for further 
test reports when some of the Canadian 
shooters who are using the weapon return 
from international matches overseas. 

The action of Yovanovitch's rifle expresses 
his' ideas of the perfect single shot design. 
At the front of the dropping breech block 
are curved locking shoulders. Released by 
the downward motion of the trigger guard 
assembly, the breech block drops down at 
the front, exposing the chamber and operat- 
ing the extractor. There is no block hinge 
pin for simplicity. It is stronger than the 
Martini system, because of its front locking 
feature. The sample rifle has fired thousands 
of .22 rounds and many hundreds of 8 x 57 
mm cartridaw and shows no signs of wear. 

The breech block connects to the operating 
guard-lever by a single toggle joint. Firing 
pin and hammer cock on the opening stroke. 
When the breech block is swung upward on 
closing, the locking lugs provide a final 
loading pressure of one ton through a tapered 
effect of the locking slots and the lever cam 
action of the toggle joint. This permits the 
shooter to use handloaded ammunition which 
is not full length case resized, and which 
reduces wear on cases for practice ammuni- 
tion. The front locking breech is inherently 
accurate, giving the short action and simple . 

operation of a dropping block single shot, 
with the strength and accuracy characteristic 
of bolt action designs. The short action 
reduces vibration to a minimum. The one 
action pin retains the whole block-link- 
guard lever assembly in the receiver and is 
the operating lever pivot. With the block 
swung down in load position, the top of the 
block provides a loading tray to lead the 
bullet into the chamber. Extraction and 
ejection are to the right on the pilot model. 
Left handers will appreciate this. For right 
handers, the extractor easily switches to 
the other side so extraction is away from 
the shooter's face. The action is rapid and 
can be operated with either right or left 
hand, with equal ease. 

No special extraction tests were run, other 
than normal target firing. But since rifles 
of this type are not expected to deliver a 
rapid rate of fire, we foresee no extraction 
difficulties. Extraction and ejection of factory 
loaded cartridge cases appeared to be 
perfectly satisfactory. Hinging the rear of 
the breech'block below the center line of 
the barrel (if hinging is the proper term in 
the absence of a pivot pin) permits the 
loading of full length cartridge cases in a 
rifle which retains its short action characiw 
istics. This arrangement also permits breech 
end cleaning and the insertion of the 2 2  
sub-caliber tube. 

Yovanovitch has tried to solve the problem 
of lock time. His choice of action type 
provides some basic advantages. To take 
full advantage of its theoretical benefits he 
has combined a positively adjustable trigger 
with a simple sear and a short stroke firing 
pin. For fast lock time the whole mechanism 
must be close to the primer and must be 
permanently adjustable for release weight, 
and fast functioning time. "Lock time" is a 
critical feature of a target rifle, measured 
in thousandths of a second. I t  is even more 
critical in Olympic style free rifle shooting, 
because of the offhand shooting at long 
ranges. The ideal would be a mechanism to 
function the primer at the instant the trigger 

=&& EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS for the SHOOTER! 
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,--ght picture. The ideal has not yet been 
attained in any mechanism known to us. 

I 
The closest approach to ideal lock time is 

in the rifle designed by Yovanovitch. The 
^distance frdm the trigger to the primer is 
-.two inches. The trigger is positively adjust- 
able within a range from three ounces to 
three pounds and can be adjusted without 
special tools. The sear action is positive and 
fast, it operates on a hammer blow. The 
measured stroke of the firing pin, from sear 
engaged position to primer fired position, 
is 7/32 inches. This is less than half the 
distance of the shortest known in other free 
rifles. The total weight of components in- 
volved in the firing action (hammer, sear 
and firing pin) is only 1% ounces. This is 
about l/5th the weight of comparable parts 
in the rifle of his closest competitor. The 
light weights and short travel distances of 
the components reduce lock time and in- 
crease accuracy. The trigger is pivoted in 
two spring-loaded ball bearings, it is free 
of any play or creep and the pull is 
absolutely constant at the set weight. One 
end of the action mounting pin has a screw- 
driver tip, so even the tool is built in. 

Yovanovitch's rear sight is a major im- 
provement over anything previously avail- 
able for free rifle shooting. The complete 
sight is adjustable on its milled base and 
clamps by a knurled-headed screw and a 
clamping block. The sight is sturdy and 
well made, with positive click elevation and 
windage adjustments, and is free of back- 
lash. Previous graduating systems have been 
arbitrary; this new sight is the ideal for 
metric distances and International targets. 
The graduation system Yovanovitch has used 
is related directly to the dimensions of the 
International target. Each click of adjust- 
ment for either elevation or windage results 
in an angular correction of 9.3 seconds of 
angle, equivalent to one quarter of one 
division on the International 50 and 300 
meter targets. This sight design has con- 
siderable merit, particularly considering the 
various sighting systems now used in free 
rifle shooting. The knurled adjusting screws 
are conveniently reached from any shooting 
position, and the sight is a pleasure to use 
on the range. We shot a pattern similar to 
holes from a sewing machine needle stitched 
across the target face as a result of moving 
the adjusting screws equal amounts between 
shots. Four clicks moves the main point of 
impact from line to line on the metric 
targets. 

T he front sight is a clear glass disc, 
mounted in the steel tube on the muzzle 

sleeve. The glass has a ground center whose 
diameter subtends the diameter of the 
circular black aiming mark of the Inter- 
national targets. It does not mask the 
target but there is a clearly defined front 
sight. Tinted discs could be used if the 
shooter desired to reduce glare or gain sharper 
definition sometimes available through green 
or yellow filters. 

We doubted the efficiency of this front 
sight prior to test firing the rifle-it didn't 
quite measure up to our concept of a sight, 
somehow. After a few rounds fired in 
sighting and in practice we were sold on 
the principle; the objection we first thought 
of was that there would be no reference point 
to indicate a canted hold of the rifle. Our 
theoretical objection proved groundless and 
we completed our testing series firmly con- 
vinced that the ground glass front sight is 

all a match shooter could ask for. The rifle 
fits the shooter so perfectly that a canted 
hold would have to. be deliberately in- 
troduced. Even then the result could easily 
be eliminated, provided only that the degree 
of cant remained constant throughout a 
series of shots. The line of sight is 1% 
inches above the axis of the bore. 

The detachable shooting accessories consist 
of two shoulder hook pieces, a forend hand 
piece, a palm rest and a sling swivel clip. 
The shoulder pieces are cast in aluminum; 
one for prone and the other for kneeling 
and standing. Either shoulder piece attaches 
to the butt plate mounting block by a 
tapered bolt. The standing-kneeling hook 
has two mounting slots to increase the range 
of adjustment. Either piece can be adjusted 
three ways on the butt plate and locked. 
The designer's creation for the standing and 
kneeling position shoulder piece is partic- 
ularly realistic and practical; the broad 
tang surface supports the butt against the 
clavical and contributes to the most comfort- 
able off hand shooting we have experienced. 

T he left hand rest for standing is a wel- 
come innovation. Other free rifles have a 

monstrosity at  the balance which passed as 
a hand rest, but which looked more like a 
slightly tipsy two bladed aircraft propeller. 
Now Yovanovitch has produced a practical 
left hand rest for free rifles that actually 
fits the hand, can be adjusted three ways 
and positively locked, and provides the most 
comfortable support we have yet had the 
pleasure of seeing and using. The rest can 
be positioned in the rail under the forend 
and locked in place, the supporting shaft 
will telescope to adjust for height, and the 
palm ball can be tilted or rotated and 
clamped in any desired position. 

The forend hand rest for prone and 
kneeling shooting is also carved from 
walnut. This rest can be clamped in any 
desired position on the forend. The sling 
swivel bracket may be attached to the for- 
end hand rest or directly to the stock. The 
rest itself provides comfortable support for the 
left hand. There is a place for the thumb 
and a natural grip for the fingers. The front of 
the hand bears evenly against the shoulder of 
the hand rest, and the feeling of solid comfort 
is an inspiration tQ good shooting, either with 
or without the sling in position. The design 
of the hand rest avoids the need for shooting 
glove or gauntlet superfluous. The same state- 
ment could equally apply to the complete 
rifle with reference to a shooting jacket. 
With a Yovanovitch-free rifle and accessories 
that fit comfortably, the normal clothing 
accessories are no longer required. The 
shooting jacket and glove can at  last be 
discarded. 

The rifle is not yet in production. Manu- 
facturers and custom makers have shown an 
interest in the patented features. But all 
feel that the market does not now exist for 
production quantities of even this startling 
new free rifle, regardles of its general ex- 
cellence an3 its marked improvements. The 
designer is a marksman with International 
honours, and also a contributor of technical 
articles to European shooting journals. 
Yovanovitch has made an exemplary con- 
tribution to free rifles shooting by producing 
his materpiece, Perhaps the increasing 
popularity of International shooting through-' 
out the continent will produce sufficient 
demand for free rifles to induce some 
firm. to make this r i f l e ~ w e  need it. 1m 
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GUNS OF THE FUTURE 
(Continued from page 15) 

such a rimless type shell, fitted into a bottle- 
neck chamber, might be swedged down to 
bore size as the bullet pulls it along the 
barrel. Whatever the final qualities of new 
cartridge developments, in another decade it 
will eliminate the mechanism and process 
of shell ejection. 

s visualized here, the Missile-Rifle's A curved titanium clip contains 36 rounds 
of ammunition. The hollow fore-grip and the 
pistol grip holds another twelve rounds- 
six in each. Extra ammunition, up to 38 
rounds, could be stored in other vacant 
spaces in the butt. This, to compensate for 
added ammunition weight, is foam plastic, 
moulded around a titanium skeleton to give 
it strength for "butt down" flopping on the 
ground. The type of plastic might be 40 
per cent lighter than that used in the Arma- 
lite foam-stock rifles. Thus the Missile-Rifle 
will carry more shots than any other hand- 
held weapon in history, roughly 86 rounds. 
One variety of clip may be triangle-shaped 
instead of curved, to contain an even 
greater number of rounds. The triangular 
shape would also serve as a rest for aimed 
shooting. The stock should be straight, with 
a high sight line. This shape is necessary 
for a fast-firing full-automatic weapon. (The 
straight line stock is embodied in the U.S., 
General Purpose M60 machine gun and its 
predecessors ; also the British EM2 rifle, and 
the Armalite weapon.) 

Our Missile-Rifle of the future has a one 
or two ounce recoil compensator reducing 
kick by about 90 per cent. This sounds a 
bit "Buck Rogerish" today. However, Amer- 
ican science can take down the kick of a 
rifle by 90 per cent in the next 15 years if 
a little more attention is paid to the subject. 
The present day Armalite rifle has a recoil 
compensator, that reduces kick by 40 per 
cent. The weight penalty is only six ounces. 
Certainly we can improve on that. 

The Missile-Rifle will have a flash re- 
ducer, but probably not entirely in the 
forms known today. Instead, the bullets of 
this next age may have "gas whips" built 
into them. This "gas whip" could be a mini- 
ature pea-sized capsule of compressed gas 
in the tail of the bullet. As the bullet passes 
out of the end of the barrel the capsule of 
gas will burst, choking out the flame. 

If the future bullet carries out a still- 
flaming shell case, it may be necessary to . a .-.."hina*i/in iff tho t h . . n n m m y n m A  

. - 
suppressor and some form of " g a ~  whip." 
The principle of the "gas whip" has been 
tried, but its main weakness has been that 
it has raised a considerable volume of muzzle 
smoke, thereby making the weapon con- 
spicuous in day-time combat. Yet there is 
a chance that a new gas or chemical can 
be used. This released gas might also help 
accelerate the propellant gas down the fixed ?y-, 
gas pipe to drive the bolt carrier rearward, f̂ '1; 
opening the breech, cocking the hammer, and 
reloading. As with the Annalite rifle, the 
breech block assembly would serve as a gas 
piston cylinder. Precisely made, the Missile- 
Rifle breech will be secure against dust, 
sand, mud, snow or water. Such service: 
ability will be an important feature of the 
weapon, in whose stock can be carried a few 
pellets of compressed air designed for rapid 
cleaning of barrel and bolt assembly in 
combat. The compressed air capsules can 
contain a bore cleaning chemical. 

The absence of a cartridge case will 
create one problem, heat, although it will 
reduce mechanical complexity. The metallic 
case performs an important function of 

Infra-red sni erscopes make soldiers bet- 
ter night fig E ters but are already passe. 

ejecting considerable heat from the breech, 
heat which otherwise would be absorbed 
by the barrel. In the Missile-Rifle, the . 
titanium barrel will be enveloped in a 
magnesium shell filled with a liquid chem- 
ical to cool the weapon. Heat mirage will 
also be reduced by the high sight position. 

What about the missile-firing aspects of 
the future weapon of 1972? The gun itself 
will launch a small missile of the heat- 
homing type. The missile could "zero in" 
on any tank, truck, heat-producing engine 
or machine, once launched fairly accurately 
in the direction of the target. Either armor 
piercing or high explosive missiles would 
be available, about six per soldier. The 
launching device could be a "U" shaped 
flange a- t1" -:<\e's right side. With one end . . . . 
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lifted out locked he stock of the 
gun by a leg, the shooter need not be 
burned by rocket flash. Sliding a missile 
onto the "U" flange, the soldier will aim 
through a locking swivel sight that is twisted 
into position before firing. The barrel of the 
gun will therefore point about 15 degrees 
away from the target as the soldier aims 
the launching flange by the' swivel sight. 

Probably the Missile-Rifle will not be 
equipped with a miniaturized infra-red night 
seeing scope, although these are under de- 
velopment and have been subjected to field 
trial at this time. But by 1972, research may 
have surpassed the nighttime "snooper scope" 
principle. It is more likely that the Ameri- 
can soldier will be equipped with a helmet 
having a night vision lens in his visor. 
Helmet-mounted infra-red binoculars are 
now under development by the Army. 
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B ecause of the tactical dispersion in any 
war fought with atomic weapons, troops 

will initially engage each other at long 
ranges. Commanders wilt be reluctant to con- 
centrate their forces in groups large enough 
to make practical missile targets. Telescopic 
sights will be used here. However, once 
specific units get into a series of fluid 
battles, there will be a tendency of com- 
batants to get close in to each other. Thus, 
individual rifles will any future conflict. 

Available to the rifles will be soldier- 
carried bipods, and the combat units will 
carry extra tripods so as to mount these 
rifles for machine gun use. 

The Missile-Rifle is going to have one 
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other feature of importance. Soldiers and 
Marines are taking to helicopters, flying 
platforms, and aerocycles. They aren't going 
to fly these things without being able to 
shoot while in flight. So we may expect 
that the Missile-Rifle will be so fashioned as 
to be fastened into these air vehicles to fire 
when in flight. This means the weapon will 
have to have a sturdy barrel, because when 
the weapon is locked in to an aerial jeep 
it will have to fire like a machine gun. This 
weapon when fitted on to an air vehicle is 
going to be fed with a king size clip. 

There will never be an ultimate rifle any 
more than there will ever be an ultimate 
automobile, or an ultimate weapon. There 
will always be a new model, but let's look 
a bit further. 
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Current U.S. developments must ne classi- 

fied, cannot be discussed in detail. But by 
taking a backward look at  some lines of 
research which were started by the Germans 
during World War 11, and are not classified, 
some not-so-wild surmises can be made about 
the shape of things to come. Certainly 
requirements for novel weapons will be 
repeatedly made on Ordnance by the Army 
Field Forces or other using arm. Some have 
already followed previous German research. 

The German experimental wind gun was 
designed to bring down an airplane by 
shooting a plug of air at it. Unfortunately 
(or fortunately) this weapon produced no 
appreciable effect on aircraft at  normal 
ranges. However, technicians at  Hillersleben 
Proving Ground did state that the device 
could break one inch boards at  a range of 
200 meters. A mixture of hydrogen and 
oxygen was used as the energy for project- 
ing the air plug. 

The HDP Superkun was considered the 
most spectacular gun developed by Germany. 
Called Hochdruckpumpe, this exotic weapon 
was designed to fire an eight-foot long arrow- 
like projectile across the channel at  London. 
This 15-cm. monster cannon was made up 
of 40 sections with 28 powder chambers 
distributed along its bore, the successive 
explosions to boost the 150 pound projectile. 
Muzzle velocity was 4500 feet per second. 
One battery near CalaiG with a range of 
about 130 kilometers, was bombed out be- 
fore it got into action, but tests of the 
weapon that were completed were considered 
successful. 

As well as high velocity cannon, sound 
projecting "guns" may come as close as this 
century will see to the Buck Rogers "dis- 
integrator rays." The Germans had one ex- 
perimental sound weapon (with giant para- 
bolic projectors) said to have been able to 
kill a man in 30 to 40 seconds at close 
range. At greater ranges, about up to 300 
meters, American ordnance man General 
Leslie Simon states in his book "German 
Research in World War 11," "the effect, al- 
though not lethal, would be very painful and 
would probably disable a man for an appre- 
ciable length of time. Vision would be 

lines. The puciai opinion was that the 
military value of such a device was limited, 
to say the least, owing chiefly to the lack of 
range." 

The wind gun, the sound gun, the gas-pipe 
plumber's nightmare of the HDP cannon, - a 

did not achieve battlefield success. But they ,.'';'*< 
did develop a body of research along un- 's ' .; 
usual lines. Whether such fantastic philos- . ' . ' I 
ophies are part of current American research 
plans cannot be published, but it is worth 
noting that our developments in the ICBM 
and other missile and rocket fields are based 
directly on the work of German scientists 
with the V2's of 1945. Certainly arms de- 
velopment, at Aberdeen, a t  Eglin Air Force 
Base, at our other research centers, and by 
private industry, is not standing still. New 
guns are needed. 

There will be a need for guns that can be 
moved over ground by remote control to fire 
out of their bottoms and sides to break open 
the steel trap doors that shield the up- 
pointed missiles. But isn't there a cheaper 
way to neutralize such bases? Yes, if their 
locations are precisely known, they could 
be struck by other missiles. But the war- 
ring nations may be reluctant to use nuclear 
missiles-it would mean mutual cremation. 
And in a slow-developing war, these great 
missile bases could become the strategical 
pawns in a struggle wherein both sides would 
be reluctant to fire them. 

But the struggles in, around, and for the 
big missile bases would only be a part of 
the conflict in any big war, because opposing 
military forces would be seeking to destroy 
each other. In such conflict, or in warfare 
of lesser proportions, men will meet men for 
purposes of destruction as well as possession. 
Missiles can only destroy, but men with 
missiles and hand guns can possess as well 
as destroy. Just as there is a future need 
for missiles, so will there be a future mili- 
tary need for soldier-carried weapons. Land 
must be possessed, not merely blasted. 

If man ever has to fight in the much 
distant future he will go to war with missile 
bases at the rear and a small-arm weapon 
in his pocket or hands. The catapult and the 
cannon never outmoded the arrow and the 
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ARE AIO'S FOR DUCKS? . *. 
' 4  (Continued from page 21) 

shoot, close decoying ducks with his 10 
gauge Magnum. He had the best possible 
duck gun for the type of shooting he liked 
to do and was by nature qualified to do. 

The gunner using the .410 gauge pump 
also collected a limit of ducks. He used 15 
shells in the process, three less shells than 
the man using the 10 gauge Magnum. Put 
this gunner out along the foothills where 
the 10 gauge Magnum hunter shot the morn- 
ing flight, and he would have been lost. 
Maybe he would have scratched down a 
couple of ducks, but he would have put 
shot in several which would have flown on 
to die later. But his choice of the .410 
wasn't just a casual decision. It, like the 10 
gauge Magnum, was a personal solution to 
a personal problem. 

Here, again, a gunner was matching his 
own capabilities to his gunning. He stayed 
close in along the river, where the ducks 
came over the willows very low. He care- 
fully placed his decoys upwind from his 
blind. And he waited out those 50 and 60 
yard shots, until the ducks came in to less 
than 30 yards. Then, when all these gunning 
conditions were met. he stood un and fired 
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three shots from a gun weighing - - 
that of the 10 gauge Magnum, using less 
than half its shot charge, but also a t  half 
the range. In short, this .410 gunner set up 
shooting conditions which made his small 
gauge the 'equal of that mighty 10 gauge 
Magnum. 

But why? Wouldn't a 20 gauge have been 
more effective? Here again, was a gunner 
who matched his gun to his own gunning. 
He couldn't stand recoil or muzzle blast. It 
wouldn't help him in the least to have an- 
other gunner reassure him. telling him how 
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A 

blast and no amount of talking could change 
him. Moreover, he had very slow reflexes 
and needed a very lightweight gun to speed 
him up. All this he told me as he explained 
why he had dropped down through the 
gauges from 12 to 16 to 20 and finally to the 
.410. After selecting his .410. he became 
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highly critical of decoy setups. He studied 
flight habits over the marshes he hunted, 
and he matched the limitations of his gun 
with shooting conditions where it would be 
most effective. 

There are several points here which all 
shot gunners could consider with profit. 
First of all, this man had the problem of 
lead or forward allowance well under con- 
trol, and for two good reasons. A duck 
moving along at 40 to 50 yards height is 
usually a fast bird. He is covering distance 
at 40 to 50 miles an hour. Some, like the 
teal or canvasback, are even faster. This 
means, roughly, that he is moving 60 to 75 
feet per second. There is not one gunner in 
fifty who can consistently roll singles out of 
the sky at 55 to 60 yards, even with the 
best 10 gauge Magnum. 

t 20 to 35 yards, however, you have a dif- A ferent duck, so to speak. He is coming 
in to the decoys. His wings are set, his tail 
flaired as he brakes, turning up slightly as 
he breasts the wind. Just a whisper of lead 
is sufficient, compared with those long leads 
at 50 to 60 yards. Most times, the width of 
a pattern covers the necessary lead at these 
shorter ranges, if the gunner is using a 
modified choke or an improved cylinder. 

Well meaning but not too experienced 
experts often recommend that a gunner turn 
to the larger gauges as he grows older, when 
reflexes are slowed by age. The contrary 
approach to the problem is much more 
logical. There will come a time when the 
gunner using a 10 gauge Magnum will do 
better shooting with a standard 12 gauge 
weighing 7% pounds or so. If a shotgunner 
finds he is not getting onto his ducks quite 
so readily as formerly, he had better go to 
a lighter gun within the gauge he is now 
using. If he still finds time crowding him 
on his second shot, drop down a gauge and 
go to a still lighter gun. 

From a 12 gauge, weighing 7% to 8 
pounds, to a 20 gauge weighing a scant 
6 pounds, is quite a step. But it is surprising 
how often it will speed up lagging reactions, 
clipping off yards from the range at which 
the gunner is taking his ducks. Never mind 
the advice you get about the merits of this 
or that gauge, except as they apply directly 
to your own individual shooting problem. 

For the average duck hunter, a light 12 
gauge is an excellent choice. That many 
gunners have discovered this is indicated 
bv the sale of 12 eauee euns. Yet. after this - - -  
is said, one may logically add that for some 
gunners, shooting both duck and geese, a 
20 gauge would be even better. It all de- 
pends on the gunner himself. 

When duck shooting is examined in the 
light of gunner limitations, the problem of 
proper shot sizes begin to make sense, too. 
Why is it that one duck hunter knows there 
is nothing like number 4 shot for all duck 
shooting, while another hunter, equally ex- 
perienced, knows there is nothing better than 
7% shot? If would appear that the collec- 
tive experience of all wildfowlers would in- 
dicate one best shot size for ducks. And it 
would-except for the personal equation. 

The average duck hunter favors number 
6 shot, just as he favors the 12 gauge. The 
two do make a deadly combination for most 
duck shooting. But, again, as in the case 
of the' gauges, there are any number of gun- 
ners using number 6 shot who would be 
better served with some other size. For 

proper shot size, like proper gauge, depends 
on the type of shooting. 

That gunner using the 10 gauge Magnum 
out there where the ducks take a long sweep 
close to the foothills, coming over the blind 
well up toward the 60 yard mark, has no 
place for ultra small shot in his gunning. 
His selection of 5's was a wise choice, and 
4's might he even better due to better re- 
tained energy. But a selection of proper shot 
for this shooting doesn't automatically make 
5's or 4's the best choice for all situations. 

When you bring your ducks in to around 
35 yards by careful decoying and calling, 
7% size shot is an excellent choice. By the 
same token, when you come down in gauge 
from a 12 to a 20, it is advisable to make 
a reduction in shot sizes, especially if you 
have favored 4's and 5's in your 12 gauge. 
There is an obvious thinning out of the shot. 
pattern in the smaller gauges which should 
be compensated by reducing shot sizes. 

The 20 gauge standard Magnum loading, 
using 1% ounces of number 6 shot has 250 
pellets in the charge. This same type stand- 
ard Magnum load in the 12 gauge, using 1% 
ounces of number 5 shot, has 255 pellets. 
When a gunner uses the 20 gauge standard 
Magnum load of size 6 shot, he has a pat- 

tern density about equal that of the 12 
gauge with a standard Magnum load of 
number 5 shot. In exchange for this pat- 
tern density, he is giving up about three 
yards or so of effective range. 

Take another example in these same two 
gauges. This time a gunner is shooting a 
standard Magnum load of 1% ounces of 
number 4 shot in his 12 gauge. Here he 
has a shot charge of 202, for those long 60 
yard shots. Another gunner, using his light 
20 gauge, standard Magnum loading of 1% 
ounce of number 5 shot, has almost equal 
pattern density, with a loading of 190 pellets. 

True, the 20 gauge gunner is giving up 
a few yards of range; but by using a lighter 
gun, he is able to get on his targets about 
5 yards faster than with the heavier 12. This 
compensates for his loss of range. 

That .410 gauge gunner, using 7% ounces 
of shot, was throwing a pattern density 
equal to the 12 gauge standard Magnum load 
of 1% ounces of number 5 shot, there being 
260, 7% shot in the .410 gauge charge. 

All wildfowl gunning problems cannot be 
solved by going to smaller shot sizes. Some- 
times the contrary approach is the solution. 
Again, it depends on the gunner. When that 
10 gauge gunner knocked a limit of ducks 
out of the sky, he had a balanced outfit from 
gun to shot size, all carefully matched to 
his type of shooting. And that is the im- 
portant consideration. When someone arbi- 
trarily selects the best shot size for your 
duck shooting, and the best gauge, he has 
more shooting opinion than experience to 
back it up. All gauges and shot sizes, as well 
as degrees of choke, are good selections foi 
duck shooting, if they are properly 
matched to the hunters using them. 
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(Continued from page 18) 

a veritable storm of leaves from the branches 
as he bored through. In a trice he had 
placed a tree between us while I gaped in 
astonishment and admiration. That bird had 
fully a 5-foot tail streaming out behind him, 
presenting such a picture of winged beauty 
that I shall not soon forget. 

It was a peacock, a great old rooster, regal 
in full plumage. He had raised within a 
dozen feet and I could have shot him twice 
over had I not been so stunned. I was glad 
afterward that I had been shocked to in- 
action. Peacock I shot after that, many of 
them; but the memory of that first great, 
gaudy cock will ever remain the most vivid. 

s nipe, I learned quickly, were found where 
little mounds of earthen balls the size 

of marbles dotted the marshland. These 
infinitesimal hillocks were cast up by a 
great worm, a worm of the angle family but 
running magnificently to thyroid. The prob- 
ing beak of the snipe bored deeply into 
these mounds and he feasted greedily. 

"Ten-lo 'clock, gu'd times shoots s-s-nipes," 
Chi suggested. "S-s-nipes hungly then. But 
mus' hunts with sun at black. S-s-nipes have 
veely blig eyes, When sun shines in eye, no 
can see hunter." 

So we hung Old Sol over our left shoulders 
and waded into such myriads of upland game 
as I had never seen before. At times we had 
Ken, our G-string retriever, seeking as many 
as five long-bills at one time. 

Coursing the marsh, in water of shoe-top 
depth, we skirted a herd of forty buffalo. 
The great beasts lifted their heads and re- 
garded us with menacing curiosity. The wind 
fortunately was in our favor, else we'd have 
been foolhardy to have trod out thus blithe- 
ly. Even as things were, we moved with 
caution, working to the solid wall of the 
jungle a full kilometer to the west. Then 
we angled back crowding the tangle of vine 
and fern and this time approached our birds 
from a different quarter, but careful, as be- 
fore, to work out of the sun. In 50 minutes 
we collected 40 of the zig-zagging aerialists. 

Returning to the jeep, I swept the hunting 
grounds with a warm and appreciative eye. 
Surely, I told myself, this cannot be central 
Indo-China. The scene might well have been 
laid in the Tidelands of Virginia, or the 
marsh country of Louisiana, or Georgia. 
Exceot. that is. for the slowlv closine cres- . , - 
cent of great backswept horns where the 
buffalo, getting our wind now and not liking 
the smell of it, were edging in to give us 
a closer inspection. You don't have to worry 
about buffalo in Georgia; and, now that I 
think of it, might have been except that my 
Oriental comrades-at-arms didn't look much 
like Virginia planters, either. Just to accent 
the difference, as we pulled back to the jeep 
we inspected the pug marks of a great cat 
directly atop our tire markings, all made 
within the hour. "Leopa'd," Chi grunted, 
barely glancing at  the spoor. "Him clum' 
fin' clipples." 

From Saigon south to the Bay of Siam, 
and from the South China Sea on the one 
quarter to the unfriendly borders of Cam- 
bodia on the other, South.Viet Nam is one 
great rice paddy. During the monsoon it is 
innundated and the roads fail and all move- 
ment, practically, is by water. Here is food, 
cover, water, and no gunning: everything, 
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you could think, to draw annual migrations 
of millions of waterfowl. Here, I thought, 
would be the duck shooter's Happy Hunting 
Ground. And so I frantically gathered shot- 
shells, and waited. And waited. And waited. 
After a solid year I am still waiting. But I 
am no longer hopeful. 

With everything to offer a wandering 
goose, we have no geese. With a made-to-or- 
der mallard paradise, there are no mallards. 
True, there are a few thousands of ducks 
just sixty minutes below Saigon as I write. 
But the silly things are nonmigratory. They 
don't sabe this business of winging up to 
Red China for a few months to take care of 
this nest-building dodge, then winging back 
again when the paddies are flowing with 
rice and food is for the gobbling. Nope, they 
just stay put, the year around. This has 
been a great disappointment to me in a land 
which has dished up very few frustrations 
in the fields of gunning. 

We have also that gaudy progenitor of all 
barnyard fowl, the jungle cock. He is of a 
size to be a twin to his domestic Bantam 
counterpart. As for color, he outrivals Cine- 
mascope, and he flies with a wing-beat that 

the dove the jungle chicken is much given 
to searching for gravel along the surfaced 
roads and it is commonplace to count 50 of 
them during a jeep jaunt of 25 kilometers. 

s itting over a tiger bait the other morning, 
in my mirador (blind) on the groundand 

some 20 steps removed from the malodorous 
remains of two maggot-riddled elephants, I 
was entertained by a lusty pipsqueak of a 
rooster whose plumage put to shame the 
most pristine hues of the rainbow as "it 
caught and turned the first rays of the 
probing sun. With him was a little harem 
of six skittish biddies, some of them old 
dowagers who, like old hens the world over, 
clucked disapprovingly as they went about 
the business of getting breakfast, and some 
young chicks were given to fltting their tails 
saucily under the Old Boy's nose. The hens 
seemed to think that the largest and most 
succulent leeches were to be found in the 
darkest shadows on the flanks of the puny 
clearing. But papa explained, with many 
scoldings and cluckings, that a leopard might 
even then be lurking in those murky patches. 
He might have been surprised how far this 

a dense but not too dense stand of bd&,b;,. , 

most surely first cousin to the Texas chapar- 
ral. Here was a flatness and a broadness of 
space that blotted out all comforting land- 
marks and, unless the hunter was equipped 
with some manner of built-in radar, might 
soon have him lost and floundering. Here 
was the same short but luxuriant stand of 
what appeared to be Grama grass. And on 
occasion, when you rounded a clump of 
brush you found yourself looking right down 
the throat of the huge and only partly ' 

domesticated Asian buffalenot more start- 
ling than coming face to face with the giant 
Santa Gertmdis beef critters originated and 
bred by the Kleburg dynasty. Part Brahma, 
from the high-humped Ganges bovine notable 
for temper, with a mixture of Black Angus 
with maybe a dash of Texas longhorn, the 
Santa Gertrudis looks only slightly less 
poisonous than the great black buffalo. 

' 

But the chickens were there in quantity 
and I gunned them through a blissful after- 
noon and until late evening when, with much 
scurrying, they executed one last concerted 
assault on the weed-grain and the big-as- 
your-thumb hairy caterpillars. In minutes 

rangiest Dakota pheasant. leopard could reach if I had been armed for my game would have flown to roost. 
as alert as a Nike search- something other than tiger. I had moved perhaps a short kilometer 

is a drab, shy little chick Another time, I was shooting jungle-fowl since dropping a single old cock. Gun stilled 
dsome as her lord but a on the plateau of plei Ku. 'l'hk tableland, and treading soundlessly, I edged around a 
target for 'I1 Like some dozen kilometers north of the village clump, intent on poking into a little clearing 

of the same name, is a country that had me that I could see through the trees. 

Premier Reticles pinching myself to be sure I was indeed in I swept around the last bits of foliage and. 
. W O R W S  FINEST Indo-China and not back again near Ray- gun at the ready, surveyed the brush-free 

LI- - ~a ran posts -premier DO- - Range mondville, gunning over those vast acres that opening. There wasn't a jungle cock in sight 
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leather. . . . Customized individually for all  gun makes and calibers. 

Write for catalog or free folder: 
When ordering: Enclose 25% deposit. . . Or add $1.00 (post. and ins.) with amount in full. 
HOLLYWOOD FAST DRAW HOLSTER - 4715 Lankersheim Blvd.. North Hollywood. Calif. Poplar poplar 6872 3439 



to the top of his head had at least another 
16 inches of elevation. He was as long as a 
Lincoln Continental and his stripes shone 
and glistened like he'd just had the works 
at the comer barber shop. 

We were maybe five paces apart. We were 
so close I could look him in the eye, and I 
remember thinking I didn't have to look 
down much to do it. He never once blinked 
those glittering yellow orbs. They were locked 
on me like a fix-radar. He just stood and 
surveyed me, and I stood and surveyed him, 
wondering if a load out of the Browning 
would get there in time to blind him. 

Five paces is awfully close! 
The gun was stuffed with No. sevens-and- 

a-half backed by a peewee charge of 2% 
drams of powder; a load quite popular with 
skeet and trap shooters but never recom- 
mended for tiger. While standing there won- 
dering what Stripes' intentions might be, it 
ran through my mind that, if I survived this, 
I'd dash off a note toVal Browning, suggest- 
ing he might give some thought to adding 
another cartridge to the capacity of this new 
Double Automatic of his; a cartridge maybe 
of fifty-someodd caliber! 

It seemed a long time that the old Bengal 
and I stared at each other. In retrospect, I 
have decided that it probably wasn't more 
than half a dozen seconds. However long it 
was, the great cat finally turned his head, a 
bit disdainfully it seemed to me, and with- 
out a backward glance stalked into the bush. 
Mumbling to himself, perhaps, something 
about "Just one of those damned humans, 
blundering around! Not big enough to be 
dangerous~and not really worth killing. The 
meat's tough, they tell me. And they 
do smell something a+" 

ARE BOLT ACTIONS OBSOLETE? 
(Continued from page 38) 

by me alone in a vacuum-it represented a 
fair sampling of factory rifles of different de- 
signs, shot by a small group of better than 
average riflemen. 

There is always some guy around any 
range who has a shooting coat loaded with 
patches, and always says "Oh, yea, I got one 
of them at home, too." This character in- 
evitably showed up and started to comment 
on the new Balvir scope which I clipped 
onto the top of the first rifle. Beiiring in 
mind that this fine scope lists at about $160 
each, considerably more than some of the 
guns we were shooting, it always struck me 
as strange that such a shooter would own 
one of these scopes and not have it with 
him at the range. His eyes bugged a little 
when we dragged the second scope out of 
the bag and fixed it tightly on another rifle. 
His jaw hung when we pulled out the third 
scope, and. as we ranged the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth scopes on top of the shooting table 
ready to put them on, his conversation sort 
of dwindled off to nothing and he shuffled 
off to bother someone else about "Oh, yea, 
I got one of them at home." 

Because the scopes were big, and fairly 
heavy we discovered something about the 
relation between scope inertia and total 
inertia of the gun ,in recoil. The scope blocks, 
unless really snugged down tight, would 
definitely loosen up. For example, Rifle C, 
the cheapest bolt action, was very easy to 
bore-sight-all the bolt guns were simple 
to bore sight, for that matter. But I wasted 
nearly a box of shells sighting in before I 
realized that the scope was shaking loose 

MODEL '38 TERN1 CARBINE - Caliber 7.351i~n 
Today's best buy in a low-cost, reliable carbine. Approved by the 
military. .. accepted by collectors. .. tested b target shooters.. . used 
by hunters. .. everywhere! A rugged, power& lightweight. Precision 
built to most exactin military specifications. Le a1 everywhere! 
Specifications: Overall Length: approx. 3 9 W ;  barrel length: ap#rox, 
21"; type: Mannlicber System; weight: aMrox,  7 Ibs.; magazine 
capacity: 6 rds. 
Condition: Good to ve good.. ........................ .$12.95 .................. Collector's Models (Limited) 17.95 

Bayonets (Folding Blade Type) ................ 2.00 
Charge for tapping & mounting scope.. .......... 4.00 

Semi-inletted and finished sporter stock with 
Monte Carlo cheek piece. ........................ .ONLY 9.95 
Ammo: Military 128 gr. (in clips) ............. .54 rds. 3.39 

Sporting 135 gr. ................ .box of 20 rds. 2.85 
Use onlyoriginal ammunition. Unlimited supplies available. 

9.95 
e very few straight pull bolt action type rifles in the world, 
.303 saw service with Canadian troops in two wars. An 

excellent long range sporting and target rifle. Weighs only 8 Ib., 6 oz. 
Length 52". 
Condition:Good ...................................... $19.95 Â Ammo! Military. 100 rds. ............................ 7.50 

Custom loads. 1 5 0  or 180 er. .  . . . . . . . . . . .  .20 rds. 3.50 

because it represented nearly a third of the 
mass of the gun in recoil. After the screws 
were really set up tightly in the mounts, no 
more 'trouble was experienced. In several 
trips to the range, often using the scopes as 
handles to drag the guns in and out of the 
car by, they stood the test perfectly. No 
change in scope zero was experienced from 
rough handling. 

We fired the rifles all at 100 and 200 
yards, learning what to expect from them, 
and ended up with our "hunter's test." This 
is a nine-shot group consisting of three sep- 
arate three-shot groups, with a wait between 
each of the three-shot groups for the barrels 
to cool. This was fired at 100 yards. Final 
performance of the rifles, with scope magni. 
fication allowing no error, was: 

Rifle A Vanninter, % inch, center to 
center of widest shots. 

Rifle B Featherweight, 2% inches, 7 
shots in 1% inches. 

Rifle D Lever action, 2% inches, 7 
shots in 1% inches. 

Rifle C Bolt action, 24/16 inches, 7 
shots in 15/16 inches. 

Rifle E Automatic, 1 11/16 inches. 
Rifle F Pump action, 4 inches. 

On the whole, this is not bad work for 

PISTOL COLOR SLIDES 
Beautiful, Clear, Sharp, 35MM transparenclu of 
Outstanding Pistols. Perfect for ProJeetion. 
St 1 set #a 
Coit !.A. A5 S&W 357 Magnum 
1904-06 Navy Liner Mauser Military 9mm 
Webley-Fosbery 455 Remington .41 
Cordite Auto. Revolwr Derringers (pair) 

$100 M I M  of3 JAMES TALMA* 
302 15th Street , Santo Monica, Cant 

. - 
Verv rare. 
Swiss Vetterli Rifle. .................................. .$13.95 
Bayonet with leather scabbard, metal tips (sold only with rifle) 3.95 
New oiled leather carrying sling.. ....................... 2.50 

WEBLEY REVOLVER 
$12.95 Condition fair - $14.95 Condition good - $16.95 Select models 

WEBLEY COMBAT REVOLVER 
Caliber .45 ACP (Auto Colt Pistol) 
Here's one of the best values ever offered in 
handguns. From Webley, Britain's first name 
in pistols comes the Combat Revolver, most 
famous of them all. Adopted by the British Arm* F 
A natural for home protection, due to its combinat: 
accuracy, high power and smooth action. May be fired 
single or double action. Specifications:. Overall lengtb, 9%"; barrel, 
4"- weight 36 ot.; top break frame;* gle or double action; fixed 
siibts; sgx-;hot, caliber 4.5 Auto. (A.C.PT 
Ammo: Caliber .45 ACP (custom-loaded, oon-corrosive 

non-mercuric) ..................... .50 rounds $3.00 . 
Holster .................................... 3.95 
Clips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  air .30 

NOTEX Wlwn ordering pistols, mclor a s i g d  i totcm~nti  "I om not an 
a i m ,  haw i r v r  bÃ‘f convicted of a crime of violence, am nat under 
indtrlnrnt ar a fuaitiv. I am 21 vori or o w . "  
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All the hard work is done 
FOR MAUSER foi you. Simply install this 
270 or 30-06 NEW BARREL & STOCK 

heodspoce 

ORDER TODAY. 

@& KIT Ag&y;*g 
Pi", $1.00 Posfofl. 

rml Alon.. $19,95ppd 
d> Alone. $14.95 ppd. 

ALL OF OUR SPECIAL S W R T E R  MAUSER BARRELS 
ARE CHROMED LINED 

F o n t  Ramp Sights 
make it no-elare. -.525 for Mannli 

used as a pistol sichtÃ‘ONL 9 S t  
EACH or $9.00 per doz. (Add 3 5 Ã  for front sicrht blade) 

THOMPSON PARTS & ACCESSORIES 
All  parts available-some used at special prices for 
i m e n t e r s .  model makeroÃ‘stat wants or send 
addressed, stamped en- 
velope for free Thomp- 
eon sun and parts lists. 
NEW Model! vertical fore-flfrips. 
extra strong, f i ts  all our model- 
21, 27. 28. M-1 & MlA1.  ComPIcte 

THOMPSON 50 SHOT drum maw- 
sines, new 87.95, excellent 84.95. 

with mounting screw__$3.95 PM. 

eood $2.95-11 PM. Stick maw- 
fines, 20 shot 83.00,30 shot 84.00 

A SPECIAL SAVING OF $10.00 
SPECIAL PRICE $5.75 

Armstrong receiver sightc a 
amazing dual rmgÃ§Ã‘Ã 

la 
micrometer windage ft Â¥ ; 
vation tft set. 
button l nveases  setting* 
automatically 100 mix.. - -. 

another preÃ 6 sight returns to original wtting. 
A l l  adiustmentt  with lock Â¥cre 6 Allen wrench 
contained in sight base. Quick detachable. press but- 
ton and sight slips f rom base, s l i p  back in and s igh t  
returns to your original setting. Special grooved 
rye disc centers eye automatically~uaed for years on 
world's finest factory Mause r  sp0rters.-fits Mauser, 
Springfield, Enficld 6 Krag. 

HIGH SPEED 

MAINSPRINGS 

for your Colt 1917, New ~erv io i  or Official Police 
revolvers-reduces lock time. scores leap. our make. 
tested & approved --------------only 81.75 ppd. 

RUGGED 
MILLED 

REAR SIQHTS - - .- 
for all rifles-made by Remin machined bevel 
edges-top ouality from $130.08%ade eun-standard 
dovetail. Throw away your cheap stamped slarht & 
Install one of these for both durabilit~ & 6upetior siehtineÃ‘SBl.0 ppd. or 89.00 per doz. 

REMINGTON GLOB1 
FRONT SIGHTS 

Each with oost & circle aoer- 
ature, new. list price 81.40- 
our price so6 ea.. 83.50 per 
dozen. $24.00 oer 100 eeta. ., 

RARE PISTOL MAGS 
P-38- Remineton M- 

.2&& u t&&g; 2 
35 (13 shot) all new 
-ANY 96.95 DLNL 

.22 CALIBER INNER MAG. TUBESÃ‘Universa d~-- 
sign, complete with cap, spring, follower. Easily 
altered to fit most .22 tubular guns. 31.75 ea., 
special $18.00 per doz. 

For Springfield and Gorand rifles, fits in butt, 
excl, complete . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .$1.00 ppd. 

UNIVERSAL MAG. TUBE SPRINGS 
for 12 aa. shotauns. ..... ...... $1.75 oer doz. 

GARAND BARRELSÃ‘used very good 
throughout. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$9.95 each. 

SAVAGE 1903-1 906 
.22 MAGAZINES 
1909 and 1912 

GARAND RIFLE CONVERSION KIT 

I' 
Rare magazines, unavailable for y e w .  Only $2. d. 

reduces to 5 shots only way to 
make Garand f u l b  leeal for 
hunting in "Five Shot" states. 

%#2%E ?pZXi'"Z!!i22; 
& 2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra 
5 shot cups, 9St en. Standard 
8 shot clips, S2.00 per dozen. 

LYMAN #37 front sight, obsolete style. Eta 
any standard slot, especially handsome on 
oct. barrels, $1.25. 

LYMAX #4 gold bead, unavailable for 81- $ -- 
most 20 years, note protected bead, dim. 
A '  either W S t .  or 5/32", 0 .  @ 

COLT revolver rear alght, easily dovetailed 
into any revolver, set screw to lock windage, 
Dimension A 25/32" or 11/18' ...-.._ Xl nn - - . - . - - - -. - -. . - -. 

,-Z7#-. getyy&y;oy,!&& 
loaders, custom made re- -1W- 
voivers miniature cannons etc. etc. Rifled. New, 
$5.35 nlus 50t  nost. & hnndllntt. 

TARGET 
FRONT SIGHTS 

Amaze your friends, astound your targets~reirard- 
less if paper, cans, or (fame your "hits" must 
Improve with this sighffor Hi-powers and small  
bores, often used on tam pistols~complete with 
extra aperatures quickly Interchaneeable. From 
discontinued Tarffet rifle of tamest US. rifle manu- 
facturer~at a 70% discount! Price 61.49 ea.- 
(Dealers 812.00 ner 80%) 

~ m P h * l i m E % 9  w : ~ 2 t k & ~ ~ ~ 2 t s  E 
mlt f&tting for both high cower and small bore 
rifles: bolt action sholffuns; or cut off and use on 
yyP :'g~n;;:p$l~-!:2;:.y~ gf3%7\g: 

MUZZLE LOADERS1 - SO CAL BARRELS 
1 turn in 48". 36" long-(originally 50/70 Rem. 
ro l l ing  blocks with oriffinal thread & chamber). 
SliRhi pltting only, make excellent shooters-5 Kroov- 
only $3.95 plus 50c post. SAME. only threads & 
chamber cut off & breech plug & tang Installed- 
$7.35 plus 50t post. (rear alght for above..--81.75) 

45/70 SPRINGFIELD BARRELS 
Issue 32Va"-new, $12.50; excellent. 98.95: v. 
good 86.95. 

50/70 SPRINGFIELD BARRELS 
new, $7.95; excellent $5.75: v. food $4.50. 

S T A N D A R D  BRASS SHOTdUN 
SIGHTS, lame bead. rexulax 
5x40 thread, in constant de- 
mand. usually 81.00 installed 
or 506 ea. Special packet of 
10 for "only 8l,.00. OR super 
p e c l a l ,  1 0  packets (100 
sizhta) for only 87.50. (Tm 
for above 4x40. 506 extra) 

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES 
made 1954 of new steel specs.. 
superior to any made 'vre- 
;;:::!=~zN:?ea!:zo;!? *;:x 
NOTE: When 2 are ordered, 
new web camina case &- 
eluded FREC. d l  

.30 CAL. BARRELÃ‘24 BRAND NEW! 
CHAMBERED FOR 30-06 

f I 
Finest 4130 steel, 4-groove, 1 1/16" at shoulder, 
Ve" on threads, 1-turn in 10 standard rifling. A 
good heavy-tapered, turned barrel at less than 
/z production cost! Only $4.95 plus 55Ã‡ postage. 

Will not fit receivers with over 1 1/16" thread. 

I HUMRICH ARMS GO. WEST HURLEY 
1, NEW YORK 

factory guns using factory ammunition. Even 
Rifle F, the least accurate of the lot, is 
amply accurate for deer and similar game 
at reasonable ranges. However, the accuracy 
and power potential of the ammunition these 1 " 

guns are chambered for is going to be a .!:. 
strong temptation to their owners to try . A . 
them at much longer ranges. - .. 

We diagnosed the bolt action Rifle B 
Featherweight as suffering from bedding 
troubles, a common enough occurence in any 
factory rifle. Right on the bench, we strippi" I ' 

her down and located several high spots in 
the barrel channel. These were evened out 
with an old Herter's scraper dug out of our 
shooting kit, and the outfit was put back 
together. Our groups immediately tightened 
by almost an inch; still not quite good 
enough. Further examination showed that 
the recoil lug was not touching the stock d t ,  
all. Since this was a job that required a 
little glass bedding, we returned the rifle 
to the rack, and turned to the lever action, 
Rifle D. It, too, showed high spots on one 
side of the barrel channel. Regulating these 
new lever guns, with their one piece stock'- 
tied down with a fore arm screw, takes mole 
time and ammunition than we had for thew 
tests, but it can be done. Another of the 
same model that we had in .308 caliber was 
tinkered by George Pearsall of Armsco into 
a true minute-and-a-half-of-angle gun. 

The heavy barreled Rifle A Varmintcr 
was one of the few guns I have bought 
across the counter that gave dependable 
minute of angle groups. The bolt action 
Rifle C, despite its lowest price, showed up 
better in later tests using the .244 90 grain 
ammunition, turning in several groups that 
ran under an inch and a half. It would not. 
however, handle the 75 grain loads well at 
all. The 244 autoloading Rifle E stayed un 
der two inches all through the tests, hiit 
the Rifle F pump gun strung its shots up 
and down the target no matter what we 
tried. Where do we start tinkering to get 
accuracy out of the pump gun? I don? 
know, and neither does the corner gunsmith. 

This, I think, is one of the main points 
against the lever, pump, and auto rifles. The 
manufacture of an accurate rifle involves 
dozens of critical tolerances, all difficult to 
produce without expensive hand fitting. With 
the current squeeze between a highly corn- 
petitive market and rising labor costs, it is 
only natural that the action the factories are 
most experienced with will, on the average, 
be the most accurate. True, some variations 
of the other actions have been in produc- 
tion for as long or longer than the bolt guns, 
but only in brush-gun calibers. 

Then comes the matter of adjustment and 

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER 1 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 



l i n e  mat will shoot, 
ell as it should and 

happen to get a bolt 
e up to snuff, you can 

BARREL B 
Order the length you needÃ‘13/16 od., In 

white, 6 groove rifling. 
24" .. .. ............................... .75 
12" .................................. .95 
6" .................................. .50 

LYMAN 1 7 A  
8 

GLOBE FRONT SIGHTS 
Save $1.26 ea. during this meclal offer. Only $2.25 

(Dealeri-$20.00 pel do&) 

turn it OW toany  gunsmith and be sure 
that he is working with the action that he 
cut his teeth on. The more complicated lever, 
pump, and autos, with entirely new prob- 
lems for the manufacturer and gunsmith, are 
bound to be less uniformly accurate than 
the bolt guns, and more difficult and expen- 
sive to work over. 

Further, all of these other actions have 
relatively poor trigger pulls and are subject 
to variations in forearm tension. These things 
could be coddled and compensated for on 
the bench, but they showed up badly in field 
positions and on moving game. 

For the average hunter, then, interested 
in a rifle that will give maximum perform- 
ance from modern high intensity cartridges, 
the bolt action is still tops, preferably in a 
medium to heavy weight gun. 

There ie another good reason the bolt gun 
will he with us for some time. For lack of 
a better word, let's call it convenience. The 
handloader, for instance, depends largely on 
the terrific W E <  power of the bolt action 
to insert his reloaded cases, neck sized only. 
He can resize full length, of course, and 
he'll have to if he uses maximum loads in 
the lever, pump, or antos; but it's more wn- 
venient and economical, to neck size only. 

Then there is fnaintenance during the 
hunt. I haven't been so unfortunate as to 
lose a rifle overboard from a canoe, or drop 
one in mud or snow, but if I ever do I'll 
try to make sure it's a bolt action that can 
be stripped to the last spring and screw 
with only the took that can be found in any 
hunter's kit. I have managed to stumble 
and ram four inches of snow and mud into 
the muzzle, pushing it out from the breech 
end with a switch cut from a nearby thicket. 

Â¥ probably could have worried it through 
from the muzzle, too, as I would have had 
to do with a lever or auto action, but it was 
nice not to have to dump all that garbage 
into the chamber and machinery. 

In my opinion, as a hunting rifle, any 
military bolt action Mauser including the 
Jap Arisaka is as effective as any of the 
commercial sporting weapons tested. The 
bolt action in commercial form incorporates 
a rather complicated and delicate adjustable 
trigger which, under adverse conditions, such 
as dropping it over the side of a canoe, 
forms a weak link in the ruggedly prac- 
tical design The whole purpose of this 
simple and strong action, reliability, is com- 
promised by fragile foofaraw. 

As woodchuck guns for shooting fanatics 
who maintain their rifles in mint condition, 

WINCHESTER '94 PARTS SPECIALALL NEW 
MAJOR OVERHAUL KITÃ‘probabl MTOT wain Â¥ 
them DrIce.1 New b W  bdt. CmTIer. link and -- ' 

plete iocking bolt-your discount over double that of 
even biggest dealers. AU for s7.98 ppd. 

Unlvenil magazine sprlngs, usable 
for S~rlnufleld, Enfield, Me. eon- 
vertlble to Jape, Mauure. Bolt 
Action elmtgun mamazlnes ete. 
New. packet of 10, SPECIAL 
ONLY $1.98. 

U. S. CARBINE OWNER& fresh new Ã§ 
15 shot with water (k w,acco) m2F2S 
cap & issue deanins; thong & brass brush___-whole 
Wt. all new -Ã‘Ã‘------Ã‘Ã‘--Ã‘--Ã‘Ã‘- 

DUMMY 
CARTRIDGES 

.45 acp In nickel cases (remilar unloaded primer. We 
use them on key chain-imply drill through - 
pilot hole already thereÃ‘Wonderfu xlfta for friends. 
customers, club membersÃ‘enouK brass key chain & 
keepers shipped free for quantity 'orderedÃ‘Sl.0 per 
dox.. $7.00 per 100Ã‘al portpaid. 

BRAND NEW, I N  AND OUT 

MARLIN BARRELS 

MODEL 94 MARLIN S2/20Ã‘round-24 ...................... 
32/20Ã‘round-26 ...................... 
MODEL 92 MARLIN 

U.S. CARBINE TOP GRADE LEATHER SCABBARD. 
complete with straps if made commeteially 
would cost $18.00 to1$20.00, our price, brand 
new, while few lost .................. .$4.95 

U.S. CARBINE MAGAZINES 
1s (hot, new -------------.-- ~ 1 . 0 0  ML 
a for 81.75-fr~tt used carrylna; case gt- 
when 3 are ordered) 
30 shot-new --------- -----.---- w.ss 
5 Shot* for hunting & tieater appearance, 
smooth welded bottom fie flush Wit+ trigger 
euard-new -------------- ------- Ãˆ2.4 

(Few other obsolete Martin barrels, write wants) 

5 SHOT 
CARBINE MAGAZINES 

UNDER Vi PRICE $!zt 

8. 
CARBINE 

Front band & bayonet attachment- @ fib all Model8 U. s. Carbht-Ne- 
$1.75. 

22 
Adaptor 
for 303 

BOLT ASSEMBLY 6 Dl<- 
ASSEMBLY TOOL - MVM time. 
lost & broken parts, skinned 
knucltlea ------------- S1.00 

If both above toola purchased. 
triesrer sprlng tool included Free. 

.22 CALIBER RIFLE BARREL 

W ,254 barrels rifled not broached, high grade 
blank, made by one of our best known Erearms manu- 
facturers, discontinued contour, blued, chambered, 
%" shank, %" shoulder ttpering to 9/16" at 
muzzle -Ã‘Ã‘.Ã‘Ã‘ $3.98 plus 3M pod. 
REMINETON MODEL 12 6 131 BARRELS. brand 
new .a2 caliber u used for model la dovetail for 
mm. mint be filed In .................... ÃˆS.5 
RIMINQTDN MODIL 34'6 341 -to, am. -22 
i l lher.  aÃ§m 

WE HAVE OVER 15,000,000 GUN PARTS 
ModernÃ‘Ob~letoÃ‘Forei For free uotation Ã§en 
broken part or rough sketch with full information. -- . - - . - -. 

NEW .44 CAL. BARRELS 

' SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED! 

EVEN GREATER SAVINGS! 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 

for GUN READERS 
YOU SAVE 10% 

If you order 3 or  more items from 
this ad, total order and DEDUCT 
10%. This Special Coupon MUST 
be attached to order to entitle 
you to this special discount. 

SAVE $4.00 ,-ot̂  
Yes imbelieva6le as it sounds, 
save a full 84.00 on theae new 
LYman 57 at hta-eacb with tar- 
Ketkn0bsÃ‘refrul. price throu 
out the country s $8.80. 6% 

O T R I C H  ARMS GO.,  WEST HURLEY 
1, N E W  YORK 



TOP GUN BARGAINS 
I Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘ -1 t 7i 

: 30-06 U.S. ENFIELD RIFLES i 

! P R E C l S l i N  S U S S  SPORTIN6 RIFLES 

INTERNATIONAI 

GENUINE 
PEARL 
w IVORY STAG 
G R I P S  

IMS CO. 

improve the 
appearano of 
your Revolver 
or Automatic 

pair of Se- 

\ 
w i t h a  new 

lected Gr im in P l a i n  Elephant 
Ivory. P u r l  or Genuine Natural. Unbreakable Stan. 

REMINGTON Derringer . . . 3.50 
RUCER Sin Ie Six. . . . . . . . 7.00 
N o t  A v o ~ ~ a d  I n  P u r l .  

Pearl or 
Ivory 

$17.00* 
16.00 
15.00 
9.00 
9.00 
7.75 
7.75 
6.50 
4.50 

15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
7.50 
4.50 

17.000 
17.00 
12.00 
14.50 

11 SO 
9.00 
8.00 

7 .00 

5.25 
4.50 
4.50 
4.50 

16.00 

To insure prompt delivery we carry i n  stock 
o v e r  1000 Genuine Pearl, Ivory and Stao Grips. 
GRIPS W I L L  F I T  YOUR G U N  86 they w e n  made 

and fitted for standard factory frames. 

Sold by Deafer*, Gunsmiths or Direct 
SEND 25c FOR BIG NEW CATALOG 

FRANK MITTERMEIER 
Established 1936 

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65. N. Y. 

extra machinery has a definite place. But 
there is a lot of junk associated with a man 
in the woods, such as lint and tobacco 
crumbs, or just plain mud. For rifles which 
have to slop around in a half inch of dew 
in the bottom of the boat, or perhaps be 
abused by lying on the floor of a car mud- 
died by trackers' boots, delicacy in a fire- 
arm has no place. It's convenient, too, to 
have an action that any competent gunsmith 
can rebarrel for any cartridge I choose, 
without the delay and expense of factory 
fitting. 

What about that fast second shot? Isn't 
there someplace where the bolt gun isn't 
supreme? Sure, that fast second shot is im- 
portant, but in most hunting, the fast second 
shot is most important at close range. The 
last time I hunted the heavy brush in Wis- 
consin, I checked out the guns in our drive 
as we went' into the cars. They were: three 
lever-action M94s, two of the old Model 8 
or 81 pumps, one 7.62 mm Tokarev semi- 

Erfurth tries "Rifle C" from bag rest. 

one vintage Savaee bolt action 
0-06, and one savage M99.303. In the 
oods, I saw everything from a Colt Bur- 
iss .38-40 lever action to a Model '86 lever 
fle in .33 caliber. It was all snap shooting 
ire and simple, with only a rare shot as 
r as 100 yards. The idea was to tag your 
;er somewhere forward with that first shot, 
lock him down and slow him up enough 
I you could pour in one or two more. Un- 
tr those conditions the lead squirters had 
e field to themselves. Chambered for real 

brush cartridges and in the hands of men 
who knew how to use them, they were 
just right. 

But the modern lead slingers are being 
chambered and sold in calibers with long 
range accuracy potentials. At least one 
prominent gun sport publication has called 
the .243 cartridge an adequate elk and moose 
cartridge at 500 yards! This is ballistics 
theory, of course, not practical hunting; but 
even at common long hunting ranges, say 
300 yards or a little more, your second shot 
becomes almost worthless. 

Let's look at  this second shot business 
sensibly. It is true that deer and antelope 
fired on at extreme ranges do not always 
explode into action; that they sometimes 
mill around a bit, trying to identify the . 
source of danger. But a deer, even at  a 
gentle walk, is travelling five or six feet 
per second, and it takes even the hot shoi 
.243 caliber 100 grain bullet about a half 
second to cover 400 yards, which means that 
you have at least a three foot lead on any 
moving animal. If your buck really gets his 
wind up and takes off for California, he may 
be travelling up to 45 mph., or 66 feet per 
second. which means your lead on a straight 
crossing shot will be just 33 feet. Of course, 
a deer can change his mind and his direc- 
tion in less than half a second, so even if 
you have this fantastic lead doped out cor- 
rectly, it is still easy to miss by ten feet. 
To make things harder, that super velocity 
cartridge has lost much of its punch out at 
these quarter mile ranges, and a hit in the 
guts will get you just what a hit in the guts 
will get you from a .25-35 at close r a n g e  
a tough tracking job and most likely a lost 
and fatally wounded animal. 

If you are hunting in country where these 
long shots must be taken, your best bet iÃ 
to get a rifle that will put that first careful 
shot right in the groove, a bolt action, and 
practice with it at these extreme ranges. If 
you, your gun, and your cartridge all do 
your part, there won't be need for any 
fast second shot. a 

PARTING SHOTS 

"You little sweetheart! LOOK what you gave me for my birthday!" 
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HAND SIGHTING Levels, improved new model, 
many uses. for laying drains, ditches, founda- 
tions, grading, contouring, laying out of fences, 
piers, roads and gardens. Fully guaranteed. 
$2.50 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th 
Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

CARRYALL. CANVAS Roll with s t raps  and 
handle, large size 54x22". for travelers, camp- 
ers, baseball players, etc. Gov't Surplus, brand 
new, value $12.60Ã‘Specia $2.26 each. Public 
Sport Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

DUCK DECOYS, flne quality fiber, life size, 
mfg. by Carry Lite. Mallards and Blue Bills 
only. Value $27.60 per dozen-special $12.96 
While They Last. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 
16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

SHOOTER~S BIBLE, 1968, oven 600 pages. 
Ready for shipment. Illustrated Modern Guns 
and  Accessories, $2.00. 1968 Gun Digest, $2.96 
Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 16th Street, 
Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

"WINEM,~KING," $1.00. "STOUT, Beer Ale 
Brewing, $1.00. "Tanning, $1.00. "Indian 
Herbs for Influenza." $1.10. Illustrated. Eaton 
Books. Box 1'242-N. Santa  Rosa. California. 

BINOCULARS & SCOPES 

BINOCULAR SPECIALISTS, all  makes re- 
paired. Authorized Bausch & Lomb, Zeiss-Hen- 
soldt. and'  Bushnell dealer. Tele-Optics, 5614 
~ a w r e n c e ,  Chicago 30, 111. 

COLLECTORS 
FAMOUS BRITISH Commando revolvers: .38 
S&W Caliber Enfleld. &shot, 5" bbl., only $19.50. 
.466 Webley 4" bbl. $14.50, 6" bbl. $16.50, altered 
to shoot 46 ACP $2.00 additional. Excellent 
condition. International Firearms Co., 22 King- 
man, St. Albans, Vermont. 

HTJGB ILLUSTRATED Catalog Every Month. 
Most fabulous antiaue a rms  service ever offered. 
Hundreds ant ique guns. swords, uniforms. 
flanks, military items in each issue. Well 
described. illustrated. 12 catalogs. Only $1.00 
year subscription. Norm Flayderman (GM) 
Uonnfthnnk. Maine. 

U.S.30-06 Springfield rifles. High numbers. All 
milled parts. Very good-$39.95. Perfect- 
$44.50. Low numbers. Very good-$29.96. Per- 
fectÃ‘(34.60 Money back guarantee. Free list. 
Al's Gunroom, 1 Beekman Street, New York, 
N.Y. 

NPJW ILLUSTRATED Gun Catalogue! Con- 
t&ins 800 antique and modern guns. edge 
weapons, oddities and antique gun parts. Only 
600 in coin or stamp. Firearms Unlimited, 119 MODEL-70 WINCHESTERS std $129.95. BSA 

468 Magnums $199.60 F N  Mauser barreled ac- 
tions $74.00 Sako Magnum barreled actions 
$89.96. Matador 10 g a  Magnum $189.60 write 
wants. Coronet Arms Co.. Long Valley. N.J. 

GUN BARGAINSÃ‘Ruge Single sixes $64.96- 
367-$75.96 44 Magnums $86.96-Lugers good 
$29.96 Smith  & Wesson 44 Magnum $126.00- 
Great Western 44 Magnum $99.96 Jimmy's 630 
Union Ave. Providence. R. I. Titat 8Rc. 

Shady Avenue, Pittsburgh 6, P a  

OVER 600 ANTIQUEÃ‘Moder G u n s ~ P o w d e r  
F la sksÃ‘Swords~Edge  Weapons. Large Print- 
ed List 260 coin. Cartridge tor Collectors List 
' a66  260 coin. Ed  Howe. Cooper Mills 11. Maine. , . 

'' TONS BAYONETS & Miscellaneous Military 
collectors items. List 20c. Mention interest!). 
Sam Holmera  18508 Lakewood. Paramount, 
Calif: 

GOGGLES GOVT Surplus, for industrial use 
skiing, motorcyclists and auto  driving. value  
$12.50. Sale $1.95 per pair. Public Sport Shops, 
11 S. 16th Street. Philadehihia 2. Pa. , - - -- - - - - - . 

NEW GENUINE Training Rides. Ideal for 
Parades, color guards, legion posts. Regulation, 
weight and  size. Clearing $4.60 each. Inter 
national f i rearms Co., 22 Kinsman, St. Albanm 
Vermont. - 

ANTIQUB ARMS for Collector or Shooter, a t  
Bargain Prioea. 100 for List. Ladd, Catskill, -. 
I\. I. 

ENGRAVING 
GUNS. ANTIQUES, modem, ammunition, ac- 
ceasorles, Indian lwlica 6000 Hated taenthly. 
Photographs. Ustinga 20c s tamps o r  colnÃ§ 
Associated Publications, . hast Bllsworth 4, 
wisconain. , . . . 

FINEST QUALITY Gun engraving. E. C 
Prud'homme, 806 Ward Bldg., Shreveport, La. 

FOR SALE 

17,000,000 GUN PARTS Stocked-modern, ob- 
solete. foreign. Send tracing. description for 

RIFLES. 808 BRITISH Enflelds. ad Issued. 
good condition. $27.50 each. 808Bri t i sh  Mill- 
tary Cartridges, $7.60 per 100. Public Sport 
Shops, 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelphia 2. P a  

LUGERS! MAUSERS! Colts! P-ass! Kentuck- 
tea! Weatherbys! Antique-Modern Guns Gun- 
cessorles! Super Bargain Catalog only 6Oc 
Agramonte's, Yonkers 2K. N.Y. 

GARAND RIFLES $126. New M-1 Carbines 
$100. Sloper. Camp Verde. Arizona. 

GUN CABINETS 

auotation. 44/40 Instant Gun re-bluer, takes 
seconds - largest selling - absolutely guaran- 
teed $2 00 bottle. Junked guns wanted for par ts  
-$I-$6eacb plus postage, any kind, condition. 
Shin offÃ‘chec airmailed. Numrich Arms. -...- 
West ~ & l e v  19. N. Y. 
- 

BUY SURPLUS Boats; Mot0rs;Aircrafts;  Jeeps; 
Tractors- Walkie-Talkies; Shop Equipment 
~ m p h i b i b u s  Vehicles; Radar ;  Camping equip- 
ment.  Typewriters; Adding Machines; Etc.- 
BUY direct from U.S. Government Depots-List 
& procedure $1.00. Brody, Box 8-GU. Sunnyside 
d N V  

- *  . ----- 
CANADIAN BULLETTN of Hundreds of items 
hunting, fishing & marine.-lOc. Ellwood ~ p p i  
Clinton. Ontario. 

. , - . . - . 
F R E E  CATALOG! Tremendous savings. Hand- 
carved "Buscadero" fast-draw belt-holster sets. 
holsters, scabbards, saddles. Hand-polished 
powder horns, blowing, horns. Mounted "Long- 
horns" bull whips, etc. Send today for Free 
Catalog. Dealer Inquiries Invited. Western 
Products Co.. Box 762. Laredo 8, Texas. 

GUNS 6 AMMUNITION 

l Swaged Hand Gun Bullet*. 

k%p&'g\agfiz ?&&Er g&e~yl~l&':yi 
&eMzi;u!8 $0~5~-~:&~F.Mbc (YGzt 

Send 1st In coin or t a m p s  for Loading Tables and 
complete Information on 1s types & weiffhto of 

HELP WANTED 

F R E E  INFORMATION: Earn high pay. All 
trades. Foreign and USA Job Opportunities. 
Travel paid. Applications, Write Dept. 62D 
National Employment Information, 1020 Broad, 
Newark. N. J. 

CUSTOM LOADS 

SENSATIONAL RIFLE Bargains: U.S. 30-06 
cal. Springfield rifles. High numbers. All milled INDIAN RELICS 
p a r t s . ~ e r y  good-$39.95. Perfect-$44.50. U.S. 
30-06 cal. Enfleld rifles. Perfect-$39.60. U.S. 3 INDIAN WAR arrowheads. Flint Scalping 

Knife. Flint Thunderbird $4.00. Catalog Free. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Arrowhead. Glen- 

PRIMER Â POCKET CLEANER 1 30-40 cal. Krag  rifles. Very good-$37.50 U.S. 
45-70 cal. Springfleld rifles. Very good-$32.60. 
German Mod. 98 8mm Mauser rifles. Very good 
-$37.50. Excellent-$42.50. German G-43 8mm 
Mauser semi-automatic rifles. Excellent-$60.00. 
.lap 7.7mm Arisalca rifles. War  issue. Excellent 
~ $ 1 4 . 9 5 .  Pre-war issue. Excellent-$18.00 J a p  
6.5mm Arisaka rifles. Pre-war issue. Very good 
~ $ 2 0 . 0 0 .  J a p  30-06 cal. converted rifles. Pre- 
war issue. Excellent-$29.50. Prompt delivery. 

zr~;l g=z p k & .  clean .Q 

hand-driven Ei  ~~~ ~ 

wood, Arkansas. 

LEATHER CRAFT 

F R E E  "DO-IT-YOURSELF" Leathercraft 
Catalog. Tandy Leather Company, Box 791-H24, 
For t  Worth, Texas. 

Money back guarantee. New free  1958 gun 
catalogue. Freedland Arms Co., 34 Pa rk  Row, 
New York. N. Y. 

'WANTED 

OLD HANDCUFFS, legirons, thumbfasts, 
shackles wanted. Patterson Smith, 2FL, 269 
Shepard Ave., East Orange, N. J. - 

MISCELLANEOUS 

-~ ~ 

SWISS PRECISION Service Rifles: Famous 
Schmidt Rubin rifles, high power, 7.5mrn (30 
caliber) 12-shot detachable magazine, lightning 
fas t  repeater. Ideal for altering to ,308 Win- 
chester and ,300 Savage (N.R.A. excellent). 
While they last $14.50. 2 of these flne rifles 
$25.00. Also available a s  finest lisrht-weisrht 

.". .-.--. ..-.. 
N DEPT. 2, BOXFORD, MASS. 

SHOTGUN LEADER Sight. Molded Rubber 
Two Ring Shotgun Sight. Fits End Of Barrel 

sporter with 22" barrel, only $32.60. ~ m m ~ n i -  
tion 82.65 box 20. New Release! This model 

Every Gauge Shotgun, Single or Double Barrel. 
Proper Lead For Every -Shot. No Screws or 
Bolts, Install in Seconds. Money Back Guar- 
antee. No C.0.D:s. $1.10 postpaid. Shotgun 
Leader Sisrht Co.. Box 856G Sheridan. WYO. 

converted to a Deluxe Sporter and to Shoot t he  
Popular 30-30 Cartridge. 22" barrel. Only 
$29.95. Send remittance, immediate shipment. 
International Firearms Co., 22 Kingman, St. 
Albans, Vermont. 

IMPORTED MUZZLE Loading Percussion Cap 
, Guns: Sculptured, engraved walnut stock. 30" 

barrel. Engraved silver mountings, inlaid 

I patchbox, lightweight. Single barrel, single 
hammer $29.50. A collectors item and an  ex- 
cellent shooter. Limited quantity. Send remit- 
tance. International Firearms Co.. 22 K i n ~ m a n .  

. . 

30-06 SPRYNOT-IELD OR Enfleld Rifle Stock. a s  
issued, brand new, $2.96 each. A3-03 Springfield 
rifle barrels, cal. 30-06, brand new, Gov't. Sur- 
plus. 24-inch, completely finished. Value $25. 
Special $6.00 Postpaid. Public Sport Shops, 11 
S. 16th Street. Phlla. 2, Pa. 

ELECTRIC PENCIL: Engraves all Metals. 
$2.00 Beyer Mfg. 10611-Q Springfield, Chi- 

Listings of "old" books u availabli 
Largest selection. Send W t  far botl 

I BOOKS Free books 6' pqmiumi. 
Ray R i l i n g  0 6844-A Gorsten 0 Philidilohia 19. P i  



G U A R A N T E E D  H I G H  N U M B E R  S P R - M G F m  
S H A R P  C L E A N  BORES 
4 - G R O O V E  B A R R E L S  

B 

ce rif le M 
Rubh cil iber h 0  (7.5mm) sdiss 30" barrel 

ekremely .fast and smooth, straight pull bod 
action mechanism, ail mach~ned parts, finest .quality 

Swiss workmansh~o throughout. made with the orecls~on of 
$14.95 

a watch. the flnest manualiv oograted rif le ever desiened. bores like new. $14.95. 
~ilifa&'arnmunition o i  6 d o t  i t r ipper clips, 48 rounh, $5. Soft nose ammunition 
for huntin $3.25 per 20 rounds. Swiss Model 89 bayonet with scabbard for 
above. ~ 3 . h  Saw-tooth En~ineer's bavonet with sheath, $4.95. Sling. muzzle cover . . -. 
and cieaning ki t  $1.50 (with rif le order only). 

3PECIAL SPORTER 

Swiss Mountaineer Sportin ,bine. This is the famous rif le as above modified 
for hunting use with 22" barre~,~$tock shortened and refinished, 
fitted w ~ t h  s l i q  swivel making a fine 7% lb. super accurate $19.95 
hunting r i f h  Roes ard like new. 

VERY M D  

The famous rif le much used by the French Fl i Legion. Mannilcher Berthier 
31" barrel handling the powerful 8mm Lebel c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J g e  available In either 3 or d 
shot model each gun furnished with proper clip. a'simple, 
reliable a i d  sturdy bolt action rlf le in very gooi condition $19.95 $19.95 !nciudlng 100 rds. of FREE Ammo. Regulation long, t h i i  
bayonet, $4. - I W  RDS. FREE AMMO .- 

v CARCANO CARBINE 

First available to  the American shooter original Norwegian Krag carbine, caliber 
6.5mm 5 shot bolt action, 24u barreii'one of the smoothest 
workiig actions ever designed. These fine rifles are very clean 
but bores look peppery due to use of corrosive primers but $19.95 
rifles are nevertheless extremely accurate, $19.95. ~ i i l t a r y  
ammo., $7.50 per 100. Softnose ammo., $2.95 per 20. 

barrel 6 shot magazine bolt action very g wndi- 
tion. An hexpensive rif le h r   he huntdr $ 1 2 . 9 ~ 8 c i a ~  

select grade as new $17.95. hlllitaw issue amhunition bd c i i ~ s .  $12.95 
54 rouds, $3.40. Softnose ammunitbn for hunting, $2.85 per 20.' 

L' 

LICHER RIFLE - 
$29m50 block rifle. ~ o d i i  1902; SO> nitro-;rod, hi-curb& steel barrels. 

caiiben 7mm Mauser, excellent condition, almost new, $2SSOi fair 
condition but in serviceable shooting order, 514.95. Military ammunition, 

57.80 per 100. 
French Model Remington 1902 rifle as above but chambered for the 8mm h h e i  cartridge, 
very good c o n d ~ t ~ o n .  $22.95. eood to verv eood. S18.95. 

o,,,,,, ,.,a,,,,,,,,,,~, a,,one,,, ,w,, "",, an,,,",, *,,",, V I r n , ~  ,nnP4mnr=" a, 

European arsenals to handle the standard 8mm Mauser rimless 
(7.92 x 57) Mauser cartridge as loaded by all American cartridge $19.95 
factories: 24" barrel. 5 shot magazine. redesigned so that 
separate'ioading clips are no longcr nec'essary, @ares good to very gwd, $19.95. 

S E E  !--@!!!!- 
/ 

SWISS VETTERLI RIFLE 
VETTERLI CADET MODEL 

-r A most interesting model here offered for the flmt time. 
Used by the cadet officer corps, .it closely resembles the standard 

$12.95 Vetterli rifle. However, actually i t  is a scaled down version weighing only 
6% Dounds and to assure safety in training was designed ax a sinele shot. caliber .41 R.F., good to verygwd condition, $12.95. ~ngu ia r  

bayonet to f i t  above, no scabbard, $1.25. Special engineer's 
model sawtooth bayonet, no scabbard, $2.95. For model with $I? 95 Thii jot of rifles has been in storage for y&s and h& some discoior&n, 

but wili clean up hnndsomeiy hecause they were little used. Ramrod missing. 
double set hair triigers..$15.95 . . ~ 

SPANISH MAUSER RIFLE The only derringer on th4 I market de- 
signed specificaily fer sh cal. ammo. 
A brand new recreation of the original double 
barrel derringer made in modem dav steel bv the Snaaish Mauser Rifle Model 93. 29" 

barrel. chambered for the famous standard 

$1435 7mm Mauser cartridge: bolt action cocks on close of bolt, 5 shot magazine. 
While bores a m  only fair, guns are still in good shooting order and sufficientiy 

Mcurate for ordinary huntin& ranges, stock maned from use but sound, worth the price 
of the a~tion, $14.@5. 7mm Mauser% military wnmunition S7.W per 100 rounds. SOIL 

~ ~ W I W I L ~ C W D S ~ ~  -=RJ@&&W~-- 

flnest Eu ;an gunsmiths. Fires .f2 short -long - and ~ong%ie ammo. A rare conversation'~iece $28.75 L 1 - and an accurate weapon for piinking and ome 
b- -- ~ & d a r . - f r o m  Ahis a h m  e e  w., % 



0 
SPEc~F~CAWoN~ Model: '03  Bbi.: 2dU 4 groove (not 2 groove) Sights: Famous Springfield sights adjustable@ 
t o  2700 yds. Winda e and eievatich stocks; Govpt selection ~ m e r i c i n  Walnut. Caliber: 30106. Numbers aii high 
number9 Packing: tuns shipped to'us in orig. army cosmoiine. We degreash and oil lightli. Shipped in heaw 

/duty  prdtective packin case ALL MILLED PARTS: no hurryup war time stampings. 
Wt.: approx 8% ibs.; &p. wi.: 10 lbs. 
"INSIDE" THE FAMOUS US. SPRINGFIELD 
i n  spite of the advent of the Garand, the Springfield has always remained the favorite of  expert marksmen in ai l  
wars.thmugh Korea where Marine snipers used it w ~ t h  great success and preferred it to ail other available arms. 
There i s  one t pe o i  Sp[ingfieid which is prized above ai l  others. This and oniy this, is the SPrin ieid we are proud 

hurried and many stampings were used in pi ice of miiied parts. We uarantee that o i r  entire shipment was made 

t o  offer you i this sh~pment The finest Sprin fieids were made alter Warid War I (with mox rn  metallurgy) to  
highest specifications and ciisest tolerances a% milled parts. Late in World War ii Springfield production was 

after World War I and before the late Worid War ii 14hurry-up'' produchon You will also find beautiful select walnut 
stocks on these ' uns of a ualit not necessarily found on war-time production. Ever American hunter should 

the new mass-produced semi-automatic weapons. The Springfield is truly an unexcelled shooter% weapon. 
own a ~p r i ng f i e i f  a rif le wi ich \as never been approached for depend!bility and exrreme accuracy by any of .. 

6.5mm Italian 
Original Italian manufacture. Cartridges designed 
specifically for use with the Mannlicher Carcano 
rifles and carbines. Shipped to YOU, six on a clip 
in original packeta. Military, $5.45 - Saftnose, 
$2.95 
6.5mm Swedish 
A choice lot of superb ammunition tested by 
H. P. White Company and found to be of high- 
est quality. Military, $7.50 - 5oftnose, $2.95 
7mm Mauser 
Another choice lot of ammunition, all of Smnish 
post Worid War I1 manufacture, bright and 
clean. Mltitary, $7.50 - 5oftnose, $2.95 
3 0 4 6  
Commercial Winchester stainlean ammunition a t  
the price you normdiy pay for military ammu- 
nition, in orginai 20 round boxes. Military, 
$7.50 - Softnosa, $2.95 
30-40 Kmg 

.We are pleased t6 &er commercial Krag ammuni- 
tion fw the first time in Years.- Manufactured fok 
Soutb American contract to highest specificatia. 
When this is gon6, tKere won't be any more. A ter- 
rific opwrtunity to s t d  up now on what we believe 
to be the outstanding ammunition buy of the year. 
Military. $7.50 - 50fttsoso. $2.95. 

HUNTERS! 
SURPLUS MPI1CED RnI  T ACTION RIFLES 

&I. 4 6  ( 1 l M M )  M a w  7- 
shot action rifles made In 

-303 British 
Latest MK VII issue for all British Medford and 
Enfieid rifles. Mllltary, $7.50 - Softnosel $2.95 
7.5 swiss 
Others have tried to obtain this but only Golden 
State can offer this fine original Swim ammuni- 
tion for use in SchmidbRubiu riiles and "Moun 
taineer Sporters." Others may offer$ou a e  rMk 
hut on1 Golden State haB both uiitbn-.am 
rifles> dilltary, $9.50 - S ~ f t n o s e ~ ~ ~  - 
7-62 Russian e ' 
A Golden State excihive. We have been oat o 
It for -me time but anathw ent just ar 
rived. Mliitaryl $7.50 - Softnos=95 
7.35 T e d  

JUST IN: GERMAN ARMY RIFLES 

r y !  m e  fameus German MNJ- 
SER MODEL 88 - 6-shot 
bolt action rlfle, cal. 8MM; 

Calibrated sights. Bores war .  N.R.A. Good. Full walnut stocks, a fine hunt- 
ing weapon as i s  or may he easily converted t o  a aporter. Fine German workmanship, 

of course. We have a few Model 88's  selected for mod exteriors which w e  are selling for $16.95. 
UNITION TOR ABOVE 8MM MAUSER RIFLE, SPECIAL: $7.50 per 100 rds. 

You k n ~ w  the quaiity 0 
We shipJ it on clips in 
$6.00 - 5oftnosel $2.85 
7.65 Armentine 

SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER: BOTH 'ABOVE RIFLES 

We are $eased to be able to offer this d m u n l -  
tion in limited su~ply  for urn. in Argentine and 
Belgian Mauser rifies. MI~Itmw, $5.45. . 

E 8mm Mouser II.31 8'' 
. -  - 

The oniy ammunition sefe for w e  with the Mode- 
Handmme wooden shields mounted and 88 Mauser rifle. Has the e ~ 0 i d  .A18 bullet f01 
decorated with genuine and original perfect accuracy and safety. Shipped with orlgl- 
Civil War (and Indian wars) insignia and nai cii~s. also be us* in 98 Ma-rS- 
leather accoutrements. These ma nifi- $7*50 

ISCOVERY! 
cent display items were created a! 
turn of the century. They have lain in 8 x SO Austrian 
storage these many years to Another Golden State exclusive for use in Au5 

trian Model 88 and 95 straight pull rifles. OUI be by One Of Our S C O U ~ .  The trusty scout found this lot still on the d n a  genuine brass insignia 1 cavai 'J' infantry, clips (clip alone formerly mid for $1 each). ~6 artillery) buttons and ns an kriginai h i p  with ~ 1 l f i t ~ ~ , $ 7 . 5 0  
buckles, leather cap !axes, carbine 
sockets aione are worth mahy times the 8mm Lebel 
price otthese decorative shields. A Here is a cartridge tbah is in great demand for 
unique op ortunity to  obtain desirable use with ail French Mannlicher and k b e i  rlflen. 
Civil War h m s  ready for wall hanging This particular lot, manufactured in England at  
and other decorative effects, Brass the world famous Kynoch factory, in original 10 
mounted hangers on the reverse side. round labeled packets. Military, $7.50 
Man have printed cards identifying 
the iems. One for $3.95 postpaid or a ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ & e l  and ,,Big ll., 
set Of a'' different* Mauser rifles. Also wiii fit certain rolling block create a magnificent display for 
$17.50 prepaid. rifles. This is orlginai German manufacture with 

beautiful paper patched solid lead bullets and it 
going fast. Softnose, $1 0.00 

TO ORDER HANDGUNS 
1 1 mm Mannlicher 
For Modei 1886 straight puii Nannlicher rifle and 
Werndei rifles. Some splib necks but ail surefire 

Enclose signed statement "Am not alien, never convicted of crime of violence, am not with original clips. Military, $7.50 h f tmm 
under indictment or fugitive, am 21 or over:' Mass., Mo., Mich., N.Y., N.J., N.C., RJ., 44-40 $2.93 
Omaha, New Orleans, require permits - enclose with order. TO ORDER send check, cash Original Wincheeter, 50 round boxes. Black vow- 
or M.O. Send % deposit on C.O.D.9. Pistois shipped R.R. expr., F.O.B. pasa4na col lee der rounds with solid lead bullets for use in 
Calif. resid. order thru local dealer only. 10-day money-back guaFntee. Modei 78 Winchesters and other vintage weapons. 

5oftnose, $4.95 - 45 A.C.P. - Manufactured to high-6 u. 8. & v e r n m e ~  sveci- 
I U UKUttK KItLk3, E l  G. flcatioqs, met@ jacketed, non-corrosive, bran6 

c d h  orig~nni 50 round cartone. Shwt the 
Send check, cash or money order. For C.O.D. send % or more deposit. All Items shipped best for the price of eteel c a d  ammunition. 
F.O.B. Pasadena, Exp. charges coil. Calif. resid. add 4% state tax. lbday money back S6.M 
guarantee on ail items. Dealers inquire. -455 Webley 

Golden State Arm8 Corporation does i t  again. 
For the first time in three years, we are d i e  to 

IgT>S{ offer this ammunition a t  shooting prim for use 
*ith all Webiey and other make revplvers. $7.50 F R E E WNII kk$&&L New Book I1Fun and Profit in Gun Collecting1* W 100 *, 
9mm Steyr Hahn 
This ha8 been hard to get for yearn. We have 
choice and world famous F.N. manufactured 
Steyr auto pistol ammunition in original 26 round 
boxes4495 for 100 rds. 
We maintain a complota stock on dl cornmar- - dal, reloaded and surplus mliltary ammo, plus 

NEST MEEN STREET PASADENA 26% CALIFORNIA , all the "hard-t~-#ot'~ ammo. 

' C I V I L  WAR COLLE CTORS - 

GOLDEN STATE ARMS CORP. 



- - -. - .  
y,. hlgfit yearu ago the n&ER 5tana 
*: artlMoile1 semi-antomatic pistol wii 

- 

designed and put into mannfactum 
- Its modem design, in a traditional - 

. , manner, and its extremely su- 
5 ful field tests resulted in the RVGEQ 

pistol achieving spontaneou 
prolonged popularity. 

Sturm, Ruger & G., IIEC., corn 

h u e d  to design and m a n n f d  
pistols and revolvers wbich we b 
lieve the ootere of Ameri 
demand. 

BLACKHAWK 1 
.35? Magnum 

$87.50 retau list 
The "Sing1 is an acknowled@ 
wbtanding achievement in firear& 
design, for it embodies a traditionel 
piece with the very be& of materid 
engineerhg and workmanshiv. As a 
result of the world-wide acceptan& 
of thii RUGER single-action rd 
$elver, our Company introduced tkj 

. . #Ism uses 3 8  special ammunition 
. . . . . . 

. . . . 

incomparable Blackhawk -357 
.num and, a year ago, the 
powerful single-action revolver :* 
the world : Blackhawk .44 ~4 
caliber. . * 
We are intereeted only in the manu; 
facture of quality firearms. RUGEI~ 
pistols and revolvers are-ahipped to 
our customers only after they have 
u u ~ s f d l y  passed our rigid q d  

ity-control in~pections grid the 
m e r e  criticisms of our expexiencd 
and gun-wise personnel. 

manhctured entirely in 

$37.50 retau list 
.22 long- rifle ammnnitiod 

4%" or 6" barrel . . 

the United Statm of Am& by 

UGER & CO., IN0 - 

MARK I 
TARGET MODEL 
$57.50 retau , 

.22 long rifle ammunition 
5%" or 6%" barrel 
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